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CAPACITOR ANALYZER
The Analyzer will accurately measure all
important characteristics of all type capacitors between .00001 and 240 mfd. Power.
factor 0-50%. Readings not affected by
line voltage variations. Insulation resistance to 1,500 megohms. Magic eye leakage
indicator. Direct reading linear color -
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miss this opportunity. Offer expires Aug. 1. 1939.
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factory it will be returned
to you with the address
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C -D dis tributor.

will

laboratory tested and designed with the
experience gained in filling the capacitor requirements of engineers, servicemen and amateurs for twenty-nine years.
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Cornell- Dubilier s new line of Capacitor
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Now YOU can equip yourself,
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the greater profits in radio and
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coded scale. Push button switching. Adjustable D.C. voltage supply. The Analyzer
Model BF-50 is supplied in attractite walnut cabinet, with removable hinged cover.
List. less tubes, $41.50 Net $24.90.

CAPACITOR BRIDGE
Will accurately check capacities .00001 to
50 mfd. of all type capacitors. Indicates
power -factor

of

electrolytics.

Tests

for

open, shorts, high power- factor and high
and low capacity. Can be used as continuity meter. Direct reading ranges with all
markings directly in microfarads. The C -D

Capacitor Bridge is the most compact and
useful instrument of its type, ever offered
to the radio industry. Model BN list, less
tubes, $16.50. Net $9.90.

CAPACITOR DECADES
The C -D Decades are the first inexpensive,
practical capacitor decades ever developed. Ideally suited for experimental circuits, filter design, bridge measurements,
etc. Capacity range between .0001 and
11.1 mfd. available in three units. Decades
can be used continuously on 220 V.A.C. or
600 V.D.C. Encased in completely insulated Bakelite cases 35/s" x 5" x 3 ". Model
CDA -5, .011 mfd. in .0001 mfd. steps. List
$9.00. Net $5.40. Model CDB -5, 1.1 mfd. in
.01 mfd. steps, list $9.03. Net $5.40.. Model
CDC -5 11.1 mid. in 1. mfd. steps, list $16.00.
Net $9.60.

CORNELL-DUILIER

ELECTRIC CORPORATION

1027 Hamilton Boulevard, South Plainfield, New Jersey
Coble Address
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What Are Your Chances of

Getting a Job in Television?
Let's Be Frank
vl'REN I started training men for Radio
25 years ago, Radio was regarded only as
means of long- distance communication. Since
then, I have seen Radio expand in many different directions -into broadcasting. aviation, police, transatlantic telephone service,
direction -finding, loudspeaker systems, automobile Radio, industrial electronic devices,
and now Television is Radio's newest development.
Many sensational claims have been made
for Television -so many that I feel a frank
discussion of Television and how to get ready
for the opportunities it offers, is advisable.

I have been training
men for Radio for
twenty -five years. I
am proud of the
records being made
by N. R. I. graduates. They are in
every major branch
of Radio. I am prepared to train men
for Television, so I
believe my discussion on this pane
should interest every
man who is considering getting into
Radio's newest
branch -Television.

Are There Opportunities
in Television Today?
Yes! There are opportunities in the large
manufacturing plants which make television
transmitters and other video equipment.
There are opportunities in some stations
planning to broadcast Television programs
There are opportunities in companies now
making or planning to make Television re-

ceivers. There are opportunities installing
and servicing Television receivers in New
York and a few other cities where Television
programs are now being broadcast. But there
are not many of these opportunities today
and they are going to men with long technical training and experience. However, this
DOES NOT MEAN THAT TELEVISION
IS NOT CREATING OPPORTUNITIES
EVEN NOW. It is -for trained men qualified to take over the Radio jobs formerly
held by the men who have gone and are
going into Television.

When Will Television Offer
More Opportunities?
Very soon, most informed persons believe.

Just as soon as Television transmissions
start in any city-opportunities will come in
that city: There will be opportunities in the
opportuTelevision transmitting Stations
nities for installing, servicing, repairing and

-

Adjusting Television receivers. These opportunities will continue to grow but nobody
knows how far or how fast Television will
develop. It's almost a certainty, however,
that it will eventually reach tremendous proportions.

Who Will Benefit from These
Television Opportunities?
Only men with good, sound Radio Training and experience. Many of the men who
will get the early good jobs in Television will
be men now in Radio. Others will be men
who have Radio Training and experience
plus special training in Television. It is safe
to say that a MAN WHO DOES NOT KNOW
RADIO will not get into Television. Television after all is a DEVELOPMENT OF
RADIO, far more complicated and far more
technical than Radio, but still a DEVELOPMENT of it. When men now in Radio shift
into Television, that will MAKE OPPORTUNITIES IN RADIO-opportunities which
may later lead to opportunities in Television.

-

-

My Training covers all you need to know
to get a good job in Radio RIGHT NOW
the type of position which can LEAD RIGHT
INTO TELEVISION when Television develops further. Best of all, you DO NOT HAVE
TO WAIT for Television TO MAKE MONEY

through my Training. Broadcasting Stations,
Radio Repair Work, Radio factories, automobile Radio, commercial, aviation, police
Radio, Loudspeaker systems ALL OFFER
OPPORTUNITIES TO WELL TRAINED
MEN- opportunities for good jobs-opportunities which may soon lead you into Television.
J.

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week
Extra in Spare Time
While Learning

SMITH, Pre,
National Radio
E.

Institute

-

knowledge of Radio to grasp Television's
opportunities. To prepare for Television
the sensible thing to do is to START TRAINING FOR RADIO NOW.

The day you enroll I start sending you Extra
Money Job Sheets. They show you how to do
Radio repair jobs. how to cash in quickly. They
show you how to start making money quickly
and to continue MAKING MONEY UNTIL

-

TELEVISION OFFERS BETTER OPPORTUNITIES in the future.

I Give You This Professional

Servicing Instrument

How I Train You for Radio
and Television
For more than 25 years I've been training
men for Radio. Men I trained have enjoyed
success and good pay in practically every
branch of Radio --in nearly every country in
the world. The N. R. I. Course has included
training in Television principles FOR MORE
THAN FIVE YEARS. Yes, for more than
five years I have been preparing men for
Television insofar as technical information
available at the time would permit.

My Course Contains Up -to -Date

Television Information

training gives you the fundamentals
of Radio you must have to get into either
Radio or Television. These fundamentals are
treated specially for Television in every instance. My text on superheterodynes has
My

contained information about the wider frequency circuits needed for Television reception for many years now -and my training
in sweep circuits, synchronizing, cathode ray
tubes is just as complete. My texts have just
been revised to include up -to -date information on today's Television developments, as
well as developments in ALL BRANCHES
OF' RADIO.

Here is the type of instrument every Radio
expert needs -an AllWave, All- Purpose Set
Instrument.
Servicing
It contains everything
necessary to measure

A.C. and D.C. voltages
and currents; to compare tubes; check resistances, adjust or
align any set old or
new and make modern
dynamic receiver analysis. It satisfies your need
for professional servicing after you graduate
can help you make extra money servicing sett
while training.

-

Mail Coupon for Television Lesson
and 64 -page Book Free

Act Today. Mail the coupon now for Sample
Lesson "Essential Circuits in a Television Receiver" and 64-page book "Rich Rewards in
Radio." They're free to you if you are over 16.
They point out Radio's spare time and full time
opportunities and those coming in Television;
tell about my training in Radio and Television;
show you letters from men I trained. telling what
they are doing and earning. Find out what Radio
offers YOU! MAIL COUPON in an envelope, or
paste on n postcard-NOW!
J. E. SMITH. President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 9GB3

Washington. D. C.

r
J. E. SMITH. President, National Radio Institute.
Dept. 9G133. Washington, D. C.

Without obligating me. please send sample Television lesson "Essential Circuits in a Television
Receiver" and your 64-page book which points out the spare time and full time opportunities
in Radio and those coming in Television. and explains your method of training at home for
them. (Please write plainly.)
Age

Name

What Can You Do NOW
to Get Ready for Television?
First-you must Train for Radio. You'll
need a working knowledge of fundamental
Radio principles to understand Television.
Second you'll need SPECIALIZED TRAINING IN TELEVISION, over and above your

Many Men I Trained Make $30, $50
and More a Week in Radio Now

Address
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When you see this seal on
a set it is a guarantee that
it has been tested and
certified in our laboratories,
privately in different parts of

the country. Only constructional-ex perimental sets are certified.
You need not hesitate to spend
money on parts because the set and
circuit are bona fide.
This is the only magazine that renders such a service.
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LIST OF TELEVISION BROADCAST STATIONS
as of Pebruary

Licenses and Location

1,

1939 (Revised to

date)

National Broadcasting Co.. Inc.
New York, N. V.
(Tues.. Thur.: -11 a.m. -4 p.m.; Wed
National Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Portable (Camden, N. J., and
New York, N. Y.)
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Radio Pictures, Inc.
Long Island City, N. Y.
Don Lee Broadcasting System

\V2XBS

42 to

56 mc.

60 to

86 mc.

)banal

Passer

kw

12

Fri. & Sat.: -4 p.m. -9:30 p.ot.)
92 and
\V2XBT

l
15

\V2XAX
\\-2XDR
\\-bXAO

Farnsworth Television
Incorporated of Pennsylvania
Springfield, Penna.
Philco Radio and Television Corp.
Philadelphia, Penna.

W3XPF

Philco Radio & Television Corp.
Philadelphia, Penna.
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
Passaic, New Jersey
(Irregular; 12 mid. -3 a.m.; 8-10 a.m 1

kw

OK

100 w

400 w

W3XP

W3XE

42 to

56 mc.

60 to

86 mc. C.P. 7Y:

42 to

56 mc.

60 to

86 mc.

42 to

56 mc.

60 to

86 mc.

42 to

56 mc.

60 to

86 mc.

42 to

56 mc.

60 to

86 me.

w

50

1

kw
kw

7!! kw

kw

150 w

1

250

w

10

kw

15

w

500 w

1

10

kw

Of course you'd like a
good-pay job. But wishing won't get it for you.

Dreaming won't do it.
Doing can! And I'm
ready to help you on
your way to a start.
I'm ready to make it
easy for you to get 12

kw

(Irregular)

204 to 210 mc.

\\'2XVT

42 to

\\-1XG

56 mt.
Bb me.

500 w

124 to 130 mc.

500 w

42 to
60 to

\V3XAD

30

50 w

50 w

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Portable -Mobile

WIOXX

42 to

So

60 to

80 mc.

General Electric Company
Bridgeport. Conn.
General Electric Company
Albany. N. Y.
General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.
General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

\V1X:\

60 to

86 inc.

10

kw

3

W2XB

60 to

86 mc.

IO

kw

3

00 to

mc.

Camden, N. J.

\V2XD

156 to 162 mc.

40 w

\\'2XII

42 to

56 me.

40 w

First National Television, Inc.
Kansas City, Mo.

\V9XAL

42 to
60 to

56 me.
86 mc.

300 w

University- of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Zenith Radio Corporation
Chicago, III.

W9Xt-1

42 to
60 to

56 me.

100 w

W9XZV

42 to
60 to

about. You do actual

work right in my Chicago
shops -real work on real
generators, motors and
dynamos. You do house
wiring and wind armatures. You work in many
other branches of electricity. And right now
I'm including valuable
instruction in Diesel,

kw

30 kw

42 to

Camden. N. J.

-

500 w

\V3XEP

56 mc.
8o inc.

weeks of real shop training in ELECTRICITY
training that can help
you toward a better job.
This is no correspondence course I'm talking

50w

50w

56 mc.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

k
kw

1kw

56 me.

2

to

2.1

\V9XEi

2

to

2.1 ntc.

1/

mc.

niques develop.
Mr. Seldes disclosed that he has already discussed the possibility of televising' Broadway
shows with various theater managers, and that
they seemed enthusiastic. He thinks they will
be glad to make such material available without
charge to the broadcasters: for the experience of
the British managers has been that televising
their shows has resulted in increased attendance.
The problem of financing television programs

125 w

kw

100 w

Technically, the RCA equipment with which
are working is providing good
results, but Mr. Seldes would like to see the
sensitivity of the iconoscope increased. This will
permit using a smaller diaphragm opening in
the lens of the pick -up and thus increase the
focal depth. At present, using a 16.5 cm.. f:2.7
lens, the portion of the stage which is within
focus is only about 5 feet deep. This limits
action. and Mr. Seldes feels that a focal depth
of 10 feet is necessary for adequate flexibility of
action. He is convinced that the engineers of
RCA and CBS are making excellent progress
and that the iconoscope will continue to be
improved until it reaches and passes this point.
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COYNE

500 S. Paulina St. DeptB9-8l Chicago

industry."
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ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

D. C. Lewis. President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St.. Dept. B9 -81 Chicago. IR.
)'lease send nie free your big catalog and full per ticulars f our "Pay After Graduation Plan'also other facts, including offer of extra 4 weeks
Radio Course at no extra tuition cost.

CBS engineers
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Il,er have the

the coupon today.
H. C. LEWIS, President

this purpose-possibly through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. After all. the Government has spent many millions of dollars in aiding the railroads, and I believe that they would
do well to encourage this new and growing

it

and

You can get this training first -then pay for most
of it later in 12 easy monthly payments. starting
60 days after your 12 weeks training period is over.
If you need part-time work to help out with
expenses while training in my shops, my employment department will assist you. And after graduation, you'll get lifetime employment service.
Mail the coupon today and I'll send you my big
free book filled with interesting facts and pictures
of students at work -doing the same things you
will do. I'll also tell you about my "Pay After
Graduation" Plan and how many of my students
earn while learning. Fill in, clip. and mall

is, of course, a major one. Although the F.C.C.
does not yet permit sponsorship of television
broadcasts. Mr. Seldes says, "I think the Government should make some funds available for

Please say you saw

vea
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I'LL FINANCE YOUR TRAINING

1kw

Seldes Discloses CBS Television Plans
RECENTLY returned from a trip to England,
Gilbert Seldes, Television Program Director of
the Columbia Broadcasting System. has many
ideas for air presentations. The CBS transmisalone. which are now scheduled to start "sometime in mid-summer ", will probably use many
of the ideas that have proven popular in England.
Among these are: "Tonight In Town ". a theater
pick -up; sports events from the outside: and
interviews with visiting celebrities.
Although the British programs are presented
approximately two to three hours daily and
Sundays, no such schedule is planned as yet for
the CBS broadcasts. These will probably go on
sporadically at first and be increased as tech-

nU

tuition cost.

(Irregular)

W9XG

has first dam

ilearucton

in Radio at no extra

150 w

86 mc.

125 w

-

Electric Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning.
Also, I'm including an
extra 4 weeks course

86 me.

Kansas State College of
2 to 2.1 mc.
W9XAK
Agriculture and Applied Science
Manhattan. Kansas
(60 -line images now; expect change to high definition in autumn)

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Ind.
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

WO

weds

Aural

175 to 180 mc.

Los Angeles, California

General Television Corporation
Boston, Mass.
RCA Manufacturing Co.. Inc.
Portable (Camden, N. J.)
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All Prominent

RADIO DEALERS
Ready to Show You This Big Book!
ARIZONA
Sam's Cigar Store,
127 N. First Ave..

Phoenix.

CALIFORNIA

Scott Wholesale

Radio

Co.,

Fourth Street, Long Beach.
tlffenbach 12ectric lb., Ltd.,
1452 Market Street. San Francleco.
Zack Radio Supply Co..
1428 Market Street, San Francisco.
E.

344

COLORADO
,auto Equipment Co..
14th at Lawrence. Denver.

CONNECTICUT

Radio Inspection Service Lb..

Asylum Street, Hartford.
Tern Wholesale Parts. Inc..
210 Chapel St-, Hartford.
2't7

GEORGIA

Wholesale Radio

Service Co., Inc.,
W. Peachtree St., N. W.. Atlanta.

130

ILLINOIS

Allied Radio Corporation,
833 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Newark Electric Company,

W. Madleoo Street, Chicago.

226

Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.,
901 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago.

244

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Radio Service Laboratory.
1187 Elm Street, Sfanchester.

OHIO
News Exchange.

Main Street. Akron.
Canton Radio & Supply Co.,
1140 Tuscarawas Street, W., Canton.
United Radio, Inc.,
1103 Vine Street. Cincinnati.
The Hughes- Peters Electric Corp..
178 -180 N. Third Street, Columbus.
Standard Radio Parts Co.,
136 But Second Street. Dayton.
51 So.

OREGON

Portland Radio Supply Co-.
1300 W. Burnside Street. Portland.

PENNSYLVANIA

Radio Distributing Co..
1124 -26 Market Street. Harrisburg.
M. & H. Sporting Coax Co..
512 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Camendio Co..

Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh.
RHODE ISLAND

963

INDIANA
Van Sickle Radio. Inc.,

West Ohio Street,

94

Your Money
IF THE

Buck.

RADIO AMATEUR COURSE

H. Jappe Co..
97

NOT REPRESENT THE GREATEST
BOOK VALUE EVER OFFERED TO THE RADIO
DOES

"FANS"

FOR

MICHIGAN

NEBRASKA
Radio Accessories Company.
2566 Farnam Street, Omaha.

NEW JERSEY

Arco Radio Co.,
221 Central Avenue, Newark.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc.,
219 Central Avenue, Newark.

NEW YORK

Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc..
542 E. Fordham Rd., Bronx.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc..
90 -08 166th Street. Jamaica, L. I.
Blan. The Radio Man, Inc.,
64 Dey Street, New York City.
Eagle Radio Co.,
84 Cortlandt Street, New York City.
Federated Purchaser, Inc..
25 Park Place, New York City.

Harrison Radio Co.,
12 West Broadway. New York City,
Sun Radio Co..
212 Fulton Street. New York CRY.
Terminal Radio Corp..
80 Cortlandt Street, New York City.
Thor Radio Corp.,
60 Dey St., New York City.
Try -Mo Radio Co.. Inc.,
85 Cortlandt Street, New York City
\ Vhoesale Radio Service Cb., Inc.,
100 Sixth Avenue, New York City.

Written by George W. Shuart, W2AMN,
foremost short -wave authority

x 91

_

INCHES

OVER 150 RADIO DIAGRAMS
and TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Inc..

Modern Radio Company.
409 No. Third Street, HannibaL
Burstein- Aeplebee Co.,
1012-14 McGee Street, Hanna City.
Van Sickle Radio Co..
1113 Pine Street, St. Louis.

book buy today, the publishers of the
RADIO AMATEUR COURSE make the sensational offer of a money -back guarantee on such
a low-priced book. Stop in at any of the many
dealers listed at the right and examine this
volume. See for yourself if the RADIO AMATEUR COURSE isn't just the book you've always wanted.
Printed on the finest coated paper-well illustrated attractive 4 -color cover-complete
with radio information you must have. It contains a step -by -step program for obtaining a
short-wave radio education.

`

99 Hudson Street,

New York, N. Y.

UTAH

O'Loughlin's Wholesale Radio Sunnis'.
Main Street. Salt Lake City.

315 South

Radio Supply. Irae.
E xchange Place.

Salt Lake City.

WASHINGTON
Radio Co.,

Spokane

Inc..

First Avenue. Spokane.
WISCONSIN

611

Radio Parte Co.. 11r..
536 -538 W. State Street. Milwaukee,

AUSTRALIA

McGill's Agency,
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Ellubeth Street. Melbourne.
CANADA

Eaton Co.. Ltd.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Canadian Electrical Supply Co., Limited.
285 Craig Street W.. Montreal, Que.
Metropolitan News Agency.
1298 Peel Street. Montreal, Que.
The T.

CUBA
The Diamond News Co.,
Palacio Asturiano, l'or San Jose,

Habana.
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ENGLAND
American News Agency.
Leicester Square,

Green Street.
London, W.C.2.
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HOLLAND
Radio Peelers. Van Wovetraat, Amsterdam. Z.

INDIA

Empire Rook Start,
Box 631, Bombay.

MEXICO
American Book Store. S. A.,
Avenida Madero 25, Mexico City.
Central De Publicaciones.
Avenida Juarez. 4. Apartado 2430,
Mexico. D. F.

NEW
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Aro Book

ZEALAND
l.td.,

Depot.

Courtenay Place. Wellington.

SOUTH AFRICA
Technical Book Co.
Strand Street. Cape Town.
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Gentlemen: i enclose herewith
(60c) for which please send me
RADIO AMATEUR COURSE.
order; register letter if you send

Hudson St.. New York, N. Y.
my remittance of Fifty Cents
POSTPAID, my copy of the
(Remit by check or money
cash or unused U. S. Postage

Name
Address

City
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Amarillo Electric Co_
111 East 8th Avenu, Amarillo.

If this book is not at your dealer's, send your order directly to us.
We wiU credit your dealer with the sale of this book. To order your
copy of RADIO AMATEUR COURSE, fie in coupon below and mail.

Stamps.)
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W. H. Edwards Co..
32 Broadway, Providence, R.

Worcester.

nonillion Ave., Detroit.
Rassi Brothers. Inc.,
443 S. Division St.. Detroit.
MISSOURI
5027

TO convince you that there isn't a better
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Mechanic Street,

Rigel Brothers.
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Indianapolis.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Distributors,
40 Waltham St., Boston.
H. Jappe Co.. 46 Gambill. Boston.
Wholesale Radio Service CO., Inc..
110 Federal Street, Boston.
Springleld Radio Co.,
397 Dwight Street, Springfield.
Greater

NEW YORK

l'arts k EOmpiaent Co..
Clinton Avenue No.. Rochester.
M. Schwartz & Son.
710 -712 Broadway. Schenectady.
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PIa,i,il#z9 Pta9tami
for TELEVISION
By Thomas H. Hutchinson
Manager, Television Program Division,
The National Broadcasting Company

their audiences along by continuous and

THE air

i; full of cheers for the new
scientific miracle of television. The moment the National Broadcasting Company
flashed its first air picture of President
Roosevelt opening the New York World's
Fair of 1939, a tumultuous welcome of
"Television Is Here!" arose from the press
of the nation.
It certainly is true that television is here.
The engineers have brought the science to
an amazing degree of perfection in the
decade or more they have been working on
it. None can deny that the steady, brilliant
raster is a major engineering achievement.
But that still leaves unsolved the perplexing problems facing the program director.
We directors have to fill that frame with

interesting program material.
The television staff of the National
Broadcasting Company has been tussling
with the new art's basic problem for three
years. We have learned and unlearned.
What apparently was clearly established in
one show, was frequently just as decisively
disproved in the next. Nevertheless we have
much to show for our three years of research and experiment. We know that some
program material does not readily lend itself to television, that other material does.
We know the reaction of the iconoscope to
different colors and fabrics, we know something about the construction and design of
sets and we are acutely aware of the problems of lighting and camera technique. All
these things are tremendously valuable.
Anyone who goes into television programming will have to acquire similar experience
in exactly the same way we did at NBC.
This experience, however, has not supplied the answer to television's fundamental
program problem. Briefly stated, this problem is to get the right material and present
it in the right way. By the "right material"
I mean program subject matter that will
hold the interest of a man and his family
gathered in front of a home receiver. That
program may be dramatic, slapstick comedy,
a musical number, an educational program.
More exactly, the viewer may want "Sherlock Holmes," a fashion show, Jane Fro man or Marcy Wescott or Helen Morgan.
He may demand Fred Waring and His
for July, 1939

Thomas H. Hutchinson, the Ziegfeld of NBC
television, who plans the programs for

"lookers -in."

Pennsylvanians, "Fats" Waller, Sheila Barrett or Gertrude Lawrence. Perhaps a program revealing the microscopic jungle in
a drop of water, one bringing ordinary
Americans on the screen to tell of their
attitudes on various problems, or "special
event" coverage of outside news happenings
will be the most popular item on the program schedule. All these people and things,
and many more, have been televised by
NBC. They may partially answer the problem of the "right material." It is up to us
to find out.
The obvious thing to do is to take proven
acts and personalities from the stage and
motion pictures and place them before the
Iconoscope camera. We have done a lot of
that at Radio City. Success in any already
established medium, however, is no guarantee of even the slightest success in television. Time and again we have brought in
sure -fire material from the stage and vaudeville only to watch it die miserably on the
television screen. Personalities who carried

Twenty.ninth of a series of
"Guest" Editorials

violent expression of seemingly limitless
energy have fared particularly badly in
television. At the other extreme, acts and
personalities relying almost entirely on
technical perfection have scored no tremendous hits with the NBC audience. Were
I to hazard a guess, I should say that a
happy mean here is the thing to strive for.
One of our early successes was a girl violinist. whose ingenuous youthful charm immediately captivated all who saw her in the
television screen. This one quality-personality-expressed in a smooth, easy manner,
is at present one of the most important
elements in television success, as far as the
performer is concerned.
News, news while it is still happening, is
one of the "musts" of television. However
limited we may have been in televising the
President at the New York World's Fair,
it was a tremendous success. So will many
other similar events be successful in the
future. The problem here is to fit camera
technique to situations over which we have
no control. We cannot ask the President to
accommodate himself to the demands of the
Iconoscope to the disadvantage of newsreel
cameras, microphones and the present visible audience. We have to fit our cameras
into the general scheme of things, supply
them with lenses that will pick up close -ups
and long shots of the event. We will have
to deploy a battery of Iconoscope cameras
to get different angles of the televised subject. When our mobile unit goes to cover
football and baseball games, tennis matches.
races, military manoeuvres and other outdoor events these will be the requirements
of the job.
At their best, outdoor light conditions are
ideal for television. The "catch" is that
light seldom remains stable for any length
of time on most days when we want to
televise outdoor events. Those who witnessed NBC's inaugural telecast were certainly aware of the handicaps a fickle sun
can lay on television. To offset this, of
course, we may have in the near future new
Iconoscopes of far greater sensitivity than
any we have yet used.
(Continued on page 167)
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Left -Large image projector
and screen, as installed by
the Baird Company in a
London theater. High intensity cathode-ray tubes are

E

in New York to demonstrate large size television

images. How soon American theaters may adopt
large television screens can only be answered

used.

Right -Front view of the
Baird television projector in
a London theater.

Below- Interior view of the
theater television projector,
showing the control switchboard and the high voltage
cathode-ray tubes. (One is
a spare.)

when we really have more
television transmitters installed and in regular
daily operation in such
cities as Chicago, Philadelphia, etc.
The success of t h e
Baird television projector
is based on the production
of an intensely brilliant
image on the end of a 16inch cathode -ray tube, the
image being built up on a
fluorescent screen measuring 4.4 by 5.5 inches.
This screen is mounted
inside the C -R tube in
such a manner that its
front face is scanned
obliquely by the electron
beam, and any distortion
is compensated for electrically.
(Continued on page 180)

ACCORDING to reports,

a number of theaters in
England are being fitted with giant image television
apparatus, whereby sporting events and "spot news"
can be flashed on the theater screen. The latest advice
from London is to the effect that the Gaumont- British
New Victoria Theater in London has been equipped
with the world's largest television screen, measuring
15 by 20 feet. The previous theater installations employed a screen 12 by 15 feet.
The television apparatus itself is built in dual fashion, as the accompanying photo shows, one of the
cathode-ray tubes being a spare. As will be seen, the
Baird projector is placed in the center of the main
floor, some of the seats being removed to provide space
for the apparatus. Loud -speakers for the television
sound are placed on either side of the stage.
Engineers of the English Baird Company are now

TELEVISION SHOWS FASHIONS THROUGHOUT STORE
LARGE New York department store (Bloomingdale
Bros.) recently had the distinction of presenting the first
television fashion show in a store. The complete television installation was made by the American Television Corporation,
including a studio with television camera, lights and sound pickup. In this way, the models, wearing the latest style hats, moved
before the television camera, and the customers in various parts
of the store could see these styles projected on special cathode ray tube receivers known as "kinets."
4Scene in television
Tomorrow television may find a tremenstudio of New York
dous field for application in stores, hosDepartment Store,
pitals and other similar institutions where
on
showing model
rolling platform.After
it is desirable to project images at various
announcer's descriplocations throughout a building or plant.
tion of hat, model
off platform,
steps
A customer purchasing, let us say, a pair
puts on another bonof shoes, may watch tie latest millinery
net and mounts other
end of platform. The
styles on one of these television projectors
American Television
installed in the shoe department, and before
Corp. equipped the
studio with camera,
she leaves the store, she may buy a new
lights and micro(Continued on page 180)
phones.
.1
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TELEVISION
at the

New York World's Fair
The G.E. Co.'s television exhibit at the New York World's Fair. Photo at
right shows William Mulvey interviewing a Fair visitor in the television
studio. The public gets a big kick out of these demonstrations, as they
see the images of their friends on the screens of the television receivers
shown at the left of the picture below. The television amplifiers appear
in the small picture below at right.

SO popular are the television exhibits at the New York World's
Fair that extra guards frequently

have to be called to handle the crowds.

Above -Radio equipment in the Living Room of Tomorrow at the
New York World's Fair. This was designed by John Vascos for
the RCA exhibit. "A" is the Television and "broadcast" sound
receiver; "C" is the home movie projector which flashes pictures
on the opposite wall: "B" is the facsimile receiver.

E

Left

The popularity of television is due
apparently to the fact that the public
is surprised at the greatly improved
images seen with the modern television system. In all television exhibits at the Fair, including those
staged by RCA. General Electric and
Westinghouse, the studio transmitter
is connected by means of a wire
or cable to several receivers. In the
C.E. demonstration, the person being
interviewed before the television
camera may be seen by the pubL<
through a glass partition. and the
televised image can be viewed on the
battery of receivers at the opposite
side of the room, as the pictures herewith show.
Great interest is manifested by the
public as to where they can purchase
television receivers, the cost of the
different size receivers. what programs are on the air and when. etc.

Above -Tra- sparent RCA television receiver
at the World's Fair. Set has 12 -inch tube.

-

Television
image of David Saroff ,
President
of
RCA, as seen on receivers in Radio City,
New York, after being
flashed from the television antenna at the
N. Y. World's Fair.
Right

being

-

Mr.

Sarnoff

televised by
portable RCA
television camera at
the RCA Building at
the
t

h

e

Fair.

Images

picked up by the mobile truck are flashed
B. miles, from the Fair
to New York City.

ZEMPIRE
T
STAE

N.Y
CITY
l

FLU
L

SHIN
MOBILE TaLEVI SION
TRUCK
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HOW GIANT
H. Winfield
RECENTLY the writer had a very interesting visit at the Du Mont Television
Laboratories, Palisades Park, N. J., where
he witnessed excellent reception of the
NBC television broadcast at 11:00 a. m.
Even though the Du Mont Laboratories
are located 10 miles from the NBC transmitter atop the Empire State Building in
New York City, the images-picked up on
E
the new Du Mont
Photos at left show

-

I, Trimming the coat-

ing inside 14" image

tube. 2, Mounting
electron "gun" unit
in tube end- section.
3,

Successive stages
"gun" and

in making

ray
deflectors. 4,
Polarized light shows
strains in glass tube.

console receiver,
equipped with a 14"

e-

cathode -ray tub
were clear and
steady. This particular model was also
fitted with an all wave broadcast recci ver.

The Du Mon t
plant is very busy producing television receivers and, at present, has orders far in
advance of production. They are concentrating on the large 14" tube television receivers but expect later to build models with
smaller size cathode -ray tubes. An 8" x 10"
image is obtained with this 14" tube, and
the sound reproduction is of excellent
quality.
While watching the image on the 14"
tube receiver, it was interesting to note that
no frequent readjustment of any of the
sweep or tuning controls was necessary, and
the image remained very steady on the face
of the tube. The image and sound were
picked up on horizontal doublet aerials
placed on the roof of the factory, the
doublets being about 20 feet above the roof
of the three -story building. There is plenty
Fig.
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5 shows glass

Are the large cathode -ray
tubes hand blown? How is
the screen coating put on?
What plate voltage is used
on a 14-inch tube?
These
and other questions are answered in this article.
of rolling country in between the receiving
and transmitting antennas, but it is possible
to see the top of the Empire State Building
on a clear day. However reception is reported in locations behind hills.
The manufacture of the large cathode ray tube proved very interesting. A surprising fact is that all the metal parts, such as
the deflecting plates, electron gun, electrodes, etc., are made of pure nickel (due
to its high ductility, etc.), the only other
metal being the Dumet alloy wires passing
through the glass wall. On such large
cathode -ray tubes, the atmospheric force
reaches the astonishing figure of 5 tons.
A heavy plate glass window is placed in
front of the C -R tubes in the receiver to
protect the televiewers in the event that a
tube should happen to collapse, but so far
none have. The wall in these 14" tubes is
about %" thick and is made of pyrex glass.
One of the first manufacturing steps is
to thoroughly clean the hand -blown glass
bulb, both inside and out. Next, the fluorescent chemical coating is placed inside the
tube by a spraying process; and the tube is
then baked. A coat of aquadag (graphite)
is placed on the inner wall of the cone-

expert fusing electron "gun" unit into position.
units with high frequency currents.

6- Heating infernal
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Among other novel ideas
devised by Du Mont engineers are a new system

of

interlaced scanning and a
method of transmitting the
sweep pulses with the image
signal
all on the same

-

wave.

shaped section ; this is later used as a
grounded electrode. in another section of
the tube assembly department, experts
mount all of the nickel deflecting plates,
electron gun, etc., in the glass stem, which
is later to be welded to the small cud of
the pear - shaped glass bulb. All of the electrodes in the stem have to be mounted
accurately in line by means of jigs. An
expert glass worker next takes one of the
completed stems with its nickel electrode
assembly (which also include the cathode
heater) and proceeds to fuse this glass stem
or base onto the smaller end of the large 14"
C -R tube, with the aid of several extremely
hot gas flames. It takes about three hours
V) put one of these giant image tubes
through its manufacturing stages, including
the exhausting process.
The assembly of metal and glass parts is
mounted on a glass envelope which is generally funnel shaped, and sealed in place. A
glass tube, giving access to the inside of
the glass bulb, serves for pumping the air
out of the glass envelope. \Vhilc the pumping operation is being conducted, the glass
envelope is subjected part of the time to bakFig.

-The

7

Du

The illustration at the
ing in an oven which
right shows progres
is part of the exhaust
sive
steps in the
equipment, at a tcmmanufacture of e
perature of approx_
14 Television image
imately 750° F. This
tube.
baking drives off
ì
moisture which
might otherwise remain inside the tube. An
interesting point in passing is that while the
tube is being exhausted, an image i rom a
laboratory transmitter is flashed on the
chemical (fluorescent) screen of the tube,
so that if there is any defect in the tube, it
can be detected at this stage, instead of
having to waste further manufacturing time
on a defective tube.
While the tube is passing through the
exhausting stage, any occluded gases (gas
trapped in between molecules) in the metal
electrodes, or in the surface of the glass,
are driven off by heating and carried out
through the exhaust pump. The metal parts
within the tube are heated by high frequency induction coils, placed on either side
of the neck of the tube.
The metal parts attain temperatures up
to 1850° F, during bombardment. The bombardment serves to free metal parts of
gases. The construction and assembly of the
cathode-ray tube calls for exceptional accuracy. The parts must be very accurately
positioned and spaced, since such details
affect the quality of finished tubes. Also,
the metal parts must be imbedded in the
glass, which again calls for great skill on
the part of workers familiar with glass
working. The cathode -ray tube plant must
have skilled glass applicators to take care
(Continued on page 181)

Mont television tubes are tested at high pressure in compressed air tanks.
The finished 14" cathode ray image tube in a receiver.
photos courtesy
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GGSTEREOSCOPIC television

is a prob-

lem comparatively easy of solution,"
says Arthur R. Coussens, writing in WorldRadio. Mr. Coussens believes that it will not
be necessary to have two receivers, or even
two pick -ups. He feels that a split image
at the pick-up and dual projection on a
single tube, super- imposed but of complementary colors, such as red and green, could
be used. Similarly colored spectacles used
by the viewer would solve the problem
quite simply, he believes. The publication,
however, points out that it would be necessary to use two separate channels to
transmit the images. R. & T., on the other
hand, feels that separate channels might
not be necessary, for each picture could
well contain half the usual number of pic-

ture elements.
Another means of achieving stereoscopic
television is through the use of two 1 -inch
cathode ray tubes, mounted in a pair of
oversize spectacles, so that each eye views
the image projected for it.
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AVIATION RADIO: The map reproduced above tells the story of a radio telephone
system recently installed by Western Electric Co. for the Glenn L. Martin Company
to enable pilots and aeronautical engineers to converse while giant Martin flying boats
soar above Chesapeake Bay during test flights. The miniature inter -communicating
system, the most comprehensive of its type ever built, simultaneously links the Martin
plant with the aircraft, two surface vessels, the U. S. Coast Guard, and telephone systems
on land. It is intended primarily to increase the safety of the men testing the planes.

WIN

E..

BURGESLSO

W1VBS, of Westerly, R. I., is smiling, and no wonder! He was selected as the winner of
the annual William
S. Paley amateur
radio award f o r
1939 (insert,

because

left)

of the
heroic work he performed during the
great N e w England hurricane of

RADIO FARM: According to the exhibit of the United States Steel Corporation at the New York World's Fair,
radio beams will direct every activity from
sowing to shipping on the farm of the
future.

Walter Dorwin Teague designed the exhibit to illustrate how steel might function
in future farming. The heart of this conception is the radio control tower (shown
below) from which the futuristic farmer
sends wireless impulses to the machines
which sow, cultivate, irrigate, reap, can or
freeze, pack and ship the products of his
broad, shining acres.

1938.

Burgess,

who

works for Montgomery Ward in
Westerly, assembled all available
batteries and took
them to his home
when he foresaw
that an emergency might arise. When the power lines went out, he established the only
communication between his city and the outside world. For 46 hours, with trees and
houses falling about him, he kept his transmitter working to handle rescue messages
for the Red Cross. The award, shown in the insert, is a small replica of the silver trophy,

TWO

YEARS in jail is the penalty for
repeating to others any information
gathered from foreign broadcasts considered harmful to the welfare of the Nazi
party, if you live in Germany. Five years
may be the penalty if, instead of whispering such information to one friend, you
circulate it publicly. But if a group of
people gets together and listens to a broadcast from Moscow-ah
that is high
treason and the headsman's gleaming axe
awaits you. All this is on the authority of
Deutsche Justie, the official German organ,
which certainly should know !
!
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WHAT

PERCENTAGE of the public
reads the radio gossip and programs
in the daily newspapers? That is the question which Fortune Magazine asked a representative group of American newspaper
readers. According to the survey, reproduced with the magazine's permission,
31.7% are habitual readers, 33.5% are occasional readers, and 34.8% do not read such
material. Of those who habitually read the
radio columns of the papers, 53% find them
helpful in choosing their programs, 25.9%
find them helpful only occasionally, and
21.2% do not find them useful.
RADIO

&
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THE BELGIAN National Broadcasting
Institute has a new home with 21 studios.
Adjacent to all studios are the necessary
control rooms, and the whole building is
protected from cellar to roof with a Faraday cage.

MAGIC EYE is the name given to a new
device to help airplane pilots pierce
the fog. Developed by John Logic Baird,
noted television pioneer, this apparatus will
enable planes to sec from 50 to 100 miles in
any direction. It picks up the image of the
terrain and projects it onto a ground glass
screen in the control panel. Although it has
been tried out extensively over London, the
secret of its operation is being closely
guarded because of its potential value in
time of war. It has also been tried out on
boats and has been found capable of penetrating fog
characteristic of great value
in and around London.

-a

CINCINNATI has already been tested as
a location for television transmission.

WORLD WIDE

The Crosley Corporation has installed its
experimental television broadcasting apparatus in the Carew Tower, 574 feet tall,
and demonstrated a pick -up to the press.
Although there have been no programs
yet, Crosley engineers using telephoto ten,have televised buildings and landscapes
Ohio and Kentucky. The Corporation has
announced that although a number of television receivers have been constructed in
its laboratory, no definite plans for production, marketing or pricing are as yet ready.
These plans will depend upon the general
public's acceptance of television.

RADIO DIGEST

MANY British receivers arc now being
made with loud speaker jacks to permit the installation of remote loud speakers
-an idea that American manufacturers
might well copy.

RADIO ENGINEERS of the Norsk Riksringkasting, Norwegian State Broadcasting
of Oslo, Norway, made a tour of the United States to record the folk life of our
Norwegian citizens, using Fairchild sound recording equipment. They prepared transcriptions which

will be broadcast
over radio stations
in Norway s o ni e
time in the future.
The purpose of the
series will be to
build a better un-

derstanding

be-

tween the two nations.
T h e apparatus

has

used

pound

a

16-

turntable

driven by an 1800
r.p.m. synchronous
motor geared down
to 33 1/3 r.p.m.,

with

a

shift for

78

r.p.m. The amplifier is an 8 -tube 12-

watt

Hi -Fi job
with a flat frequency response of 40 to 10,000 cycles. Its efficiency is said to be extremely high,
In the photograph above, E. W. Petersen, of the Norwegian group, is shown operating
the recorders.

COAXIAL CABLE will

be used to transmit television programs from the London Coliseum to Alexandra Palace, according to Television and Short -Wave World.
This indicates that the cable is satisfactory
for carrying the high frequency video

signals, even though it has not as yet been
for extreme distances, says the maga-

used

zine.

Television pick -ups have been installed at
the side of the orchestra, about half -way
back in the Coliseum, to give comprehensive
long shots. The use of telephoto lenses will
provide close -ups of all actors on the stage
when desirable.
(In the United States, both the NBC and
the CBS plan to televise theater stages.)
There is also a new 150 -foot television
receiving aerial erected at Swain's Lane,
Highgate, 400 feet above sea level. This
runs next to the cable linking Alexandra
Palace and Broadcasting House. ff'orldRadio states that this new receiver will
be used for nearly all outside broadcasts

requiring
for July,

a

radio link.

1939

TRANS -ATLANTIC CLIPPER: Shown
at the right, through the courtesy of
Pan American Airways, is the radio
room of Yankee
Clipper No. 17,from
which the Columbia
Broadcasting System plans to transmit during an
ocean flight. The
transmitter to be
used in this history- making event
is

WCBN,

ROBOT

RADIO COP:

Last

motttl

RADIO & TELEVISION made mention

of

a new radio highway safety device. This
apparatus is shown in the photograph above
It incorporates a magnetic tape sound recorder, amplifier and loud speaker, which
can shout a traffic bulletin or safety message to pedestrians or motorists. In addition, there is a miniature low- powered
transmitter to be operated on an unoccupied
frequency at the lower end of the broadcast
hand. This will feed its signals. into a wave guide cable, laid in or next to the highway,
to transmit messages to be picked up on
the auto radios of passing cars. Attention
of motorists will he called to these transmissions by means of highly visible signs.
A telephone line may link the units to a
control headquarters. This will enable an
operator to change the message recorded
on the steel tape by remote o nitro!.
(Continued on next page)

a 100 -

watt job, with a
frequency range
from 1600 kc. to 23

mc. It has been licensed to use eight

special

frequencies

within that band.
This transmitter
weighs less

than

1000 pounds.
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(Continued front preceding page)

Television Truck
SO popular is television in England that a leading service engineer has equipped his truck especially for television servicing, as
shown in the picture above. On the roof of the car is an extension ladder to which is affixed an antenna for making quick
tests of new installations. In the interior of the truck is all the

necessary equipment for demonstrating television images and
for checking the receivers. With this mobile unit, the television
installation man is ready to climb the roof of any ordinary
dwelling in perfect safety to erect the antenna necessary for
securing satisfactory reception. All tools are contained in compartments within the truck's body.

U.H.F. Tube
A NEW vacuum tube, described in the Bell Laboratories Record,
is for use in the ultra high frequency range of 30 to 300 mc. Recently developed by the Laboratories, it has a plate dissipation of
50 watts; as an oscillator it will deliver as much as 75 watts. It
may be used in a standard 4- terminal socket, as its terminals are
brought out through a lavite plate with

standard prongs.
It is interesting to note that one of the
prongs is a center -tap on the filament. The
fifth terminal is a cap on top of the molded
glass envelope of the tube.

WIDE

RADIO

DIGEST

Television Transmitted on Telephone Lines
THE greatest advance in television technique to be made in
recent years was the transmission of the Six-Day Bicycle race
from Madison Square Garden by RCA and NBC.
Heretofore, costly co-axial cable or expensive radio relay stations have been necessary to link a remote point with a transmitter.
Now, through the efforts of Bell Telephone engineers working
with those of the manufacturing and broadcasting company, there
has been devised a way of making the hook-up by means of inexpensive telephone circuits.
Alfred H. Morton, NBC Vice -President in Charge of Television, says, This first test is of tremendous significance. Essentially, it means that New York City will be turned into one vast
outdoor theatre for television pick -ups."
Even more important is the possibility of intercity telephone
line linkage for television. Although the circuit, which employed
new amplifiers and equalizers, was only approximately 1 1/3 miles
long, it may be possible to increase this distance greatly. If this
were done, television networks, similar to present radio networks,
may soon span the United States, bringing television to persons
in both town and country.
Awards of Honor
THE Lawrence Sperry award for 1938 was given to Russell C.
Newhouse, Western Electric Engineer, by the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences. The award was made for Mr. Newhouse's
development of the terrain clearance indicator, described in a
previous issue of RADIO & TELEVISION.
The Sylvanus Albert Reed award was presented to Professor
A. V. de Forest of M.I.T., for his development of a method for
magnetically testing airplane structural materials.

Dowd Wins

OWEN J. DOWD, W2JHB, Brooklyn,
N. Y., is the winner of the Hiram Percy
Maxim Award for outstanding activity in
the amateur field for 1938. The award, pictured at the right, is a miniature replica of
the "Wouff- Hong," revered emblem of
the radio amateurs. Dowd, a red -headed
youth of 21, is a teletype operator for the
Union Pacific Railroad and uses homemade radio equipment almost exclusively.
Dowd is not married, but he has a YL
and she's learning the code.
He was selected by his fellow Hams as
the 1938 winner for many reasons, among
them his volunteer work in helping the
"QSL Bureau" at Helmetta, N. J., distribute veri cards. He is also known for
his interest in helping SWL's learn the
code, secure their licenses, build their equipment and install their antennas.
In addition to the trophy, each year's
winner of the award, who incidentally must
be under 21 years old, receives $100 cash
prize.

Pilotless Airplanes

THE United States will be by no means
behind in the air if we do have a war.
Inventor W. L. Maxson has devised a
means for radio -control of airplanes, and
two experimental models are being built
by the Brewster Aeronautical Corporation,
according to the New York Times.
Military experts see the possibility of
using such planes in flying mass formation
for bombing attacks, without risking the
lives of pilots.
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Mechanical Scanning
It's Done With Mirrors
William H. Priess
Electronic scanning is being widely used today -but proponents of
mechanical scanning (by mirror or similar optical systems) believe
they will be able to provide larger images at less cost. A novel
system of scanning by means of an oscillating mirror is here explained
by its inventor.
more beams of light. Modulation at both
the transmitter and the receiver i; a comparatively simple problem and therefore
can be dropped for a moment in this discussion. This then reduces our analysis to
the mechanics of the moving mirror, and
the additional prime condition that the solution shall provide for an exact synchrony

H. I. PHILIPS in his column in the
New York Sun frequently sums his
solution of a complex problem with the
terse remark, `It's done with mirrors." And
yet that seriously may he the answer to
many of the technical headaches of television.
A mirror is an extremely simple device.
It can control a multiplicity of beams of
light simultaneously without introducing interference of one beam with another. It
doubles the angle of motion of a beam of
light. If it is moved at the same time in
two directions, it will produce a projected
area of light that can cover a screen of any
desired dimension. It operates equally well
on low and high light intensities. It does
not separate out light with frequency discrimination as does a lens. Its efficiency is
high and fairly flat with respect to light
frequency. It can be shaped to suit a desired focus; it is cheap and it is durable.
These are but a few of its properties.
Basically, television is concerned with an
accurate and repealed high speed motion

One model of Mr. Priess' oscillating mirror
scanner. The magnet poles are just behind
the mirror.

of a beam of light. At the studio, the beam
is usually reflected point by point from the
subject matter. At the receiver the image
is recreated by a modulated moving beam
of light.
It does therefore seem that the mirror
bas a place in the television art, for its
properties make it ideal as an element for
efficiently effecting the motion of one or

in phase as well as frequency, of the motions of the respective beams of light at
the studio and at the receiver.
Possibly it is well to examine the systems
of television using one or more mirror; as
the essential scanning elements, by analyzing the most modern of the equipment using
this principle. Roughly, the mirror art

The author, William H.
Priess, well -known radio
engineer and exponent of

mechanical scanning. He

"large image'
home televisors at lowe,
cost.
promises

divides into the rotary and the vibratory
schools. The former goes back to Nipkow's
scanner of 1884, the latter to the early
oscilloscope, for their basic conception.
ROTARY MIRROR SCANNER:

The mu .t highly developed rotary
scanaor design is that produced by the
British Scophony Co. In this design two
mirror drums are employed. The drums
are arranged with their axes of rotation
at right -angles to one another. One multi mirrored drum rotates at 30.375 revolutions per minute and scans the line. The
second drum mounts twelve long mirrors
and scans the frame. It rotates at 250 revolutions per minute. The standard design
reproduces a picture comprising 405 lines
per frame, and 50 frames per second. The
set employs 39 tubes, including the sound
(six tubes), and the rectifiers. Its source of
light is a 300 watt pressure mercury lamp
modulated by a special oscillating crystal
device. The size of the received picture is
The Scophony mechanical "mirror" scanning
system. Here the rotating mirror principle is

employed, with a light valve to modulate the
beam, as shown below.
Low sPEEO
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Schematic diagram of the Priess mechanical
scanning system, in which a metal mirror is
vibrated by magnets. The light beam is modulated by a Kerr cell type of light valve.
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twenty by twenty-four inches, or many
times the size of any home television picture produced by the cathode -ray principle.
Unfortunately the cost of this home receiver has been $1,100, and this very materially restricts its market.
The Scophony design is an experienced
compromise aimed at an attempt to balance
(Continued on Page 168)
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Twin- Triode 2t/Z Meter Xmitter

y

USING a twin- triode oscillator of
low impedance, 10 to 15 watts of car-

1
rier power may be used from 112 mc. with
the simplest equipment, according to
Television and Short -Wave World (London). The apparatus described in that
publication makes use of a wooden baseboard 16" long by 3" wide. There are two
.001 mf. fixed condensers, Cl and C2 on
the diagram, and two .0005 mf. fixed condensers, C3 and C4. The copper tubes used
are 12" long and 54 " -%" in diameter,
spaced 1T/2" apart (centers) and supported
on stand -off insulators. The resistances are
a 15,000 ohm 4 -watt resistor at R -1, a
200 -ohm 8 -watt resistor at R -2, and the
usual humbucking resistor at R -3.
The tube employed was a Mullard
TV03 -10, the characteristics of which are:
heater voltage, 6.3; heater current, .8 amp.;
amplification factor, 13; maximum plate
dissipation, 10 watts; maximum d.c. plate
current, 80 ma.; maximum d.c. grid current, 25 ma. However, if the transmitter
is correctly constructed, the input can be
raised to 25 watts with only 300 volts "B ".
The constructor suggests the tube be
mounted horizontally to keep the grid leads
short. In this way, also, the plates can feed
directly into the two copper tubes. A semifixed shorting bar tunes the tubes. The grid
coil Ll is wound with No. 16 tinned copper
wire and consists of 7 turns, 'A" in diameter, spaced to cover a distance of 1,4".
With these specifications, the job should
tune to 112 mc. The positions for attaching
condensers C3 and C4 to the rods are found
by experiment, different points being tried
until maximum output is obtained.
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SCANNER

s-

gests a simple and easily made co -axial
cable for home use. Mr. Fellows needed
three feet of such cable, so he got a couple
of hundred glass beads. He strung these
on No. 18 wire and forced a piece of rubber
tubing over them. This he slipped inside of
a piece of braided copper shielding. Drops
of solder on the wire prevented it from
shifting through the beads, and tape over
the end of the braided shielding prevented
fraying. The shape of the beads permitted
considerable bending of the co -axial cable.

Television Explanation

3

A SIMPLIFIED course in television
is currently being written by E. Aisberg in Television a French publication.
In Fig. 3A, the French writer shows how
the lens in'the human eye projects an image
of an object (the arrow at left) to the
retina. In Fig. 3B, he shows how an image
may be projected by a lens onto the screen
of a mosaic tube. His illustration indicates
that if connection were made from this
transmitting tube to a receiving tube, the
various picture elements would reproduce
the image. In Fig. 3C, he shows how, instead of a large number of connecting wires,
one wire might be used, synchronized
switches keeping the picture elements of
the transmitter in step with those of the
receiver. This is virtually what is done in
television, the moving switch, however,
being replaced by a moving beam of electrons, and the modulated carrier wave replacing the connecting wire. Fig. 3D gives
a rough idea of how scanning is accomplished. Fig. 3E shows a more detailed
illustration of what occurs in a simplified
transmitter, and Fig. 3F shows the simplified receiver, using a mechanical system.

Overcoming Harmonic Radiation

AMPLIFIER
I

Y
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!1

Iv,
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I
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TANK
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11
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LIGHT
SOURCE

LIGHT
MODULATOR

MEANS of overcoming harmonic
radiation are described by A. G.
Chambers, G5NO, in IVireless World
(English). In Fig. 4A, the author illustrates
a simple Windom or end -fed aerial system using a single -wire feeder. In Fig. 4B,
he shows a Zepp feeder. The matching impedance section in the former system may
be of a variety of couplers. He suggests
that it be coupled into the PA by a low
impedance line of the order of 80 ohms.
This link may consist of standard twisted
pair with coupling coils of one or two turns.
Grounding the mid -point of the link at the
PA side will form a Faraday screen that
will not affect the output of the transmitter
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Home -Made Cc' -axial Cable
R. L. FELLO \VS, writing in Practical
and Amateur Wireless (English), sug-

LENS

\
]

30

2

SCREE

but will aid in the suppression of harmonics.
A similar grounding system is also shown
in Fig. 4B. The author suggests the use
of current-fed aerials to decrease the radiation of even harmonics. He also lists three
"don'ts ": Don't use tubes in parallel, use
them in push -pull ; don't use a doubler for
the final ; don't use any more bias or excitation than necessary for efficiency.
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40 volts on its secondary and is most easily

Airplane Antennas

A PAPER read by N. F. S. Hecht at
the Institution of Electrical Engineers
of Britain, was reported in Practical and

Amateur Wireless (English). In this paper,
Mr. Hecht brought out a number of interesting antenna systems for airplan.s.
Fig. 5A represents a wingtip -to -tail aerial;
513, a fore -and-aft single wire; 5C, the
broad arrow type; 5D, the "Y' type; and
5E, a recent type which can be used on
medium waves by connecting the dipoles as
the two legs of a "T" antenna, the feeders
then acting as parallel vertical radiators.

Fig. 5F shows an early form of aerial
using a weighted end. Frequently a snapping motion of the antenna broke it. thus
reducing its efficiency. Subsequently, instead of using one heavy weight, a number of lighter units were used to distribute
the weight and thereby decrease the
chances of breaking the wire. This is shown
in 5D. In America, however, the system
in 5H has long been in use and has proven
satisfactory.

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
A SIMPLE vacuum tube voltmeter
is described in Populacr Radio of Denmark. It is interesting to note that the apparatus gives voltage indications without
the use of any meter whatsoever. It uses a
magic eye tube, whose voltage is controlled
by the variable resistance R8 and by the
input voltage. R8 is calibrated and its setting indicates the input voltage. The rest
of the required parts are as follows: Remeg. ; R3-1
sistors, R1 -10 meg. ; R2
meg. ; R4-5 meg. ; R5 -0.1 meg. R650,000 ohm ; R7-1 meg. ; R8- 50,000 ohm;
R9-2 meg. Choke D.30henries. Condensers :
C1 -50 mf. ; C2-8 mf. ; C3-100 mmf.;
C4-100 mmf. C5-0.1 mf.; C6-25 mf.;
C7-8 mf.; C8-8 mf. The tubes used in
this circuit were made by Philips and were:
V1- EBC -3, V2 -EM1; V3 -EB -4.

6

-2

;

wound at home. Taps should be taken every
10 volts from the secondary winding, which
may be wound with No. 30 enameled wire.
To operate, Rl is connected to the lowest
volt tap on the transformer and is set at
a minimum, then adjusted until I ma. flows,
as shown on the meter. Other taps are used
if insufficient current flows. Then, with R2
at a maximum, the switch is thrown over to
bring it into the circuit, and R2 is adjusted
until 1 ma. flows again. The resistance of
R2 is then measured with a voltmeter by
the application of Ohm's Law. The
inductance is found from the formula
Z =2 tfL where Z is the reactance of the
component in ohms, f is the frequency of
the A.C. supply and L the inductance in
henries. Assuming the current supply to be
50 cycles, a reference to the following
formulas will make the operation clear.
Suppose the voltage measured across R2
with 1 milliampere flowing was 12.5 volts.
Thus the resistance:
E X 1000 12.5 X 1000
=12500
1
milliamps
From the above the inductance is cal
culated
Z=2rrfL= 12500=2 t X 50 X L
Therefore inductance

L-

12500
2:1

9

X 50

=

12500
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Radio Speed Indicator
THE principle which states that if

a

source of waves moves relatively to an
observer an apparent change of frequency
(Continued on page 168)

Britain's "Wired Wireless"
A "WIRED wireless" system for wartime use in Britain is described in that
nation's Wireless World. As shown in Fig.
7, the apparatus will employ the 172, 216,
252.5 and 280 kc. channels.
The purpose is primarily to avoid interference from hostile stations when information must be sent throughout the country.

7

8

Simple Inductance Meter
THE circuit shown in Fig. 8, taken

from Practical and Amateur Wireless
(English), shows a simple and inexpensive

inductance calculator. While not highly
accurate, it will at least show whether an
unmarked iron core choke is 20 or 40
henries. The parts used are: A step -down
transformer, a low- reading milliammeter,
a pair of potentiometers, and a single -pole
double -throw switch. Potentiometer Rl is
2000 ohms and adjusts the A.c. supply to
the unit under test at X. R2 is 25,000 ohms
for inductances up to 100 henries. The
transformer should supply approximately
for July. 1939
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Electronic Television Course
Television Power Supplies, R.F. and
Video Stages.

Lesson

should be insulated for at least three times
the maximum voltage used, and bare terminals on the tube should be protected with
some insulating material such as caps, etc.

Henry Townsend
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IN the previous chapter of this course
we have discussed several types of sweep
circuits that can be used in modern television receivers, together with a synchronizing impulse separator. Fig. 1 of this chapter
shows two types of power supplies-one for
the five inch, the other for the nine inch
electro- magnetic deflection tubes.
Every article written about high voltage
supplies for cathode ray tubes has always
stressed the great danger from possible contact of the human body with this high voltage source. Too much emphasis cannot be
brought to bear upon this subject and consequently we must again bring this point
to the reader's mind. In modern television
receivers, several interlocking switches are
usually placed in the primary circuits of the
high voltage transformer, together with
some method of short-circuiting the charge
in the condensers in the filter circuit, such
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Fig. I -Power Supplies for 5 and 9 inch television cathode ray tubes. Fig. 2-Block diagrams of 16-, 18- and 32 -tube television sets.
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as a gravity operated mercury tube, in the
event that adjustments or servicing becomes
necessary. The entire power supply should
be completely enclosed (but properly ventilated) so that it becomes impossible for a
person to come in contact with high voltages. It might be well to state that in some
high- voltage power supplies, the positive
end is grolozdcd and consequently high
voltages would appear (with respect to
ground) in places which would ordinarily
be at ground potential. The leads connecting
the cathode ray tube with the power- supply

Radio Frequency Stages

Fig. 2, 2A & 2B show, in block diagram,
the radio frequency portions of several well known makes of television receivers now
on the market or about to be placed on the
market. In the first types it will be noticed
that the signal from the antenna circuit is
brought directly to a broadly resonant grid
circuit of a converter or mixer tube, followed by three or four video (picture) t. F.
stages, a second detector video amplifier
and synch-separator circuits. The last, in
2B, uses a stage of radio frequency amplification prior to the converter or mixer tube.
A typical stage of R.F. is shown in Fig. 3
together with the converter. The R.F. stage
must be broad enough to pass a band width
of 4.5 megacycles (4,500,000 cycles) and
therefore the tuned circuits are heavily
loaded with parallel resistances. The reason
for this is that this stage must receive and
amplify the picture signal carrier, plus the
sound carrier (the latter being 4.5 mc.
from the picture carrier), as explained
in Chapter 3, May issue. The amplification that can be expected at this high
frequency is from 3 to 4 per stage. The
oscillator is tuned to 58.25 mc. (for the 44
to 50 mc. television channel) which produces two intermediate frequencies (one 13
mc. and the other 8.5 mc.) in the plate of
the mixer tube, the 13 mc. being the S.F.
for the video (picture) section and the 8.5
mc. for the sound section. A buffer tube is
usually interposed between the video mixer
and the sound receiver. This tube serves a
dual purpose, preventing the sound receiver
oscillator from interacting with the picture
S.F. and also straightening out a valley in
(Continued on. page 178)
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First Prize
Home-Made Co -Axial
Recently when I changed my
QRA. I found that the only
practical place at which to fasten
the end of my antenna was on

fective. I located a Pi- tuning
network under the eaves, and
coupled the cable to the final
tank by means of 2 turns around
the cold end of the tank. This
cable has an impedance of about
176 ohms with the tubing
grounded. -1 PSGCD.

Radio Kinks

2 years' subscription for the best kink
submitted. All other kinks published will be awarded eight months' subscriptions to RADIO & TELEVISION. Read these kinks: they will be of
real use to you. besides indicating what is wanted. Send a typewritten
or ink description with sketch of your favorite to the Kink Editor

Each month the Editor will award a

Pilot Lights for Tuned
4'irenits

Unless properly tuned, the
buffer or amplifier stages of the
-Office
transmitter will draw excessive
('
current and damage the tube,
A simple one -tube inter -office
unless battery bias is used. As
my rig has cheap meters which communicator can be made using
can't be used in the circuit while only a 33 pentode tube at each
the transmitter is in operation.
I had to devise another system.
I bought a number of pilot
light sockets with panel jewels
and mounted them on the panel.
I connected one in the crystal
circuit of the oscillator and
placed a 60 ma. bulb in the
socket. Another one was connected in the positive B lead to
the final stage and a Christmas
tree bulb put into the socket.
When the amplifier is correctly
tuned. this bulb hardly glows.
but if excitation fails or if the
tank is detuned the bulb glows station. The accompanying illusbrightly, calling immediate at- tration shows the circuit. The
tention to the trouble. By putting transformer can be purchased.
a bulb in every stage, tuning or may be made by winding
may be done with complete sat- about 250 to 300 turns of No. 32
isfaction. Christmas tree bulbs enameled copper wire over the
work best for tubes such as 10's, secondary of an ordinary audio
801's or their equivalents. I have transformer. The metal chassis
been using this method success- is used as a common ground.
fully for some time.-Operator, Plenty of volume and good clear
output are secured with 90 to
Station IF8QKA.

Inter

N2. 14

COPPER WIRE

the corner of the house about
two feet from the window of
my shack. I was immediately
puzzled as to how to feed the
antenna. Zepp feeders were obviously impractical because of
the short length and the fact
that they would have to make
a sharp bend to go through the
window. I could easily have
made it end fed, with a single
wire feeder, but I wanted a non radiating feeder, so the answer
was concentric cable. But boy,
how that stuff costs \\'hen I
did finally buy the cable, all went
well until I tried to bend it, then
it cracked. Now comes the kink.
The answer to my problem was
3." copper soft -drawn tubing
with No. 14 insulated wire running through it. It is quite flexible, very cheap, and very ef!

ator

volts of "B" battery. The
microphone is of the single button carbon type. -Paul F.
Flatten.
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Emergency Output

Transformer

An old power transformer can
be used as an output transformer
in case of emergency. It will

_
SEC

2

sv

FILAMENT WINDINGS CAN BE USED
MATCH VOICE
COILS OF DYNAMIC
RS.
TO

PRI

5V
CANOE
USED
FOR

MATO.%

TOM..

NV

SOAR

6+

\

PuSN.PIA1
SNGLE

OR

H.V

OUTPUT

TUBES

match dynamic speaker voice
coils or magnetic speaker windings to push -pull outputs. The
various windings are shown
in the accompanying sketch.H. H. Bloom.

NEW TELEVISION ANTENNA VERY FLEXIBLE
ONE of the newest television receiver
antennas of the doublet type, shown in
the accompanying drawings, was designed
by the engineers of Taco. As will be seen,
it is very flexible, and the doublet can be
moved to any desired angle, either horizontally or vertically. This is a very desirable feature for television receiving antennas,
especially where they are to be erected in
badly congested districts, such as in cities,
where reflected waves may cause peculiar
reception conditions. The aerial, in many
cases, may have to be tilted to a certain
angle in order to receive the best television
signal.
A twisted pair transmission line or a coaxial cable may he used to connect the
doublet with the television receiver. One of
the drawings shows the clever double- swivel
arrangement provided for the flexible support of doublet antenna and also the reflector. The reflector is mounted oneone- quarter wave length behind the antenna
on a wooden cross-arm. .1 piece of iron pipe
may be used to support the antenna array
15 to 20 feet above the roof or-better
wooden pole may be employed for the
purpose.
It is best to treat any wooden antenna
parts with creosote or tar paint so that they

-a
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will withstand changing climatic conditions.
If a twisted pair of rubber covered wires is
used to connect the antenna to the television
receiver, the wires should be kept away from

_

A- Swivel

Fig.

VERTICAL
ADJUSTMENT

r

u,

any grounded metal pipes, metal building
structures, roofs, etc. The twisted pair
should be supported with small sticks or
insulators wherever necessary.

head; B-Flat mounting;

C-Sidewall

mounting;

D-Reflector.
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TELEVISION
itit¢t
Completed receiver.
showing position of
tubes,

speaker and
brackets.

Assembly Stage 4 is
finished; all resistors
are connected.
W
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IN last month's RADIO & TELEthe writer told his expe-

VISION,

Part 2

riences in wiring up the first three
stages of assembly of the Andrea KT -5 -E television receiver kit.
(For sight and sound-using 5 inch cathode ray tube for 3 x 4
inch image.)
In this article, the wiring of the final two assembly stages,
alignment and antenna installation, and a few hints to builders,
will be given.
Perhaps the simplest part of the job was Stage No. 4 and,
oddly enough, it took far longer than any other part of the work.
There are some 70 -odd resistors to be mounted in this stage,
and one or two wires to be connected. The simplest way to do
the work is first to sort the resistors, for the instructions are
coded. For example, the sheet says, "Connect Resistor A to 6 of
Socket B to 1 on Terminal strip I." The chart at the left -hand
side of the instruction sheet tells you that there are two resistors
of the "A" type. These are % watt resistors, the color coding
of which is brown, black, green. It is very convenient to have
all the resistors of the same wattage and of the same resistance
value together, so that they may be picked out easily while you
are working. Otherwise the job was handled in the same manner
as the three preceding stages.
One instruction required a resistor to be connected from the
mid -tap of the Horizontal Centering Control to an adjacent
terminal strip, and stated that varnished tubing be placed over
this resistor's leads to insulate it from the
Picture Width Control. As the Picture
Width Control is on the opposite side of
the chassis, it was assumed that the insulaAll the wiring has
tion was to keep the leads away from the
been done when the
case of the Iorizontal Centering Control.
condensers are in, as
This assumption was correct.
shown below in the
view of Stage 5.
In connecting a batch of resistors to a
W
socket for a 6F8G (socket "G" on the instruction sheet), the writer found that by
changing the order of the assembly, it was
much easier to get at the socket terminals.
After completing the wiring of this stage,
he made two checks. First, to see that all
resistors were connected between the correct points and, second, to see that all were
of the correct value. He found that he
had made two errors in wiring and rectified
them before proceeding to Stage No. 5.
Incidentally, while Stage 4 was one of
the simplest jobs in constructing the receiver, it took 6% hours to select the resistors, wire them up, double -check the
circuit, and correct errors.
The fifth stage consisted of putting in
the tubular condensers. This went like
clock -work and required only 3 hours, 15
minutes. This time includes not only the
wiring and double- checking of connections,
polarity and values, but also includes mounting the panel supports and tube bracket on
the chassis, and mounting the speaker and
tube mask on the panel, attaching the panel
to the chassis, and putting control knobs on
Finally the writer and a friend took two
hours off and re- checked the entire chassis.
When this was finished, the writer inserted
the National Union tubes in their sockets,
took two 5 -foot lengths of bell wire and
connected them directly to the antenna post
of the receiver and grounded it at the
J
proper post.
RADIO

&

TELEVISION

IN 24 HOURS
a

It Worksand HOW!

16-labe '"S'iy%t-and s'ound" Kit

We See Our First Image!
Then, with a little fear and trembling, the receiver was plugged into
the light socket and the switch turned on. It was the writer's
good fortune that there was a test transmission on the air at the
time. What he saw looked like a jittery design for a snake -skin
rug. He then adjusted the controls and trimmers, as suggested
in the final instruction sheet supplied with the kit. The design
took form -with the NBC -RCA test pattern clearly visible. A
few more turns of the controls and it assumed its proper proportions (the circles were round), but it could not be expanded to
more than 2 x 3" without going out of synchronization. Later
it was found that this was due entirely to the extremely sour
antenna being used at the time. When the toiler put the Andrea
Teleceptor on the roof of the house and dropped 150 ft. of their
special lead-in cable down to the set, the image could be enlarged
to greater than the area within the mask.

Robert Eichberg

At first he was able to get nothing but a rather unpleasant 60
cycle hum on the sound channel.
What to do?
Ah! He grabbed an insulated screw- driver and went to town
on the audio trimmers. No results. Then he remembered-he
was the bright boy who had given a spin to the Sound Separator
Control when he first unpacked the set. He took the insulated
screw -driver and fiddled around with this little trimmer for a
few moments. Sound was heard, and a little more adjustment
of the audio trimmers brought in the sound with clarity unequalled
by any radio receiver he had ever owned before.
Still, with all that, results were slightly less than perfect. He
had not yet learned to balance the contrast, brightness and focus
controls against each other. He found out that by going up on
the roof and turning the antenna, he was able to improve the
picture at least 100 %. There was an iron support for a water
tank some distance from the antenna, and this apparently was
setting up a reflection which caused ghosts in the images. However, when the antenna was correctly set in position, these
disappeared.
Correct setting and operation of the Above, top, the antenna is erected perpendicpanel controls, as well as those on the back ular to the beam from the transmitter. Detail
of the chassis, is extremely important. It of antenna construction appears in the panel.
is possible to get a highly distorted image
by misuse of the height and width controls,
or to get a drifting image by improperly
adjusting the vertical or horizontal hold
controls. The writer deliberately made
some experiments with these. as well as
with the centering controls, to learn just
what to avoid in setting up the apparatus
for most efficient reception. It is imperative
that the image be well centered in the mask.
While the mask will be filled if the image,
off center, is expanded to greater than
normal size, such an image will not give
faithful reproduction of what is taking
place in the studio.
The writer found it desirable to set the
height and width controls for an image
considerably smaller than the opening in
the mask and to center it accurately, before
expanding it to the correct size. It is necessary to readjust the hold controls after
changing the image size, but when satis-

Below is an actual -size unretouched photograph
an image received with the assembled kit,
taken by the author on "vest pocket" film.

of

.

factory adjustment has been made, these do
not need to be reset. In this way, perfect
centering was assured.
As to the front panel controls, there is
always a tendency to build up contrast to

(Continued on page 167)
for July,
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Tor the ilome Set-_eudder

A

17-Tube
Television Kit

If you like to "wire your own," here's
Sight and Sound Receiver using

a

a 5 -inch

Television
C -R tube.

FOR the television enthusiast, a new kit has recently been made available, and the appearance of the completed television receiver is illustrated
herewith. It provides a 3" by 4" image on a 5" cathode -ray tube.
A single dipole antenna feeds the image and sound signals into a common
mixer tube. The tuning is greatly simplified as a common oscillator (6J5) is
also supplied, so that the sound and television signals are tuned in all in one
operation. The stations are selected by means of a switch, and the tuning
inductances are pre-set by means of trimmer condensers.
After the image and sound signals leave the 1852 mixer tube, the sound
component is shunted off into a sound amplifier, as the diagram shows. The
image signal is filtered through a specially tuned output transformer and
passes into the first picture I.F. amplifier employing an 1852 tube. The image
signal is then passed through a second I.F. stage using another 1852 tube.
Next the picture signal passes into the second detector, a 6H6, from which
point part of the image signal passes into a 6F6 video amplifier, and then
(Continued on page 175)
Two views

of Meissner Kit

17 -tube

Complete wiring diagram of 17 -tube Television "Sight- and -Sound" receiver. It
provides images 3x4 inches.

Receiver.
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illustrated the difference between half, full wave and bridge type rectifiers, and at the right -two different types of filters.

qattg ta7t¢ct n

Do you know the difference

between half wave, full
wave and bridge rectifiers?
The difference between con-

Amateur Radio
W.

C.

Palmer, E.E., Ex.

-W2BV

IN Part

2 of this series, details for the
construction of a good beginner's ham
radio station were given, including the
crystal -controlled oscillator, and the power
amplifier to operate on four of the amateur
frequency bands. This constructional article also included a suitable power supply
unit for the filaments and plates of the
tubes.
This power supply unit was very similar
in design and appearance to the units used
in radio receivers and requires no detailed
description in this series on amateur radio.
However, in X- mitters of a larger size
than our beginner's unit, where higher voltages and larger currents are required, the
power supply design and construction are
not so simple. It is for this reason that some
consideration of the power requirements of
modern Ham units is given here.
At this time, we might digress for a
moment from the power supply question
and think once again about the code test
that must be passed before any radio transmitter can be "put on the air ". It must be
remembered that it requires constant atten-

Fourth Article

tion to increase the keying speed and especially the copying speed to the required 13a- minute. Lagging interest after a few
months has caused many a would -be Ham
to flunk the code test or even to give up
the idea of owning an amateur station.
A renewed interest in copying either from
a code machine, a helpful amateur with
time to spare, or the slow transmissions on
the air, at this time will cut down the
"learning" time considerably and put your
rig on the air that much sooner. Go to
it, fellows!
Rectifier Action

And now to return to power supply
equipment. Practically all amateur transmitting equipment, with the exception of
portable stations and some ultra -high frequency equipment which uses batteries, depends on the A.C. electric light lines for
the source of power.
Vacuum tube rectifiers of either the hard
or mercury-vapor types are used to convert
this alternating current to direct current
for the plate supply.

Below -Use of resistors across condensers to equalize the load on each (Fig.

A
i

r

A C.

LINE
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4 shows two types

of full wave power supply units.

8
FOR

CHO "E

OHMS
I
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polarity of the voltage goes through continuous reversals -first positive, then negative. The object of rectification is to transform this into a current which does not
reverse but flows in only one direction. At
B we see the secondary winding of a power
transformer connected to a rectifier, the
rectifier in this case being a vacuum tube
containing a filament and a plate. This type
of tube will pass current in one direction
from the filament to the plate-hut will not
carry current in the opposite direction. At
the right of Fig. B we see the result of
connecting this rectifier to the transformer.
When current flows in the transformer in
one direction, it can pass through the rectifier, but when it flows in the reverse direction, the rectifier prevents its flow. Since
only half the pulses of current shown in
A are used, this type of rectifier is called
(Continu(4 on page 182)

TRANSMITTER
TREES

300V.
AT

2.5V,AC TRÁNSMITTER
.TUEES

Just how this conversion takes place can
be understood from a study of the sketches
in Fig. 1. At A is a visual representation of
the A.C. wave form as it would be seen on
an osciliograph. It will be seen that the

FIG.4

CHOKE
OE
CÑOKE

3); Fig.

denser and choke input filters? What the action of a
swinging choke is? These
questions and others on
Power Supplies are answered in this article.
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World Short Wave Stations
/Zviie1 inotkl y

Complete List of SW
Broadcast Stations

Reports on station changes are appreciated.
Mc.

Call

33.600

W3XEF

31.600

WIXKA

Mc.

BALTIMORE, MD., 8.93 m. Operates Daytime. No schedule known.
Poss. connected with W3XEY.
BOSTON, MASS., 9.494 m., Addr.
Westinghouse Co. Daily 6 em. -I
am., Sun. 8 am: am. Relays

Call

21.550

GST

21.540

W8XK

Mc.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.92 m., Addr.
(B.B.C., London) Irregular at
Present.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 13.93 m., Addr.
Grant Bldg. Relays KDKA 5:30 -5

Call

17.310

W2XGB

HICKSVILLE, L. I., N. Y., 17.33 m.,
Addr. Press Wireless, Box 296.
Tests 9.30 -11.30 am. except Sat.

17.280

FZE8

15.550

CO9XX

and

WBZ.

3!.600

WIXKB

31.600

W3XEY

31.600

W2XDV

31.600

W9XHW

31.600

W3XKA

31.600

31.660
31.600

WSXAU
W^XUY
W4XCA

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., 9.494 m
Addr. Westinghouse Co. Daly
5 an.11
m., Sun. 7 am.12 r.
Relays WBZ.
BALTIMORE, MD., 9.494 rn., Relays
WFBR 4 pm -I2 m.
NEW YORK CITY, 9.494 m., Addr.
Col. Broad. System, 485 Madison
Ave. Daily 5 -i0 pm.: Sat. a-cd
Si, 12.30 -5, 6 -9 pm.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 9.494 m.
,ovs WCCO 9 am. -12:30 a -.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 9.494 m.,
Addr. NBC. Relays KYW e am.9 pm.
OKLAHOMA CITY, 9.494 n.,
12 n -I
pm.. 6 -7 pm.
Irregular
other times.

OMAHA, NEBR. No sked. known.
MEMPHIS, TENN., 9.494 m. Addr.
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Relays WMC. IO am. -6 pm.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., 9.494 m., Addr.

W6XA1

31.600

WBXWJ

31.600

W9XPD

31.600

WSXD

DALLAS, TEXAS. 11.30 am. -I.30 Pm.

26.550

W2XGU

NEW YORK CITY, 11.3 m. Relays
W MCA.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 11.3 m.

Stromberg Carlson Co. Relays
WHAM 7.30 -12.05 em.
DETROIT. MICH., 9.494 m., Addr.
Evening News Ass'n. Relays WWJ
5 am. -I 1.30 pm. Sun. 7 am. -I1 pm.
ST. LOUIS, MO., 9.494 m.. Addr.
Pu'itze, Pub. Co. Relays KSD.
Ex. Sa1..Su

W2XQO

Noo-.9

26.500

W9XTA

26.450

W9XA

26.400

W9XAZ

GSJ

DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.93 m., Addr.
(See 21.550 rnc.) 5.45-8.50.9 -10.38

21.520

W3XAU

PHILA., PA., 13.94
Col. Broad. Syst.,

am.,

21.500

W2XAD

21.480

PCJ

21.470

GSH

15.510

XOZ

15.370

HAS3

BUDAPES',

15.360

DZG

Sun. 9.10 am.
ZEESEN,
GERMANY,

HARRISBURG, ILL.,

m.

11.32

WIXAL

21.450

CITY, MO., 11.33
Addr. Commercial Radio Ear t.
Co. 10 am. -1 pm., 3.7 pm.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS., 11.36 r
Adds. The Journal Co. Relays
WTMJ iron
pm. to midrite.
NEW YORK, N. Y., 11.4 m., Addr.
Bamberoer Broad. Service, 1440
Broadway. Relays WOR II em.
5 pm.
ST. PAUL, MINN. 11.47 m. Rel.

W2XJI

26.150

W9XUP

26.100

W9XJL

KSTP

8

a.m. -1

an.

SUPERIOR, WIS., 11.49 m. Relays
WEBC daily. '0 am. -8 p^'.

26.050

W9XTC

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
Relays WCTN 10 am. -9

26.050

W9XH

SOUTH

12.05 -7.50

19.020
18.480

1-1S6PJ

HBH

17.850

25.950

W6XKG

LOS

c

ANGELES.

Addr.

B.

S.

25.950

WBXNU

17.845

DJG

17.840

HVJ

Sun.

21.640

GRZ

8

arn..I

am.

7

am.-1

17.830

17.820

W2XE

2R08

21.570
21.565

WIXAL
W2XE
DJJ

BOUND BROOK, N. J., 13.8 m
Addr, N.6.C.. N. Y. C. 8 am. -5
pm.
NEW YORK CITY, 13.91 m. Addr.
CBS, 485 Madison Ave. Irregular.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
13.92
m
Addr. Broadcasting House. Irres.

CITY, 16.82 m. Hear,
12
n. on Wednesday.
MOYDRUM,
ATHLONE,
EIRE,
16.82 m, Addr. Radio Eirearr.
8.30 -10 am. 12.30 -4.30 pm. irreg.
NEW YORK CITY, 16.81 m. (Adds
CBS, 485 Madison Ave., N. Y. C
Daily 6.30.9 am., 12 n. 5 pm. Sat.
Sur,. 7 -11 am., 11.30 am..5 pm.

ROME, ITALY.

280,

11.81

GSV

17.800

01H

17.800

XGOX

17.790

GSG

17.785

JZL

17.780

W3XL

PH12

15.360

regula 'Iy,
BERNE, SWITZERLAND.
Irreg. 6.45-7.45 pm.

-

;O.

DJE

Addr,

(See

4.30 -8.45

am

16.84 m.,

nc.)

16.85

BERLIN,

DJR

S.

BOUND BROOK, N. J., 16.87 m.,
Addr. Natl. Broad. Co., 8 am.5 pm. to Europe, 5 -9 pm. to Sc.
Amer.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND. 16.88 m
Addr. (See PHI, 11.730 mc.) Daily
7.10 -5.15 am. Moi
4 T,rs. 7.108.30 an. Sun, 6.10 -9.35 am.
BERLIN,

GERMANY, 16.89
Addr. Broadcasting House.
am.,

11,10

17.755

ZBWS

an.

4.50 -9 pm.
-12.25 pm.

HONGKONG,
Addr. P.O.
_m .1.15

om. -1.30

Also

m.,
12.05-

16.9 m.,
200. Div. 11.30
5 -10 am.. Sat. 9

15.330

W2XAD

5.330

W6XBE

15.320

OZH

15.310

GSP

15.300

YDB

15.300

XEBM

15.300

2R06

15.290

VUD3

5.290

LRU

15.280

DJQ

am.,
am.,

Sun,

59.30

End of Broadcast Band

am,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 19.56 m.,
Add,. General Electric Co. Relays WGY, 10.15 am: 5 pm.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., 19.56
T. Addr. Generai Electric Co..
6.30 -10 om. to So. Amer., 7 -10
am, to Orient. Radiates 20 kw.
on each program. Golden Gate
Exposition Station.
SKAMLEBAK, DENMARK,
19.58
Sun. 8 em. -1:30 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.6 m., Addr.
ISee 17.79 etc.) 4.20.6, 6.20.830
pm.. 12.25 -4 pm.
SOERABAJA, JAVA, N. E. I. 19.61
Addr. NIROM. 10 pm. -2 am.
MAZATLAN, SIN., MEX., 19.61 m.,
Add,. Box 78, "El Pregonero del
Pacifico.' Irregularly 9 -10 am.,
1.2, 8 -IO pm.
ROME, ITALY. 19.61 m., Addr. (See
2R0, 11.81 mc.) 4.15 -4.55, 10 am.2.04 pin., 3 -5.30, 6 -9 pm.
DELHI, INDIA, 19.62 m. Addr, All
rdia Radio. 9.30.11.30 pm., 1.303.30 am., 7.30 am. -12.30 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 19.62 m.,
Addr. El Mundo. Relays LRI,
7

-9

an.

BERLIN,

GERMANY, 19.63
Addr. Broadcasting House.
II an., 4.50'0.50 pm.

15.270

HI3X

15.270

W3XAU

m.,
12.05 -

CIUDAD

TRUJILLO, D. R., 19.65
Relays NIX Sun. 7.40.9.40 am.
Tues. and Fri. 8.10 -10.10 pm.
PHILA., PA., 19.65 m. (Addr. See
21.52 mc.) DIY.
10.45-11.45 am.
12.30 -5.15 pm. Sat. 1045 -11.45 am.

Noon -5.I5 pm. Sun. Noon-5 pm.
NEW YORK CITY, 19.65 m.. Addr.
!See 21.570 mc.) 5.30 -7.30 pm.

15.270

W2XE

15.260

GSI

DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.66 m., Addr.
'See 17.79 me.i Mid. to 2.15 am.
n Ocea-la. 12.25-1.30 pm.

15.250

WIXAL

BOSTON. MASS., 19.67 m., Addr.
U- iversity
Club. 2 -3:30, or 4
r
er, SDt. and Sun.

15.245

TPA2

PARIS. FRANCE, 19.68 m., Addr.
98 Bis. Blvd. Haussmann. "Paris
Mondial" 5 -IO am. to Asia.

15.240

CR7B8

LOURENCO MARQUES, MOZAMBIQUE. 9.68 m. Testing -4 pm.

Box

Operates irreg.

m.,
4.50-

'0.50 pm. to C.A.

Sun.

CHINA,

19.56
GERMANY,
Br'dcast'g House,

Addr.

m

930 -11.30 pm. Mar. 21 -Sept, 2:
to No. America.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 16.86 m., Addr.
B.B.C., London. 545 am. -12 n.,
12.20 -4 pm.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 16.86 m., 4.30-5.30
pn, to S.A., 8 -8.30 pm. to Eastern

1

m.

19.53

/9 Met. ilzoadcaet iland
15.340

.

17.760

m.,

19.53

Addr. Reichspostzenstra la mt. Tests

am. -7.25 pm.

CHUNGKING CHINA,

U.

17.770

10

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 16.84 m..
5.45 -II am, to Far East.
LAHTI, FINLAND, 16.85 meters,
4 -9 am.

17.810

en t.

21.630

15.77 m. Mondays 8.10 am. See 15.23 inc.

Su -..

a"

DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.86 rn. Addr
B.B.C., Lo -don. Unused at pre,

BANGKOK, SIAM,

VATICAN

-

CAL., 11.56 m
McGlashan, Wash.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

e.

PARIS, FRANCE, 16.8 m. Add.
(See 15.245 mc.) 5:30-10 am.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
16.81
m..
12.057.50, 8 -9, 9:15 -II am.

-.

Blvd. at Oak St Relays KGFJ
24 hours daily. DX tips Mon..
Wed. and Fri. 2,15 Pm.

u s

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 16.23 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Sun., 10.45.
11.30 am.

TPB3

HUNGARY, 19.52 m.,
Addr. fladiolabor, Gyali Ut 22.

m.,

13.99
H o

am.

/6 Met. iltoadcast iland

11.51

m
BEND, IND.,
11.51
Addr. South Bend Tribune. Relays WSBT -WFAM 2.30.6.30 pr*.
exc. Sat. aed Sun.

GERMANY,
Broadcasting

Addr.,

1

26.300

9.45 -10.30 am.

am.

10.11

BERLIN,

DJS

2.4

KANSAS

Madison

Ave., N, Y. C. Leoular.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 13.95 m.,
General Electric Co., 7 -IO a--i.
n
HUIZEN, HOLLAND,
13.96
Addr. N. V. Philips, Hüvc<..
Irregular.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.97 m. (See
21.550 mc.), 5:45 -8:50, 9 arn,.noon. To Africa.
BOSTON, MASS., 13.98 m. Add-.
University Club. Tues., Thurs.,
Sat.,

17.840

r

Addr.

m.,
485

.

21.460

S.

31.600

26.551

21.530

Sun.

DJIBOUTI,
FRENCH
SOMALI LAND, 17.36 m. Test XMSN ist
Thurs. each month 8 -8.30 am.
Next B.C.S. May 4 & June I.
TUINICU, ORIENTE, CUBA, 19.29
m., Addr. Frank Jones, Central
Tuinicu, Tuinicu, Santa Clara.
Broadcasts irregularly evenings.
CHENGTU, CHINA, 19.34 m. Daily

I

1

(C'gntinucd on

przTtc

152)
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Let's Listen

With
IIERE goes for DX:

CHINA

XPSA, 7.01 mc., Kwciyang, has QSL'd to Gad
T. Beyer, Chicago, with a form letter from a Mr.
Tung, which states sked is 5:30-11 a.m., freq. is
6.97 mc.. slightly off their actual reading, and 10
kw. power is used. Mr. Tung desires reports, the
more detailed, the better. QRA (address) is simply:
XPSA, Kweiyang, Kweichow Province, China.
XGOX, 17.80 mc., and XGOY, 11.90 me., are
now on from Chungking, these being the summer
(reels. XGOX is on 9-11:30 p.m., and XGOY from
7 -10:30 a.m. On XGOY, woman announces in
English on the quarter hour. This data from printed sked sent here from Chungking. Power used
by these Xmtrs is 35 kw. Reported by G. C.
Gallagher, W6, Murray and Jack Buitekant, Ralph
Gozen and "Y. T."
TURKEY
TAP -TAQ, the Ankara broadcasters, have sent
full data to Fred W. Alfred, VE2, concerning
their station. These stations relay the local 120
kw. TAR, and each uses 20 kw. Daily skeds,
which don't seem to be adhered to strictly, are:
TAO, 15.195 mc., 5:30 -7 a.m., and TAP, 9.465
nic.. 11.30 ant.-5 p.m.
Reports should be sent to Correspondence Dept.,
Radio Ankara, Ankara, Turkey, and it is requested
all reports be made out in G.M.T. We've heard
that Ankara has already sent out some QSL's.
so it may explain why none of us has heard from
them as yet, when it is also reported that they
have just lately arranged for the reply of the

thousands of reports reed.

DR SUSUMU MORI.

In

not too well, and to us it seems that this station
will afford quite a number of DXers their best

chance of "cleaning up" this rare country. Also
reported by Jack and Murray Buitekant, W2. However, we've heard that this station has yet to honor
a report with confirmation.

ALBANIA
ZAA, 7.85 mc.. Tirana, has been reported heard
at 7:30 a.m. recently by Murray Buitekant, W2,

and his brother Jack, so perhaps it is still permitted to operate regularly, as we certainly hope.
Its schedule was 6:30-7:30 a.m. daily. 6:30.8:30
a.m. Sundays.

ANGOLA

CR6RC. 11.74 mc.. at Luanda, on a schedule of
Tues., Thurs. and Sat., 2 -3:30 p.m., has been
reported by Ralph Gozen, W2, near latter time.
Reports may be sent to Radio Club of Angola at
l.uanda. A nice catch, and easily the best opportunity to add Angola to one's list of countries.
Go to it!

MOZAMBIQUE
tits.,

Lourenco

Marques,

I

is

-R-

"DX" Editor

JAPAN
JLG3, 11.705 mc., and JZK. 15.16 mc., are
listed in May Japanese schedule as on from 2:304 p.m. JZL, 17.785 mc., and JI-T2, 9.645 mc.,
from 4:30.5:30 p.m. JZL will also be on 8 -8:30
p.m. for Eastern U. S., as will JZK, 15.16 mc..
from 7 -7:30 p.m. A new one is JLU3, 15.135 mc.,
8 -9:30 a.m. One can earn some Asiatic vertes easily
by "cleaning up" these powerful stations- which
promptly QSL with attractive photo cards, when
reports are sent to: Broadcasting Corp. of Japan,
Japan.

G. C. Gallagher, W6, reports JIB. 10.53 mc..
Formosa, at 10 a.m., phoning, and JVE, at
9 p.m., ditto.

BURMA and INDIA
VVS, 12.87 mc., Mingaladon, has been heard
phoning VVN recently, with the latter at Fort
Madras, India, being on 13.26 mc., and the
usual contact time around 7 ant These are nice

VI'

T,S

FED

PSE QSL

FR
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OSO.RPT
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The author received this card from J3EM.

for the better "ropes" in a big way, as our
friends will regretfully testify, hi! Schedule is
5 -6. 9:30 -10:30 p.m. So - -have a cigar!
K7GSC. Juneau, Alaska, sends us his request
that we notify all U. S. DXers not to send hint
reply coupons, a 3c stamp being OK. as these
U. S. coupons cannot be redeemed by him. Alaska
being part of the U. S.. and nor a foreign country.
Glad to oblige, Jerry.
From the Postmaster -General's office at Berbera,
British Somaliland, we have received word that
there are no radiophone stations in existence,
neither commercial nor amateur, but only the government "wireless" service. Surprising, when
one remembers that French and Italian Somaliland
long have had govt radiophone stations in operation. and heard all over the world.
VU2EU. Bill Metcalfe, India, a FB OB, asks
that we notify SWL's that he can't possibly
neap QSL's and photos, as has recently been
mistakenly published. Bill got some 120 letters in
one mail alone, and. being a radio officer, has
very little time of his own. so cannot possibly
handle such mail. Thanks for everything, Bill,
you've been mighty swell!

MSîARDUSJ.,

BURMA STATE BROADCASTING SERVICE
XZZ
XVZ
r....
w t0U Ucï
+

n. i....aea

di.

.r
U

'

WIRELESS

QS

Some DX has been reported. but as yet it has
not been up to expectations. due to the unusual

0.4.11.

weather and other conditions prevailing.
BELGIAN CONGO- OQ5ZZ, 14350. heard with
fair signal at 4:25 p.m. here, also reported by
Jack Buitekant. W2.
INDIA-VU2LL, 14370; VU2JK, 14030; VU2CA,
14254; VU2FQ, 14078, all heard. with Murray

.14?

4n ..nl*d sod /....r k=ma
r.... 4,AM1..

YI ..AKA ,,

\'

YKy

1

Veri card received from Burma

S -W

station.

DX catches, especially VVS, Burma being a rare
country to verify, but VVS can't be missed when
heard, usually R6 or better. ditto VVN, and both
will QSI. all reports promptly.
VWY2, 17.48 mc., at Poona, using inverted
speech also, as do VVN-S. phoned England at 8
a.m. once, with a powerful R8 signal here.
BRIEFS

COKG. 8.96 mc.. Santiago, Cuba, offers Cuban
cigars for reports, so were certainly going to send
at least a coupla good 'uns, as we stare do go

By
ONE of the strongest European short wave
signals ever heard here was reported this spring
when the powerful Moscow transmitter RAI. came
on the air. RAL has been reported by ninny
listeners as testing on 15.18 mc. irregularly from
4 to 6 p.nt. Several listeners have also reported
the station in the early afternoon and morning.
Another station on the "coming-in-fine" list for

the past month has been ZRK on 9.606 mc. The
signals from Cape Town. South Africa, over
this station have been very well received from
8:45 to 9:45 each night. T. C. Turlay of Port tnd reports good reception from ZRK from 6 to
8:45 a.m.
The correct schedule for the Norwegian short
wave stations, according to information on their
OSL card received by Bert Wolfe of Oakland.
California. is as follows: LKJ (9.61 mc.) from
noon to 11 p.m. LKQ (11.73 mc.) from 11 p.m.
to 3:40 a.m. and from 7 a.m. to noon- f.KU
(15.17 mc.) from 3:40 to 7 a.m., and LKJ2
(6.13 mc.) from 8 to 11 p.m.
A new Chinese station announcing as XMHA
has been reported with fair volume here. XMHA
broadcasts on 11.94 mc. from 6 to 8 a.m. according to John Cavanagh of Oregon City. Announce-

for July. 1939

ORA;

OMM

Buitekant reporting 2 CA.
JAVA-PKIVY, 14100: PK2DF, 14040: PK2JN,
14320; PKISK, 14070; PKIVX, 14070. all in
Java, and PK4VR, 14375; PK4JD, 14100, in
Sumatra, heard during early a.m.
JAPAN-J2MK, 14080; J2KI, 14250. in Japan,
and J8CA, 14260; J8CG, 14400 approximate, heard
during early a.m., 3-4 a.m. best. Gail Beyer, W9.
reports a FB QSL from J8CG. Very nice to get
one of these, as J8 is Korea, now Chosen.
CHINA- XU3AA, 14075; XU8HW. 14080;
XUSJR, 14130; XU8ET, 14060; XU6TL, 14050;
XU8MT, 14030, all in early a.m.
Also VSIAF, 14060; VSIAB, 14250, in Straits
Settlements. VS2AR, 14310, in Fed. Malay States.
VS5AC. 14370, reported from Sarawak. a rare
catch.
VS6AF, 14300. Hong Kong. VS7RF, 14336;
(Continued on page 189)

COVER THE PACIFIC COAST

(All times are P.S.T.)
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CALLSSIGN

IRAQ
HNF, 9.70 mc., Baghdad, has been heard, though

CR7BB,

KOBE_

commas OUR 05O ON
OR
MC :r.,' WIDE 45A
Is
WA
osi

going to help quite a few tuners to add this real
DX country to their list this summer, as their
schedule is 1.4 p.m. on this fine frequency for good
reception, even from Mozambique. The QRA is
Caixa Postal 594, this being the same as for
CR7AA, CR7BH, possibly the very same transmitter on new frequency.

at Tokyo,

00ENP1i4M0Mf HAVASHIDAKU.

-Re

TO RADO

THIS

Lyle M. Nelson

run by the Japmews indicate that the station
anese. The QRA is given as: 445 Racecourse Road,
Shanghai.

A new station in Papua, British Guinea. has
been heard here on 7.31 mc. The station is very
weak near 5 a.m.
J7-K, on 15.16 mc. in Tokyo, continues to carry
the popular "overseas program" for the Pacific
Coast from 9:30 to 10:30 each night. Reception
is very good during the entire program. JVH
on 14.60 nie. has been heard on several occasions
broadcasting the Japanese baseball games on Saturday night.
According to recent announcements from Finland. OFE on 11.79 mc., and OIE on 15.19 mc..
are now operating from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m. daily.
Both stations are received here from 10 to 12 p.m.
Frequent announcements are given in English.
Also heard with good volume during the late
evenings have been VUM2 on 11.87 mc. and
VUC2 on 9.53 mc. VUM2 is located in Madras.
India, and comes on the air at 12:30 a.m.. signing
off at 1 a.m. VUC2 of Calcutta sends programs
consisting of native music with announcements in
English during the same time.
The new Treasure Island short wave stations
are now operating regular schedules on 15.33 and

9.51 mes. Programs for South America are broadcast on 15.33 mc. from 4 to 7 p.m. and programs
for Asia and the Far East are sent out from 4
to 7 a.m, on 9.53 mc.

Despite reports that the station is off the air.
ZHP, on 9.69 in Singapore, continues to reach
here daily from 1:40 to 6:40 a.m. (test reception
is around 6 a.m., with the station gradually fading
out after that time.
Round 'n' About-VUD4 on 15.29 mc. in Delhi
is now heard nightly from 6:30 to 8:30.
Bert Wolfe says call of Norway station on 10.71
Radio Tirana on 6.085 mc.
mc. is LCN .
.
SBP of
is a new station in Albania .
Motala, Sweden. is received with fair volume on
5 to 6
from
and
Saturday
11.71 mc. Wednesday
.
p.m. Station no longer verifies reports .
on the
is
"Radio Leopoldville" in Belgian Congo
XGOY is
.
air from 4 to 5:30 a.m. daily
New
on 11.90 mc. daily from 2 to 8 a.m.
Taikoku station on 9.69 mc. relays JFAK in early
A new powerful short wave
mornings .
transmitter is being constructed in Bucharest.
Rumania. Will have 50,000 watts power
VPD2 on 9.54 in Suva, Fiji, is excellent during
early morning hours. New address for VLR
and VLR3 is P.O. Box 1686, Melbourne.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Mc.

Call

15.230

HS6PJ

OLR5A

15.230

PCJ2

15.220

BANGKOK, SIAM, 19.7 m. Irrego.
iariy Mon. 8 -10 em.
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA. 19.7 m. Addr.
(See OLR4A, 11.84) Daily 4.55.
8 .15 am.

HUIZEN,

Add,. N.

15.210

W8XK

15.200

DJB

15.195

TAQ

15.190

OIE

15.190

ZBW4

GSO

15.180

RW96

m.

19.71

HONGKONG, CHINA, 19.75 re.
Addr. P. 0. Box 200. Irregula
11.30 pre.

15.180

HOLLAND

V. Philips' Radio Hilversuni. Wed. 9.30 -11.30 a-n. Su ^.
6.10-9.35 am. Daily 7.1C -E.15 am.
Mon., Thurs. 7.i0 -8.30 am.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 19.72 m., Addr.
(See 21.540 mc.) 8 em -I pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
19.74
m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12.05 -11
am., 4.50.10.50 pm. Also Sur.
11.10 am. -12.25 pm.
ANKARA, TURKEY, 19.74 m., 5.30
7 am.
LAHTI, FINLAND. 19.75 m. Addr,
(See OFD, 9.5 mc). 1:05 -4 em, 9
em. -5 pm,

to 1.15 am.,

3 -10

Mc.

Call

14.420

HCIJB

14.166

PIIJ

13.997

EA9AH

15.166

TGWA

OSLO,

LKV

10

15.160

15.160

JZK

XEWW

13.635

SPW

12.862

W9XDH

12.486

H

12.460

HC2JB

12.310

VOFB

I

I

N

SMSSX

19.78

m.

n. -12

m., irregular.

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, 19.79 m..
Daily II am. -5 pm., Sun. 9 are.
5 pm.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 19.8 m., Add
N. 1. R. 0. M. 6 -7.30 pm., 10.30
pm. -2 am., Sat. 7.30 pm.-2 am.,
daily 4.30-10.30 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.82 m., Addr.
(See 17.79 mc.) 5.45 am. -12 r.

5.15 -6.15
-10 pm. Re-

9

lays Salamanca from 5.40 pm.
WARSAW, POLAND, 22 m. Daily
6-8 pm, Sat. & Sun. 6-9 pm.
ELGIN, ILL., 23.32 m. Press Wireless, Tests 2.5 pm.
TRUJILLO CITY, DOM. REP., 24.03
m. 6.40 -10.40 am., 5.10 -10.10 pm.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 24.08 m. Daily
exc. Mon. 7 -8.15, 11.30 a.m. -2.30.
4.45 -10.15 pm.
ST.
JOHNS, NEWFOUNDLAND.

12.235

TFJ

Call
OLR4A

12.230
2.200

COCE

-

12.000

RNE

11.830

W9XAA

11.830

W2XE

11.826

XEBR

11.810

2RO4

15.140

YDC

GSF

15.135

JLU3

15.130

TPB6

15.130

WIXAR

TOKYO, JAPAN, 19.82
8 -9.30
am. to China.
PARIS, FRANCE. 19.83 m., Addr.
"Paris Mondial," 98 Bis Blvd.
Haussmann, -4 am.
BOSTON MASS., 19.83 m., Addr.
World -Wide B'cast'g Foundation. University Club. Sun. 11
em. -12.30 pm. Wkdys. 3.30 -6 an.
WARSAW, POLAND, 19.84 m., 6 -9
I

11.805

OZG

15.120

SPI9

pm.

15.120

VATICAN

HVJ

CITY, 19.83 m., 10.30am., Tues., Suns. -1.30 c -.
LISBON, PORTUGAL, 19.83
6 -8 am., irreg.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
19.85
m
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12.05 -2.
8.9 am., 10.40 am. -4.25 pm.
VALPARAISO, CHILE. 19.87 m.
Testing near 7.30 am.
ROME, ITALY. 19.87 m. Testing
reg.
MOSCOW,
U.S.S.R.,
19.89
Works Tashkent near 7 am. Broad.
casts Sun. 12.15-2.30 pm. Daily
7 -9.15 pm.
10.45

1.801

11.800

DJZ

COGF

1.800

JZJ

15.120

15.110

15.100

CSW4

OFE

11.770

DJD

11.760

TGWA

11.760

XETA

11.760

OLR4B

11.750

GSD

11.740

SP25

WARSAW, POLAND, 25.55

11.740

HVJ

VATICAN CITY, 25.55 m- Tues. 8.30-

11.740

CR6RC

LOANDA,

7 -11

pm. Sun. 7.40.9. 90

a-

25 Mat. Btoadcait Band
11.940

TI2X'7

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 25.13 m.

11.940

XMHA

SHANGHAI, CHINA.

11.910

CDII90

VALDIVIA, CHILE,

DJL

CBI510

15.100

28012

15.083

RKI

14.960
14.930

PSE

14.920

KQH

14.795

IQA

End of Broadcast Band
MOSCOW U.S.S.R.,

20.25

14.535

14.440

JVH
HBJ

-

1729.

25.13 re.

5 -I1

a-n.
Box 642.
pm., 3 -6,

25.19 m.,

Relays CB69
7 -10 pm.

10

P.

O.

am:

I

HANOI, FRENCH INDO- CHINA.
25.19 m. "Radio Hanoi ", Addr.
Radio Club de l'Indochine. 3.45-

4.15 are., 7 -9.30 am 150 watts.
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, 25.21 m.,
Addr. P. 0. Box 2874. Mon.,
Wed., Fri. 3 -4 pm., 9 pm.-I2 m.
Tues.

Sat.
pm,

9

and Thur. 7.30 pm.-12 m..
pm. -12 re., Sun- 12.30 -2

CHUNGKING, CHINA,

25.21

11.895

2RO13

11.885

TPA3
TPB7

VLR3

m.,

20.55 m. Works
Europe 4 -8 am. Rel. JOAK 1010.30 pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 20.64 m.
Addr. Radio Nations. Broadcasts
Sun. 10.45-11.30 am., Mon. 4 -4.15
am.
RADIO MALAGA, SPAIN, 20.78 m.
Relays Salamanca 5.45.7.30 pm.
Sometimes 2 -4 pm.

COCX

W8XK

11.870

VUM2

11.865
11.860

GSE

11.855

DJP

11.850

CBI185

11.850

OAX2A

11.840

KZRM

11.840

CSW

m

ANGOLA,

25.55
m.,
-3.30 pm.
25.57 m. P. O.
Box 32. Daily 8 am.-1 am. Sun.
E a -...1
am. Relays CMX.
OSLO, NORWAY, 25.57 m. 2 -6.40,
2

HAVANA, CUBA.

11.735

LKQ

Ma,

11.730

PHI

HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 25.57
Addr. N. V. Philips' Radio.

11.730

WIXAR

BOSTON,

11 -11.30
am. to
pm. to Europe.
-Sept.
21
21 -35 kw.
ROME, ITALY. 25.23 m. Irregular
6 -9 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.24 m., 10.15
are -5 pm. -4 am.

FRANCE, 25.24 m. (See
mc.) 6 -8.15, 8.30 -II pm.
MELBOURNE, AUST., 25.25
3.30-7.15 pm., 9 pm.-3 am. weekSuns. mid. -3 am.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 25.26 m., Addr.
See 21.540 eec.) 1.10 pm.
MADRAS, INDIA, 25.26 en. M.W.F.
3.30-4 am. Irregular,
BERNE, SWITZERLAND. 25.28 m.
Irreg. 8 -9 pm. to No. Amer.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.30 m., Addr.
(See 11.75 mc.) 5.45 am. -12 n.,
6.20-8.30 pm.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 25.31 m.,
Add,. (See 15.280 mc.) Irregular.

10

LISBON, PORT., 25.35 m. Nat'l
Broad. Station.
11.30
am. -1.30
pm, Irregular.

a.m. -3 pm,

MASS., 25.58 m.

World -Wide

m.,

Addr.

B'cast'g
Foundation, University Club. Daily 7 or
7.30-9, 9.15 -11 pm. Sat. -Sun. 2.305 pm.

PARIS,

SANTIAGO, CHILE, 25.32 m. Sat.
6 -II pm. and irreg.
TRUJILLO, PERU, 25.32 m. Testing
on this freg, (See 12.200).
MANILA, P. I. 25.35 m. Addr.
Erlanger & Gallinger, Box 283.
9 pm. -10 am. Irregular.

6-

am.

Tues., Thurs., Sat.

11.720

CJRX

11.720

ZPI4

days.

11.870

p m.

5.30 -7.10 am. to North Asia, 7.157.55 am. to Japan. 8-10.30 am. to

15.245

11.e80

MONTEREY. MEX. 25.51 m., Addr.
Box 203. Relays XET, n, -3.30 pm.
and evenings.
PRAGUE,
BOHEMIA, 25.51
Addr. (Sce 11.840 mc.) Daily exc.
Sun. 8.2510.05 em.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.53 m -, Addr,
B.B.C., London, 12.2.15 am., 12.254. 4.20 -6, 6.20 -8.30, 9.20 -11.30 pm,

9

1

11.885

LAHTI, FINLAND. 25.47 m. Addr.
(See OFD, 9.5 mc.) 1.05.3 am
10 am, -12.30 pm,
5 -6.20,
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.49
m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 11.30 am,4.25 pm., 4.50-10.50 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT. 25.51
re. (See 17.8 mc.) Irregular 10.
11.30 pm. Sun- 6 -11.30 pm., irregular.

9

11.735

South
Asia.
U.S.S.R. 4 -6.30

1st

In

14.600

del Pilot. Apartado

f

m.,

of month, 6 pm. Dutch program.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL. 20.09
re. Broadcasts 6 -7 pm.
KAHUKU, HAWAII, 20.11 m. Sets.
1.1.30 am., 11.11.30 pm. Fri. 9 -10
pm.
ROME, ITALY, 20.28 m. 4.30 -5 am.

Arabic.
NAZAKI, JAPAN,

V.

7.30 am. -noon, 4.10 pm.

-

Overseas Division 7 -7.30, 8 -9.30
am, Irreg.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.42 m- 4.50 Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) Irreg.
BOSTON, MASS., 25.45 m., Addr.
(See 15.250 mc.) 3.30 -6.30 pm.
Sat., 2 -6.30 pm.
PANAMA CITY, PAN., 25.47 m.,
Addr. Box 1121. Noon -I pm., 6.10
cm.

11.780

10.10

XGOY

MATANZAS, CUBA, 25.42
m
Addr. Gen. Betancourt 51. Relays CMGF. 2 -3, 4 -5, 6 pm. -Mid.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 25.42 m., Addr.
Broadcaring Co. of Japan.

HPSG

25.06 m.

cm.

11.900

m. Addr, Statsradiofonien. Irreg.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.42 en. 4.50.
;0.50 pm. to N. A.

11.780

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 25.07
re., Addr. La Voz de Hispaniola.
Relays HIX Tue. and Fri. 8.10-

1

NEW YORK CITY, 25.36 m., Addr.
Col. Broad, System, 485 Madison
Av., N.Y.C. 8 -10.30 pm.
HERMOSILLA, SON., MEX., 25.37
Addr, Box 68. Relays XEBH.
9.30-11 am -, -4 pm., 9 pm. -12 re,
ROME, ITALY, 25.4 m., Addr.
E.I.A.R., Via Montello 5, Daily
4.30-8.45 am., 10 am. -2.30 pm -,
6 -9 pm.
SKAMLEBAK
DENMARK,
25.41

WIXAL

HI2X

XEWI

Labor.

DJO

11.970

11.900

Addr.

25.36 m.,

11.795

Pm.

-

Sun.

11.790

1

SANTIAGO, CHILE,

11.910

pm.

m. 6 -6.30,

25

CB1180

4.20 -6 pm.

Sta.,
Daily

em., 1.1.30, 3 -5.30, 8.30.
pm., Sun. 6 -10 am., -6, 9 -10

11.970

La

16.

1

-

15.150

CHICAGO, ILL.,

n

25.34

Shortwave

Chicago Federation of
Irregular 7 am.-6 pm.

10-10.30
10

BOHEMIA,
Czech

Praha XII,
Fochova
12.45 -6.30,
7.55 -11.20
Also 8.25 -10.05 am.

.

Chiclin. Irregular.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.,

PRAGUE,

Addr.

1

REYKJAVIK, ICELAND, 24.52 m.
Works Europe mornings. Broad
casts Sun. 1.40 -2.30 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 24.53
-8
11.30 pm. Sun. noon -11.30 pm
TRUJILLO, PERU, 25. m., "Rancho
Grande."
Address
Hacienda

6.40

em.

Mc.
11,840

124.

24.37 m. 5.30 -7.30 c

TOKYO, JAPAN, 19.79 m. 12.30 -1.30
am. to Canada & Hawaii, a "c
Pacific U.S. 7 -7.30 am. to Easter U.S. 8 -9.30 am, to China ana
2.30 -4 pm. to Europe.
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, 19.79 m.,
12

15.155

NORWAY,

am. -230, 4.45 pm: l0.15 pm.
Exc. Mon.
DRECHT, HOLLAND, 21.15 m.,
Addr. (See 7.088 mc.) Sat. 12 n.pm.
TETUAN, SPANISH MOROCCO,
21.43 m. Apartado
pm., 6.30 -7.30 pm.,

I

15.170

20.80 m. 7-8.15,

11,30

em.

DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.76 m., Addr.
(See 17.79 mc.) 4.20-6, 6.20 -8.45
Pm.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.,
19.76
re.,
Daily -2, 3 -4 em. Mon., Wed.,
Thurs. 7 -9.15 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 19.7;
,e., Addr. Ministre de Fomento.
Daily 12.45 -1.45 pm.; Sun. 12.95-

QUITO, ECUADOR,

11.718

11.715

11.710

11.710

11.705
11.705

WINNIPEG, CANADA, 25.6 m.,
Addr. James Richardson & Sons,

Ltd. Daily 6 pm. -12 m., Sat. 6
pm. Sun, 4 am.
VILLARICA, PARAGUAY, 25.60 m.
5.30-7.55 pm. irreg.
CR7BH
LAURENCO MARQUES. PORTUGUESE E. AFRICA, 25.6 m. Daily
12.05 -I,
9.30-6.30,
9.30.11
am.,
12.05 -4 pm., Sun. 5 -7 am., 10 am:
2 pm.
TPA4
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.61 m., (See
15.245 mc.) 6 -8.15, 8.30 -11 pm. to
No. America.
YSM
SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
25.63 m., Addr, (See 7.894 mc.)
-2.30 pm.
SAIGON, FRENCH INDO- CHINA.
25.62 m., Add,. Boy- Landry, 17
Place A Foray. 7.30.9.15 am.
JLG3
TOKYO, JAPAN, 25.63 m. 2.30 -4
pm.- Irreg. 4.30-5.30 pm.
SBP
MOTALA, SWEDEN, 25.63 m., 14.15 pen. Sun. 3 am. -4.15 pm. Wed
and Sat. 8 -9 pm.
(Continued on pave 154)
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For Best HAM Station Photo

of the Month

Awarded to

Wllçm s'chat¡au
( "Skipper

"- VK6WS)

Peppermint Grove
Operating desk of Station VK6WS, owned and operated by William Schofield of Peppermint Grove,
Western Australia; known affectionately to his
friends on the air as "Skipper."

Western Australia

This beautiful silver trophy stands 113/4" high
and one is awarded monthly by RADIO &

TELEVISION magazine for the best photo of a
Ham station. The silver statue stands on a
handsome bakelite base on which is a silver
plate. The name of the winner will be engraved
on this plate before the trophy is sent to him.

Well, boys,

"Skipper"--otherwise
William Schofield. VK6WS,
here's

of Western Aus-

tralia.

Editor.
Herewith photo, of my "Ham" station
VK6WS and one of myself. In business I
am an estate (real estate) agent and obtained my amateur ticket (license) four
years ago when was 61 years of age.
I have made all my "gear" at home exI

ff.,4

"Skipper's" station

certainly

steps out. Look

at the beautiful
array of QSL
cards in the
photo
below.

cept my receiver. My shack is only 6 feet
6 inches -there is, therefore,
no waste space. The photo of the cards and
part of the transmitter was taken through
the window with twu exposures and the
prints joined together.
The transmitter is mounted on casters;
it comprises an 8 -stage rack and panel.
Stages Nos. 1, 2 and 3 -for power packs
modulator for phone,
and grid bias; No.
music and ('.W., 2-37's, and a 250; No. 5
-80-meter C.C. transmitting unit (tri -tet)
59 and 46; No. 6-40 -, 20- and 10 -meter
6A6's; No. 7
transmitting unit (Jones)
-final amplifier T -20; No.
aerial tuning panel. Meters Ferranti and Triplett.
Power, 45 watts input to final; plate modulation and Ericcson carbon mike. Receiver
-National FBXA, with pre -selector and
20 meter (2
Jensen speaker. Aerials
half waves in phase) with reflectors, directional USA; (2) % wave, 40 ft. single
wire fed Hertz (all receiving is clone on
this as well as transmitting) (3) 45 ft.
lattice tower erected for W8JK beam
not yet completed. Other gear is a wave (Continued on page 183)
by 6 feet,

F4
s..,1

4-

38-

-(1)

;

for July, 1939

-
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Mc.
11.700

11.700

Mc.

Call

PANAMA CITY, PAN., 25.64 m.
Addr. Radio Teatro, Apartado

9.730

CB970

5.10 pm. Sun.

9.708

COCA

Call
HPSA

CBI170

am: pm.,

954.

10

6 -10

pm.

I

am.

7 -8.30

25.65 m. Addr.
P.O. Box 706. Relays CB89 10
am. -2 pm., 3.30 -II pm.

SANTIAGO, CHILE,

3/ Mat. ilteadcaet Sand

End of Broadcast Band
11,676

IQY

11.535

SPD

11.402

HBO

11.380

XTS

ROME ITALY. 25.7 m. 5.20-5.40
ex. Sun.,
Daily 12.07-12.56,
2.30 pm.
WARSAW, POLAND, 26.01
Addr. 5 Mazowiecka St. 6-9

11.040

CSW5

10.950

PLP

-

pm.

26.36 m.
-1.30, 8 -8.35 em., 6.45-7.30 pm.

PORTUGAL

LISBON,

27.17

BANDOENG, JAVA, 27.27 m. Relays YDB. 6.7.30 pm., 10.30 pm:
2 am., 4.30-10.30 or II am. Set.
until 11.30 am.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,

9.700

HNF

9.690

T14NRH

9.690

RAI

-

9.690
9.690

ZHP

9.690

GRX

m.

9.685

TGWA

Works Japan around 6.25 em.
Broadcasts, relaying JFAK 9-9.55
am., I -2.30 am. Sun. to 10.15 em.

9.675

DJX

27.40 rn.,
12.30 -45,

Addr. (See

9.38 mc.)
em., 2.30 -4 am.,

10 -11

10.660

JVN

SANTIAGO,
CHILE, 28.12 m.
Irregular.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 28.14 m. Broadcasts dally I.50 -7.40 am. Works
Europe irregularly at other times.

10.535

JIB

TAIHOKU,

TAIWAN,

28.48

SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
28.85 m., -3, 6.30 -II pm.
1

10.360

EAJ43

TENERIFE, CANARY ISL., 28.96 m..
3-4.30, 5-7. 7.45 -8.45, 9 -10 pm.

10.350

LSX

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 28.98 m.,
Addr. Transradio International.

irregularly.

Tests
10.330

ORK

RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM, 29.04 m.
Broadcasts 12.30-2 pm. Works

OPM
10.260

10.220

PMN

-

PSH

I

-3

em.,

3 -5

pm.

BANDOENG, JAVA, 29.24 m. Relays YDB 6 -7.30 pm., 10.30 pm.2 am. 4.30-10.30 or 11 em., Sat.
to 11.30 am.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, 29.35
m.,

Addr.

6-7 pm.,

Box

Irreg.

709.

Broadcasts

10.050

TIEMT

10.050

DZC

DEUTSCHE FREIHEITS SENDER,
29.70 m., loc. in Germany, undercover. 4 -5 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 29.85
m., 4.308 pm.
GERMANY, 29.16 m.,
ZEESEN,

10.042

DZB

ZEESEN,

COBC

HAVANA, CUBA,

10.100

9.670

9.665

W3XAL
2R09

9.660

LRX

9.660

HVJ

9.650

W2XE

Addr.
P.

CS2WA

9.650

9.650

IABA

9.645

JLT2

9.640

CXA8

JFO

30.02 m.,

Addr.

9.635

2R03

Relays

CMBC

Box

132.

CPI

9.855

EAQ

7 -9 pm.
MADRID. SPAIN, 30.45 m., Add'.

9.830

IRF

9.805

COCM

9.770

9.753

9.735

HH3W
ZRO

CSW7

P. 0. Box 951. 7.30 -8, 8.40.9 pm.
3.45 -4.05, 4,45 -5.05 am., also.

ITALY, 30.52 m. Works
afternoons. Relays 2R0.
12 -12.25 pm. Thurs. Daily 12.40 -1,
1.37 -3.35, 6 -7 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 30.60 m. Addr.
Transradio Columbia, P. 0. Box
33. 8 -1 am. Relays CMCM.
ROME,
Egypt

PORT -AU- PRINCE,

Addr-

P.

0.

Addr.

P.

O. Box

136.

SAIGON, INDO-CHINA, 30.93
Addr. 17, Place A. Foray. "Radio
Boy- Landry." 7.30 -9.45 am. Irreg.
BAGHDAD, IRAQ, 30.93 m., 10
am.-3 pm. S.O. before or after
3 pm.
HEREDIA, COSTA RICA, 30.94 m.,
Addr. Amando C. Marin, Apartado 40. Sun. 7 -8 am., Tues..
Thun., Sat. 9 -10 pm.

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 30.94 m.,
6-9 pm. Mon- Thur., 4 -9 pm. Fri.,
7 -9 pm. Sat.

TA NANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
30.96 m., 10-11 am.
SINGAPORE, MALAYA, 30.96 m
Sun. 5.40 -9.40 am., Wed. 12.431.40 em., Mon.-Fri. 4.40.9.40 am.,
Sat- 12.25 -1.40 em., 4.40 -9.40 em.,
10.40 pm. -1.10 am. (Sun.)
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 30.96 m
Addr. See GSC, 9.58 mc., 5.45
am. -12 n., 12.25 -4, 4.45.6 pm,
GUATEMALA CITY, GUM., 30.96
m. Daily 10-11.30 pm.; Sun. 710.45 pm.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 31.01 m.,
Addr. (DJD, 11.77 mc.) 10.40
am. -4.25 pm.
BOUND BROOK, N. J., 31.03 m.
Addr. NBC, N. Y. C. 5 pm.-12 m.
ROME ITALY. 31.04 m- 12.401,
1.37.5.30
pm, Irreg. 6-9 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 31.06 m.,
Addr. El Mundo. Relays LRI,
6-6.45 am. -9.15 am.-10 pm.
VATICAN CITY, 31.06 m. Sun, 5.5.30
am,
NEW YORK CITY, 31.09 m. (See

for addr.) Irregular.
LISBON, PORTUGAL, 31.09 m.,
Addr. Radio Colonial. Tues.,

pm,
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 31.09 m.,
3.55 -4.05, 4.15 -4.45, II am- -noon,
-3 pm. Suns. 3.30 -3.55 am.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 31.10 m., 2.30 -4
pm. to Europe.
COLONIA URUGUAY, 31.12 m.,
Addr. Belgrano 1841, Buenos
Aires, Argentina. Relays 1R3.
Buenos Aires 5 am. -10.45 pm. Sat.
to
am.
Sat.

HAITI,

Box A117.

I

30.71 m.,
-2, 7 -9.15

pm.
DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA, 30.75
m. Addr. S. A. Broadcasting
Corp., P. O. Box 4559, Johannesburg. Daily exc. Sat. 11.45 pm.12.50 am. Daily exc. Sun. 3.307.30, 9 am: 12.30 pm., Sun. 5.30.7,
9 am. -12.30 pm., also 4 -5 am. on
3rd Sun. of month.
PORTUGAL. 30.82 m.
LISBON,
Addr- Nat. Broad. Sta. n, -2 pm.,
6 -9 pm. for No. Amer.

9.590

VUD2

9.590

PCJ

9.590

VK6ME

9.590

VK2ME

9.590

W3XAU

9.580

GSC

9.580

VLR

9.570

KZRM

9.570

WIXK

9.566

OAX4T

LIMA, PERU, 31.38 m., 7-8,

9.560

XGAP
DJA

am. 1.30 pm.
PEKING, CHINA, 31.38 m., 4 -9 am.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 31.38 m.,

9.550

HVJ

VATICAN CITY, 31.41 m., Sun.
5.30 am., Wed. 2.30 -3 pm.

9.550

TPBII

PARIS,

pm.

pm., also Mon. 3.50-4.05 pm.,
Fri. and Sat- 4 -4.20 pm.

9.620

CXA6

9.618

HJIABP

9.610

LLG

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY, 31.19
Rel. CX 6 to 9 pm.
CARTAGENA,
COL., 31.20 m.,
Addr. P. 0. Box 37, Daily 9 am.1.30 pm., 7 -10.15 pm., Sun. 4.30 -9
pm.
OSLO, NORWAY, 31.22 m., 3.6,
I
pm: mid.
8 -9,
KLIPHEUVAL, SOUTH AFRICA,
31.23 m., Addr. P. O. Box 4559,
Johannesburg. Daily, exc. Sat.
11,45 pm. -12.50 am. Daily exc.
Sun. 3.20 -7.20. 9 -11.45 am., Sun.
3.30-4.30 or 4 -5, 5.30 -7, 9 -11.45
am.

9.560

ZRL

9.600

RAL

9.600

C8960

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R.,
m.
31.25
Daily exc. Sun, 6-10 pm. Sun. 6 -7,
9.15 -10 pm.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 31.25 m., 8-

pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 31.25 m., Addr.
See GSC, 9.58 mc., Irreg. 12.25 -6
pm.
11.30

9.600

9.595

9.595

GRY

HEIL

MOYDRUM, ATHLONE, EIRE, 31.27
m., Radio Eireann. 12.30-4.30 pm.
Irreg.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 31.27 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Irregular.

m.

9.550

9.550

OLR3A

9.550

XEFT

9.550

YDB

pm.

FRANCE, 31.41
9See 15.245 mc.) 11.15
.30 pm. -mid. Irreg.

W2XAD

11.30

Addr. Broadcasting House. 6.3010.50

m.

5-

Addr.

am.-7 pm.,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 31.41 m.,
General Electric Co., 5.15 -8.15
pm. to So. Amer.
PRAGUE,
BOHEMIA. 31.41
m.
(See 11.840 mc.) Irreg. 4.40-5.10
pm.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 31.41 m. 10.30
am. -4.30 pm.,
10.30
pm.-I2.30
em.
SOERABAJA,
JAVA, 31.41
m.,

Addr. N.I.R.O.M. Daily exc. Sat.

9.550

VUB2

9.540

DJN

9.538

VPD2

6.7.30 pm., 10.30 pm. -2 arr.-4.30.
10.30 am. Sat. 7 pm.-2 am.
BOMBAY, INDIA. 31.41 m., Addr.
All India Radio. 9.30-10.30 pm.,
13.30 am. 5 -6 am. also.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 31.45
m..
Addr. (See 9.560 mc.) 12.05 -11
am. 4.50.10.50 pm. to So. Amer.
SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS, 31.46 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. 5.30.7 am., exc.

9.535

-

Sun.

9.530

W6XBE

9.530

W2XAF

9.530

VUC2

9.526

XEDQ

9.526

ZBW3

I

9.606

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 31.32 m.,
Addr. B. B. C., Portland Pl.,
London, W. I., 12.25 -4, 4.20-6,
9.20 -11.30 pm.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 31.32
m. Addr. Box 1686, G. P. 0.
Daily 3.30 -8.30 am. (Sat. till 9
am.) Sun. 12.01 -7.30 am. Also
daily exc. Set. 9.25 pm.-2 or 2.15
am. Sat. 5 -10.30 pm.
MANILA, P. 1. 31.35 m., Addr.
Erlanger & Gralinger, Box 283.
Wkdys. 4.30 -6 pm. m. tof. 5 -9 em.,
Sat. 5.10 em., Sun. 4 -10 am.
BOSTON,
MASS.,
m..
31.35
Addr. Westinghouse Electric &
Mtg. Co. S am.-I2 m. Sun. 7 am.12

4 -7

TAIHOKU, TAIWAN, 31.13 m. Relays JFAK irreg. 4 -10.30 am.
ROME, ITALY, 31.13 m., Addr.
(See 11.810 mc,) 12.07 -3 pm., 5.30-

31.28

867. 12 n. to
pm., 6.10.30 pm.
DELHI, INDIA, 31.28 m. Addr.
All India Radio, 1.30-3.30 am.,
7.30 am. -12.30 pm., 8.30 -10.30 pm.
HUTZEN, HOLLAND, 31.28 m.,
Addr. (See 15.220 mc.) Sun. 2 -3,
7.15 -9.25 pm. Tues. 1.45 -3.30, 78.30, 8.45.10.15 pm., Wed. 7.158.40 pm., Fri. 8.9 pm.
PERTH, W. AUSTRALIA, 31.28 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. 6-8 am. exc. Sun.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 31.28 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd., 47 York St.,
Sun. I -3 em.; 5 -9, 10.30 am.-I2.30
pm.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA 31.28 M.
(Addr. See 21.52 mc.) Mon. &
Thurs. 5.30-6.15, 6.30 -10.30 pm.,
II pm,-Mid. Sat. 5.30-6, 6.30 -10.30
1.30

6-8.10 pm.

9

9.892

JDY

30.92 m.,

PANAMA,

Addr. Apartado

m.

I

6.55 am. -I am.
9.920

PANAMA CITY,

1

9.636

DAIREN, MANCHUKUO, 30.24 m.
Relays JQAK daily 7 -8 em. Works
Tokyo occasionally in early am.
SUCRE, BOLIVIA, 30.33 m., 11 am..

Call
HP5J

FORT DE FRANCE, MARTINIQUE,

Thurs. and

15.360 mc.) Irregular.
GERMANY, 29.87 m.,
Reichspostzenstralamt. Ir.

0.

9.590

21,570 mc.

Addr. (See
regular.

9.995

-

m.,

am. -4.30 pm.

10

CEC

YSP

9.700

Addr. Nat. Broad Sta. II am..

10.670

10.400

9.705

m.,

CHUNGKING, CHINA.

4.30 pm. Sun.
11.000

am.
1.50-

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 26.31 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Sun. 7 -7.45,
pm. 1.45 -2.30 pm. Mon.
8 -8.45
..
3.30 -3.45 am.
I

Mc.

VALPARAISO, CHILE, 30.83 m.,
6.30.11.30 pm., or mid.
HAVANA, CUBA, 30.90 m. Addr.
25
No. 445, Vedado, Havana,
7 -I
am. Sun. 6.55 am: I am.

9.525

LKC

9.523

ZRG

SCHWARZENBURG,
SWITZERLAND, 31.46 m., 1.2 pm. 6.45-7.45,
8 -9 pm.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 31.41 m..
Addr. Gel. Elec. Co., 7 -10 am.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 31.48 m.,
Addr. General Electric Co. 3-II
pm.
CALCUTTA, INDIA. 31.48 m. Addr.
All India Radio. 2.06 -4.06 em.
10 pm. -2 am.
GUADALAJARA, GAL., MEXICO,
31.49 m., 1. -4.30 pm., 8 -11.30 pm.
HONGKONG, CHINA, 31.49 m.,
Addr. P. 0. Box 200. 5 -10 am.,
11.30 pm. -1.15 am. Sun 5 -9.30 am.
JELOY, NORWAY, 31.49 m., 4.3010.30 am., Sun. 2.30 -10.30 am,
ROBERTS HEIGHTS, S. AFRICA.
m., Addr. (See ZRK, 9.606
mc.) Daily exc. Sun. 5 -7.30 em.;
Sun. 5.30-7 am.
SKAMLEBOAEK, DENMARK, 31.51
31.5

9.520

OZF

m.,

Addr. Statsradiofonien, Heib-

ergsgade

7,

9.30 -11 pm.

Copenhagen,
to No. Amer.

8

-9.30,

(Continued on page 156)
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The Short Wave League
HONORARY MEMBERS
Manfred von Arden
E. T. Somerset
D. E. Replogle
Hollis Baird
John L. Reinartz
Hugo Gernsback, Executive Secretary

!%X on the Ham ßancIs

Dr. Lee de Forest

(with the "Listening Post" Observers)

.0

Edited by Elmer R. Fuller
FNIC will give a special broadcast for ox
purposes on June 29th and July 2nd on a frequency of 14.084 mc. The time will be 1400 to
1410 and 1800 to 1810 GMT, on both days. One
hundred watts power will be used, and all reports
will be verified if correct. A special quotation will
be broadcast. and this will act as the check for
verification. Semi your report to FNIC. D. Patterson, Gongalpara, Chandenagore, Bengal, French
India, and inclose a postal reply coupon.
\V6USA, the voice of the Golden Gate Expose
tion at San Francisco, has been reported on the
air. The frequency used is said to be about 14.18.
The power is not known.
Vernon Gabriel, Observer for Michigan, reports
hearing Experimental Car Number 37. of the 111exican Border Patrol. The frequency used was 14.14,
and was heard RS and 58.
Another unknown ZX station has been reported
by Observer Gabriel. This month it is ZX4M on
14.07 megacycles. If anyone knows the QRA of
this station or of ZX9AM, which was reported
last month, please let us have it.
UK3AH is a new station on the air, and is
located in Moscow. according to the report of
Kenneth Spencer, Observer for England. His exact
QRA was not given.
We wish to extend our congratulations to the
amateurs who helped in relaying the messages in
regard to the landing of the Moscow to New York
airship in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The skip dis
tance on twenty meters was very long that night.
and it was impossible for the two Canadian amateurs to get in touch with any Americans in the
eastern part of the country, so the message was
sent to every listener's friend. HH2B in Port-auPrince, Haiti. Gertrude and Eric Bleo, the operalors, sent it back to W2IXY, and from there it
was telephoned to WOR. The two Canadian amateurs taking part were VEIBB and VEISQ. This
information was reported by Charles H. Fuller,
Observer for New York.

A nice Veri card received
by Robt. E. Hatcher, Richmond, Va., from a Japanese
Ham.
past. At the top of our page,
there will he a special box containing the ten best ox station:
reported by our observers. Dx
will be based on the distance
(rotn the observer to the station
heard, the strength of the signal. and the popularity of the
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The Asiatics have all hut disappeared from the
eastern part of North America, and are being
heard only rarely in the West. The following were
repnrt t -d being hoard last month, April.
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call, or prefix.
This may limit the reports to
10 and 20 meter amateurs. but
it has been some tinte since anyone has reported any good ox
on 80 or 160 meters.
During the past month, much
difficulty has been encountered
due to the norther rt limns. They
have been very active, and have had a decided
effect upon the short wave bands. Ten meters has
been experiencing a short skip effect, and this has
greatly reduced the vs on this band. However,
there are times when ten niters still products
mine very good recuits.
Five meters is the sane as it has been for several
months, but it is expected to open up soon. Last
summer some very far ox was heard and it is
Loped that this m..l nn sc ill be even better.

Some of our newer listeners seem to have difficulty with the system now used by American and
other hams for reporting readability and signal
strength, The readability table is as follows:

R-1
R -2
R -3
R -4
R-5

dARL
IARU

ZS4H
ZS5Q

ZSSAW

2S544
7-55

ZS6DV
ZS6DW

28.38
14.095
14.25
14.205

5 7 -8
4
7
4
3
8
5

14.2
14.0
14.21

4

6
6 -7
4
6
5

14.1

4

14.035 4 -5

4 -9

4
4

6

5

6 -7
4 -7
6

14.035
14.07
14.325

3 -5

14.1

14.08
14.2
14.0
14.06
14.025

ZS6AD
14.075
14.16
ZS6CY
28.3
ZS6W
28.15
ZS6BW
NORTH AMERICA
CO2AG

CO2LY
CO2WN
CO2RH
CO2JJ
CO2GY
CO5EO
CO7AB
CO7CX
H I3N
ILRSC

5

4
14.05
14.04
5
14.115
3
14.11
2 -5
14.05 3 -5

5

5

8
5
5 -8
5 -8

5

9

4
4

6-7

5

8

5

5-6

5

5
5

6

5
2

5

14.065
14.09
14.121
14.158

5

7

5

8

5

8

5

14.1

5

9
6 -7
6
8

14.105
4
14.0
5
14.08 2 -3
5
14.05
14.1
14.1

7

5

Mich.
W. Va., Que.
Mass.
Mass.
N. J.
Mass.
Ia.

Mich.
Ia., Que., W. Va.,
Mass., N. J., Tex.
W. Va.. Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
blass.

England
Kans.
Fla.. Ore.
Utah

Ariz.

Phil. Is., Utah. Ia.,
Tex.
Utah
la.
W. Va., Kans., Tex.
Ore.. Mass.
Kans.
Kans.
Kans.

Mich.
Utah, Kans., Mass.
Tex.,
Mich.,
la.,
W.
\'a.,
Calif.,
Kans.
So. Dak., Kant.
W. Va.
Kans.

Ariz.

Utah, la., Tex., Ore.,
Kans.
l:t.
la.

Kans.
Mass.
Colo.
Colo.

Wash.

S. D.
Wash.,
Wash.

S.

I).

5

9

England
England

5

8

Quebec

8

Rra gland

Colo.

(Continued on page 185)
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Mc.
9.520

Call
SAN

YSH

9.520

RV96

9.510

GSB

9.510

9.510

HJU

-

SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR
31.51 m., Addr. (See 7.894 mc.)
Irregular 6.10 pm.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R. 31.51 m., I -3,
4 -7 pm. and irr.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 31.55 m.,
Addr. (See 9.580 mc. -GSC)
12 m..2.30 am., 6.20 -8.45, 9.20.11.30
pm.
BUENAVENTURA, COLOMBIA,
31.55 m., Addr. National Railways. Mon., Wed, and Fri. 8II pm.

TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
Addr, Le Directeur des
Radio Tananarive, Adminis.
12.30.12.45, 10.11 am.,
2.30 -4 am.

Mc.

Call

8.841

HCJB

8.830

COCA

8.700

HKV

8.665

COJK

8.665

W2XGB

8.652

HJ4DAU

8.580

YNPR

31.55 m.
PTT,

tration PU.
9.510
9.510

HSBPJ

-

BANGKOK, SIAM, 31.55 m. Thurs.
day. 8 -10 am.

HANOI, FRENCH INDO- CHINA.
31.55 m. "Radio Hanoi ", Addr.
Radio Club de L'Indochine.
m:2 am., 6 -10 am. 15 watts.

9.503

XEWW

MEXICO

CITY.

Addr. Apart.

8.572

-

7.894

YSD

7.870

HCIRB

MEX., 31.57 m.
2516. Relays XEW.

7:45 aro..12.30 am.
PRF5

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, 31.58
m., 4.45 -5.55 pm. Ex. Suns.

7.854

HC2JSB

9.500

VK3ME

MELBOURNE,

7.797

HBP

7.614

CR6AA

9.500

OFD

LAHTI, FINLAND, 31.58 m., Addr.
Finnish Brest. Co., Helsinki. 12.15-

AUSTRALIA
31.58
m., Addr. Amalgamated Wireless
of Australasia, 167 Queen St.
Daily except Sun. 4.7 am.

oro.

9.497

KZIB

MANILA PHIL.

9.488

EAR

MADRID, SPAIN, 31.6 m., Addr.
See 9.860 mc.) Irreg.

ISL.,

31.59

m.,

am.

7 -9.05

End of Broadcast Band
ANKARA. TURKEY,

TAP

9.445

HCODA GUAYAQUIL,

9,437

COCH

9.390

OAX5C
XOY

9.355

HCIETC

9.350

COCD

9.345

HBL

9.340

OAX4J

31.70 m.,

1166,

9.295

H12G

9.280

LYR

9.200

ZMEF

9.200

COBX

9.188

HC2AB

9.170

HCIGQ

9.135

HC2CW

9.125

HAT4

9.100

9.091

9.030

8.965

COCA
PJCI

COBZ

COKG

Addr. Box
"Radio Universal." 12 n.-

pm.,

35.02

., 8.15 -10.30

CMBX 8 am. -11.30 pm.
ECUADOR, 32.65 m., nightly to 10
cm.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 32.72 m., Mon.,
Wed., Sat. 9 -9.55 pm.
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 32.84
m., II am. -I, 7 -II pm.
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 32.88 m.,
Addr. "Radiolabor,'r Gyali -ut,
22. Daily 7 -8 pm., Sat., 6 -7 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.61 m. Addr.
Galiano No. 102. Relays CMCA
Noon12.15 am. Irreg. to 3 am.
CURACAO, D. W. INDIES, 33
m., 6.36.8.36 pm., Sun. 10.36 am:
12.36 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 33.32 m., Radio
Salas Addr. P. O. Box 866. 7.45
am. -1.15 am. Sun. 7.45 am. -12 m.
Relays CMBZ.
SANTIAGO, CUBA, 33.44 m. Addr.
Box 137. 9 -10 am., 11.30 am. I.30
pm., 3 -4.30, 5 -6, 10 -II pm., 12
m:2 am.

4 -7

pm.

SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
37.99 m., Addr. Dir. Genl. Tel.
& Tel. 7 -10.30 pm.
QUITO ECUADOR, 38.1 m. La
Voz de Quito. 8.30 -11.30 pm.
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 38.2 m.
II arn. -2, 4.11 pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 38.48 m.,
Addr. Radio -Nations.
ANGOLA, 39.39 m.,
LOBITO,
Mon., Wed., Sets. 2.45 -4.30 pm.

7.490

EAJ43

TENERIFE, CANARY ISL., 40.05 m.,

7.450

TI2RS

pm. and Irreg.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA. 40.27 m.
" Radioemisora Athena ", 7 -11 pm.

7.440

FGBAH

POINT

6.790

Call
PARAMIRABO,

PZH

- A - PITRE GUADELOUPE,
40.32 m., 6 -7.10 pm., also
-10.30 pm. Irreg. P. O. Box 125.

HCJB4

QUITO, ECUADOR, 40.46
9.30 pm. irregularly.

7.410

YDA

TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA. 40.46
m. Addr. N.I.R.O.M., Batavia,

7.380

7.310

XECR

VIG

7.280

TPBI2

7.220

HKE

7.220

VOX

7.200

YNAM

7.177

CR6AA

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 41.67
m. Irregular at 9 pm.
LOBITA, ANGOLA, PORT. WEST
AFRICA. 41.75 m., Mon., Wed.,
and Sets. 2.45 -4.30 pm. Also see
7.614 mc.

7.128

YN3DG

7.100

FO8AA

7.088

PIIJ

7.010

XGSA

6.990

XEME

NICARAGUA,

42.09 m.,
2 -2.30, 8.30 -9.30 pm. ex. Suns.

LEON.

PAPEETE. TAHITI, 42.25

m

Addr.

Radio Club Oceanian, Tues. and
Fri. II pm. -12.30 am.
DORDRECHT HOLLAND, 42.3 m.,
Addr. Dr. Li. Hellingman, Technical College. Sat. 11.10-11.50 am.

KWEIYANG, CHINA, 42.80 m.,
5.30, or 6 -II am.
42.89 m.,
MERIDA, YUCATAN,
Addr. Calle 59, No. 517, "La
Voz de Yucatan desde

Irregular.

Merida."

6.977

XBA

TACUBAYA, D. F., MEX., 43 m.
9.30 am. -I pm., 7.8.30 pm.

6.960

2ZB

6.880

XOJD

WELLINGTON, N. Z., 43.10 m.,
Mid. -7 em.
HANKOW, CHINA, 43.60 m., 6 -8.30

6.805

HI7P

6.720

PMH

BANDOENG, JAVA, 44.64 m. Relays N.I.R.O.M. programs. 4.30 -11
or 11.30 am, Also Sat. 9.30 pm.-

6.690

TIEP

6.675

HBO

6.660

HI5G

6.635

HC2RL

1.30 am.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 44.82 m.
Addr. Apartado 257, La Voz del
Tropico. Daily 7 -II pm.

and Sun. 12.40-1.40 6.40 -8.40 pm.
Sat. 12.40-1.40 pm. Sun. 10.40 am:
11.40 am.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 44.94 m.
Addr, Radio- Nations. Sun. 1.452.45 pm.
TRUJILLO CITY, D. R., 45.05 m
to 540 pm.
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, S. A.,
45.18 m., Addr. P. O. Box 759.
Sun. 5.45 -7.45 pm., Tues. 9.1511.15 pm
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 45.25
m., Addr. "La Voz de la RCA
Victor," Apartado 1105. Daily
exc. Sun. 12.10 -1.40 pm., 5.40 -8.40
pm.; also Sat. 10.40 pm.-12.40 am.
-

6.630

HIT

6.625

PRADO

RIOBAMBA,
Thurs.

6.610

YNLG

6.600

HIGH

6.565

HISP

6.558

HI4D

ECUADOR, 45.28 m.

9 -11.45

MANAGUA,

pm.

NICARAGUA.

45.39
m. Emisora Ruben Dario. 1.302.30, 6.10.15 pm.
TRUJILLO CITY, D. R., 45.45 m.,
7.40 -8.40 pm.
PUERTO PLATA, D. R., 45.70 m.,
5.40 -7.40, 9.40 -11.40 pm.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D.
Addr. Apartado 623.

6.550

XBC

6.550

TIRCC

R., 45.74 m.
12.30 -2, 6 -8

or 9 pm. Except Suns.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 45.8 m. 8.15 -9
am.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 45.8 m.,

Addr.

Radioemisora
Catolica
Costarricense. Sun. II am. -2 pm.,
6-7, 8 -9 pm. Daily 12 n. -2 pm.,
6 -7 pm., Thurs. 6 -II pm.

YNIGG

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA,
Addr. "La Voz de
Lagos." 1.2.20,

8 -10

46.02
las

pm. Except

Sundays,
6.490

TGWB

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 46.2
m. La Voz de Guatemala. Deily
7.45 -9 arn.
12.45-3.45 pm., 7.30

pm: 12.15

pm.,

7

am. Sun. 10.30 am. -5.15

pm. -12 m.

6.480

HIIL

SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS,

6.470

YNLAT

GRANADA,

6.455

HI4V

D. R., 46.28 m., Addr. Box 356.
9.40 -11.40 am., 7.40 -9.40 pm.

NICARAGUA, 46.36
m., Addr. Leonidas Tenoria, "La
Voz del Mombacho." Irregular.
SAN FRANCISCO DE MACORIS,
D. R., 46.44 m., 11.40 am. -1.40
pm., 5.IC -9.40 pm.
SANTIAGO, D. R., 46.73 m., 5.407.35 pm. Ex. Suns.

6.420

HIIS

6.400

TGQA

QUEZALTENANGO, GUATEMALA,
46.88 m., Mon. -Fri. 9 -11 pm. Sat.

6.388

HI9B

SANTIAGO, D. R., 46.8 m., Mon.

pm. -I am. Sun.

10

&

1

-3

pm.

Fri. 8.10 -8.40 pm.

6.384

ZIZ

BASSETERRE, ST. KITTS, W. INDIES, 46.99 m. 4 -4.45 pm., Wed.
7 -7.30 pm.

6.357

HRPI

6.340

HIIX

SAN PEDRO SULA, HONDURAS,
47.20 m., 6 -7.30 am., 2 -4 pm. &
Irreg. to 10 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 47.32 m.
Sun. 7.40 -10.40 am., daily 12.101.10 pm., Tues, and Fri. 8.10-10.10

6.335

OAXIA

Pm.

ICA,

PERU, 47.33 m.,

de Chic ayo,
II pm.

Addr.

Casilla No.

6.324

COCW

HAVANA, CUBA,

6.310

HIZ

am. -I0 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO,

La Voz
9.

8-

47.4 m., Addr.
La Voz del Radio Philco, P. O.
Box 130. 6.55 am. -I2 m. Sun. 9.55
D. R. 47.52 m.

Daily except Sat. and Sun. 11.10
am. -2.25 pm., 5.10-8.40 pm, Sat.
5.10.11.10 pm. Sun. 11.40 am. -1.40

am.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, DOM. REP.,
44.06 m., Addr. Emisoria Diaria
de Commercio. Daily exc. Sat,

44.16
Sun.

LA ROMANA, DOM. REP., 44.58
m., Addr. "La Voz de la Feria."
12.30 -2 pm., 5 -6 pm.

6.516

BAGHDAD, IRAQ, 41.67 m., 7.30
am. -4 pm.

18.

HI3C

MEXICO CITY, MEX., 40.65 m.,
Addr. Foreign Office. Sun. 6 -7
pin.
PORT MORESBY, PAPUA, 41.01 m.,
June 10 & 24, 3 -5 em.
PARIS, FRANCE, 41.21 m., 10.15
am. -5.15 pm.
BOGOTA. COL., S. A., 41.55 on
Tues. and Sat. 8 -9 pm. Mon. and
Thurs. 6.30 -7 pm.
MEDAN, SUMATRA, N. E. I., 41.55
Daily exc. Sat., 10.30 pm.2
am. Sat. 7.30 pm. -I.30 am.
Irreg. to 9 am.

Y15KG

Box

6.730

am.; Sat. 7.30 pm.-

7.200

O.

HIH

,

10. 30 pm. -2
2 am.

SURINAM.

P.

6.775

F.W.I.,

7.410

Add..

m.,

8.40.10.40 am. Tues. & Fri. 5.408.40 pm. 1st & 3rd Thurs. monthly
6.40 -8.40 om.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, DOM.
REP., 44.26 m. 7 -9.40 pm. Sun.
5.20-6.40 pm.

8 -9.30

5

HAVANA, CUBA, 32.61 m. Add'.
San Miguel 194, Altos. Relays

am.,

KKH

PERU, 32.12 m.,

pm. -I em.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 32.28
m. 6.40 -8.40 am., 11.40 am, -2.10
pm., 3.40 -4.40 pm.
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA, 32.33 m., II
am. -1.25 pm. and Irreg.
SUNDAY ISLAND, 32.61 m., Costs.
ZIL5, N.Z. 1.45 -2.15 am. Irreg.
3

ROUMANIA,

BUCHAREST,

7.520

11.30

ECUADOR, 31.77
8.15 -10.15 pm., exc. Sun.
HAVANA, CUBA, 31.8 m., Addr.
2 B St., Vedado. 8 am. -9.30 pm.
Sun. 8 am. -12 m.
ICA, PERU, 31.95 ro., Radio Universal, 7 -11.30 pm.
CHENGTU, CHINA, 32.02 m.,
9.45.10.30 am.
QUITO,
ECUADOR, 32.05
m.,
Addr. Teatro Bolivar, Thurs. until 9.30 pm. 8 -1I pm. Sets.
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.08 m., Addr.
Box 2294. Relays CMCD 10 a.m.11.30 pm. Sun. 10 am.-9 pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 32.11 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Sun. 7 -7.45,
8 -8.45 pm. Mon. 6.50 -8.15 pm.

LIMA,

34.92

m. Radiodifusora Pilot. 12.45 -2.15,
6.45 -10.15 pm.

9

am. -5 pm.

9.370

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA,

Also 7.177.
KAHUKU, HAWAII, Fri. 9 -10 pm.,
Sat. 1.30 am., 9.30 -10 pm.

I

9.465

ECUADOR,
33.5
m.
7 -8.30
am., 11.45 am. -2.30 pm.,
5 -10 pm., except Mon. Sun. 12 n:
1.30 pm., 5.30 -10 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 33.98 m., 6.55
am -I am.
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, 34.46 m.
Tues. and Fri. 7 -7.20 pm.
CAMAGUEY, CUBA, 34.64 m.,
Addr. Finlay No. 3 Altos. 5.306.30, 8 -11 pm., daily except Sat.
and Sun.
HICKSVILLE, N. Y., 34.64 m.,
Addr. Press Wireless, Mon. to
Fri. News at 9 am. and 5 pm.
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, 34.67 m.,
Wkdys. 7 -10 pm.

12

9.501

5

Mc.

QUITO,

Pm.

LIMA, PERU, 47.63 m., Addr.
Apartado 1242. Daily 7.10.30 pm.
(Continued on page 187)
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What Po (OU

Thinh?
A Shout from New Zealand

modest "Listening Post" in ac-

Editor,
First of all, let me tell you of my "outfit"
here. The rig is built up from circuits published in Short Wave Craft and RADIO &
TELEVISION. The Xmitter is the H.F.35 and
I will say it has and still is doing its job
well. The receiver is your "Band Switch 2"
plus an R.F. and A.F. stage, and built -in
power supply. Everything is in metal cabinets with crackle enamel finish.
I hear W's on 80 meter band, my latest
being W7FP calling C.Q. Honolulu Q5 and

I am very much interested in
short waz'e work, and I thoroughly enjoy RADIO & TELEVI-

R6 on speaker.
If there are any of the boys "over there"
who feel inclined to drop me a line -O.K.,
shoot it along. About this matter of QSL SWL; well, I always do answer 100 %, for
the reason that I was once a DXer and
got a big kick out of receiving the cards.
Usually a S \VL honestly thinks his report
covers what a station wants but just let
me pass on a hint When reporting, always
give percentage of modulation and quality
details.
Yours till the rig blows up,
R. E. MCGRATH, ZL3KE,
183 Richmond Terrace,
New Brighton,
:

tion.

each month.
My receiver is a "Philips."
I am a member of the Short
Wave League, Liga dos Radio
Escutas Portugueses, and Rede
dos Emissores Portugueses of
Lisbon.
I have recorded foreign stations very, very well and have verifications
from: Portugal. Poland, Germany, Spain.
Australia, China, U. S. A., Canada, Mexico,
Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, Java,
England. Belgium, Chile, Kenya, Siam, S.
Africa, Venezuela, France, Fr. Somaliland,
Hawaii, Japan, Holland, Guatemala, Costa
Rica, Panama, Italy, Switzerland, Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras, Iceland, Morocco, Burma, U. S. S. R., Bulgaria,
Sweden, Czechoslovakia, Cuba, India. Republica Dominicana, Egypt, New Zealand,
Fiji, Ecuador, Vatican City, Paraguay,
Hungary, Uruguay, Tahiti, etc., etc.
I have been reading your magazine for a
long time and think it is just about "tops."
SION

FERNANDO PEREIRA,

Christ Church.
New Zealand.

Ave. Visconde Valmor, 26 -2 °,
Lisbon, Portugal.

He Wants More 3, 4 & 5 Tube Sets
Editor,
I'll second the motion that you should

print more articles on construction of three -,
four -, and five -tube sets and not the larger
sets that have appeared in the past, as cash
to be spent on radio is not any too plentiful
around here. I am a high school student
and the only time I have to get extra
money is after school, when I like to work
with the set, or sets.
FRED C. STUCKERT,

6021 N. Kent Ave.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

A Lisbon Short Wave DXer
Editor,
The accompanying

photo

shows

my

The Finest!
As a regular reader of your magazine
for three years, I would like to express my
congratulations. It is the finest magazine
in radio.

from RADIO &
excellent. I am
tube beginner's
superhet. from plans given in the May,
1938, issue.
I like all the departments of your magazine, but would like to see more constructional articles on low -power transmitters
and superhet. receivers.
In my opinion, those silent Hams who
do not send QSL cards are forgetting one
important thing. The amateur is licensed to
conduct conversations with his fellow
Hams. The SWL is in reality an amateur
without a license or transmitter. He cannot come right hack with a radio call, so
when he is inspired with an amateur's
QSO, he must resort to the mail and his
SWL card to say "nice going, OM," or
vice versa.
Of course, one should be reasonable with
the Hams. When the cost of the "rig," receiver and other instruments are added,
it often knocks the QSL cards out of the
pocketbook.
However, there are a few Hams who
QSL. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the few Hams who answered my
SWL card.
I would like to exchange SWL cards and
chatter with any foreign SWL's.
Wishing best of luck to RADIo & TELEI have built many sets
TELEVISION and all were
now building the 4 metal

GERALD B. CAPE,

-W

Listening

for July,

1939

of Fernando
Lisbon, Portugal.
Post

Pereira,

-I

Watch Out! He's After Your

"Veri"

Editor,
Enclosed please find a photo of myself
and listening post for your contest (prizesubscription to your fb magazine).
The equipment consists of a Hallicrafter
SX16 and a National NC -100. The antennas
are a 40 ft. long, 20 ft. high inverted "L"
and a 20 ft long, 10 ft. high antenna of the
same type.
I am just now concentrating on the occupation of "veri" soliciting.
DAN H. HIGHTOWER.
2000 28th Ave., N.,
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Editor,

VISION.
S

Dan Hightower, of St. Petersburg, Florida,
takes the prize for best S -W Listening Post
year's subscription to
photo this month
RADIO & TELEVISION.

P.O. Box 163,
Desloge, Mo.

Our "Ades" Pull!
Editor,
Very many thanks for printing my ad in
the January issue of RADIO & TELEVISION.
The number of replies already received
gives some idea of how large the circula-

tion of your admirable magazine must be.
I am still willing to swap my SWL card
with any ham or SWL in your country or
in any other part of the world. I am
definitely 100% QSL as many of my friends
in America will assure you if you ask them
If any YL's or hams would like to correspond with me, I will be only too willing
to do so.
Since starting listening on the amateur
bands about 10 months ago, no less than
91 countries have been logged and verss
have been received from 41. Receivers used
are a ten tube all -wave superhet, an 0 -v -2
for the short waves and a 5 -tube superhet
for the broadcast bands.
I

DENYS CRAMPTON,
35 York Road,

Southport, England.

100% Interesting
Editor,

Being a reader of your magazine, I must
congratulate you for the way it is put
together. It is 100% interesting. There is
nothing in England to touch it, and the pity
is I am always two months behind in issue
-but do I digest it when I get it.
May I pass a few words on the contents?
The following are top hole -Short Wave
Kinks, What Do YOU Think ?, S. W.
League, Let's Listen in with Joe Miller,
and World S. W. Stations.
I would be delighted to exchange cards or
(Continued on page 180)
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This third and final article covers the construc-

ANTENNA
UN IT-N

tion of the Speech Amplifier and Modulator.
The instructions include a simple method for
testing the speech amplifier and a means
of testing the complete transmitter with a
"dummy load" before putting it on the air.

METER
PANEL
R.F.

CHASSIS

MATER
PANEL..
SPE ECF;

AMPLIFIER
MODULATOR

CHASSIS

I"ì

Port

`

MIC.
.

3- Conclusion

Howard G. McEntee, W2FHP

4OL

CONT8oX

De Luxe
POWE9 SUPPLY

PEL A/ CONTROL PANEL

Front and rear views of complete De Luxe Transmitter.

THIS third and final section will describe the complete speech

equipment for use with the "Beam Power 3 ". There are two
units, the speech amplifier with driver stage, and the modulator
unit itself.
The speech amplifier is commercially available in kit form,
and a completely punched chassis may be had. It is highly advisable
to get the foundation kit for the unit, as it has been very carefully
engineered and produces excellent results.
Amplifier

The Speech

Complete directions are given in the speech amplifier foundation
kit and they should be followed explicitly. As furnished, the

amplifier uses a fixed bias output stage, the bias voltage coming
from an 80 rectifier and a separate filter system. When this
transmitter was originally laid out, a slightly different amplifier
was drawn up in which the output stage was self -biased. The
relay control system was made to accommodate a single circuit
from the speech amplifier which was to open the center -tap for
stand -by periods. This is not possible with the speech amplifier as
shown, since the 80 still carries the load through the bias tap
when the center tap of T3 is open. Rather than re- design the
whole control circuit and install a new relay to open the bias
circuit, the driver stage is simply run with self -bias. Resistor R17
is shorted by means of the sliding tap. The 80 recti' er is removed
and a 700 ohm resistor is placed between the center tap of filament winding Y-Y on T3 and ground. These alterations change
the driver to self -bias, with no noticeable difference in output
quality, at least for voice work. The power output is more than
will ever be needed for driving the Class B stage.
It is recommended, however, that the speech amplifier be made
exactly as specified in the directions which come with it. The

Wiring diagram of the Speech Amplifier and Power Supply.
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Top view of
modulator.

Modulator
seen

as

from the
bottom.

"Beam Power 3"

HAM
Transmitter

slight changes mentioned above then enable its use in this transmitter; but if higher output with less harmonic content is ever
needed, the circuit may be changed to fixed bias with very little
trouble.
The R.F. filters shown in mike input and in the lead from the
peak rectifier were considered good insurance, although it is quite
possible they will not he required for every installation.
All connections to the speech amplifier chassis are made by
means of two 4 -prong plugs, one of which connects with the
control panel, and the other with the modulator chassis.
It is a good idea to get the amplifier going correctly before
starting on the modulator. The direction sheet gives quite explicit
details for this and should be followed, omitting, of course, the
setting of R17. It was found that the resistor R5 should be set
for about 150 V., after which R14 is adjusted to give 10 V. across
R7 and R9. The former is about 9 to 10 per cent of the Class C
voltage and was found to give more sure control of overmodulation, particularly on speech work. A pure sine -wave could be
held down quite well with only 5 per cent, but we are naturally

interested only in speeds work in this particular case.
A test of the speech amplifier may be made with a 50 W. wire wound resistor of from 10,000 to 20,000 ohms or so connected to
the output transformer, with a pair of headphones connected across
a very small section of the resistor. This will not give any indication of the power output, but if the speech output sounds clean
and voltages are correct, you may be reasonably sure that the
amplifier will work when properly matched to the Class B tubes.
The output transformer should lie connected on the 4 to 1 taps.

Hook -up of the Modulator, with Power Supply and Peak Rectifier.

Rear and bottom views of Speech Amplifier.

TO

Modulator Simple to Build

The modulator is a simple task after the relatively complicated
speech amplifier. Besides the modulator stage and its power supply.
the peak rectifier tube, with its filament transformer, is placed
on this chassis. An "on -off" switch is provided for the A.M.C.
circuit, but is practically unnecessary after preliminary testing
has been completed. It does serve, however, to give a very convincing demonstration to skeptical visiting hams who sometimes
(Continued on page 176)
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W8KPX 7o -Watt

MODULATOR
Harry D. Hooton, W8KPX

The completed modula-

tor

in

actual

service.

A high -quality, inexpensive audio unit
which will 100 per cent modulate any
final amplifier of 250 watts or less input.
SINCE the publication of the 6L6, 15watt modulator article in the October
1938 issue of RADIO & TELEVISION, the author has received a number of requests for
constructional data on a more powerful
model. In the majority of instances, the
power input to the final R.F. amplifier
ranged from 150 to 250 watts. In designing
the 70 -watt modulator to be described, we
have endeavored to supply a good but not
expensive audio unit which will 100 /e
modulate any final amplifier running 250
watts or less input. The construction is
standard throughout, the modulator and
power supply being built on a 17 x 3 x 13
Fig.

inch removable top chassis and 'a 19 x 10%
inch black crackle finished steel panel. Incidentally, arrangements have been made for
the modulator to be supplied in kit form
with the panel and chassis already punched
and drilled. This will eliminate most of
the hard labor involved and simplify the
construction of the unit considerably.
The circuit, as Fig. shows, is more or
less conventional, consisting of a 6J7 input
1

from the crystal microphone resistancecapacity coupled to a 6C8G second audio Rear view of the 70modulator
note
amplifier-phase inverter. The output of the wet+
the neat ye+ well-spaced
6C8G is, in turn, fed to the grids of the
line -up of parts.
6B4 driver tubes which operate in push-

-

I-Schematic diagram of the W8KPX 70 -watt modulator. Note shielding
6J7, 6C8, and 6B4s.
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FIG A
I

pull class A. The class B modulator uses
a pair of Taylor TZ-20s which require only
1.8 watts driving power for the full 70
watts output. The rectifiers are a pair of
866 Trs., which are very satisfactory for
our purpose. The modulation transformer
is of the universal type designed to match
the TZ -20s to any R.F. load.
The 6J7 input circuit is very interesting
in that no grid biasing arrangements are
provided. The grid leak is of the unusually
high value of 15 alegahrns and the tube
receives its bias through the voltage drop
across this resistor which occurs from the
minute grid current in the tube. Experiments with this arrangement have shown
that distortion is decreased and there is
a greater uniformity of performance, regardless of tube changes, than when using
the conventional method of supplying bias
(Continued on page 179)
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Edited by Robert Eichberg
Thus ,month's Radio Test -Quiz was
p,epured with the cooperation of the
Pues Department of the National
Lroadeo.,t,ng Con,pu

For each question answered fully
and correctly, credit yourself with 10
pointa; half right, 5 points; etc. A perfect score is 180; a good score is 120;
below 60 is poor.

1.

How far in the future can short -wave

conditions, on the average, be
accurately forecast?
c. Two weeks
a. One day
d. One month
b. Three days
reception

2. Forecasts are based on
a. weather
b. sunspot activity
c. state of the earth's magnetic field
d. daylight- darkness distribution over the

circuit path
c.

3. With what average degree of accuracy
(approximate) ?
0%
e.
3%
a.
d. 75%

What is the greatest distance a picture
has ever been transmitted by modern highdefinition electronic television?
a. 50 miles
b. 100 miler
-. Around the world
d. Transatlantic

EXCWANGE

LIVE
TALENT

April

AUTOMATIC

COAXIAL,

PADIO RELAY

CABLE

?

A television network might be formed

by

film exchange
live talent touring groups
c. automatic radio relay
d. coaxial cable
a.
b.

6. What is the width of the channel assigned by the Federal Communications
Commission for television stations?
c. 1 megacycle
a. 10 kilocycles
d. o megacycles
b. 20 kilocycles

C.

c.1inc.

8. NBC's Beer Mug is the smallest practical, complete relay transmitter. Its approximate weight is
d. 9 pounds
a. 2 pounds
e.

b.
C.

e.

e.

vestigial

d.

What is the single most irritating
interference with the television

nirce of
ignal?

a. heat
b. lightning
e. automobile
d. diathermy
C.

13 pounds
24 pounds

ignition systems
apparatus

17. What kind of waves can be transmitted through pipes?
a. centimeter waves
b. ultra -short
c. standard broadcast waves

d. long waves
NINE SCOPE

MOVIE

GROUND
GLASS

SC

['1
IN HOME TELEV SION

Which country has established the
greatest frame frequency in television

'91

for July, 1939

sots opt Alb u(>t
-J:aossZ'H 'A 'a4> P '£1
3
3

Germany

d. United States

(puoaas zed

OZ)

'ZI
11

P '01

Please say you saw

it

1938 Sweepstakes by working 502 sta
tions, an average of more than 12.5 an
hour. His total score was 84,001.25
record that tells its own story of honest -togoodness results from inexpensive equipment in the hands of an expert operator.

WIN,

PLACE

and SHOW with RCA'S

Hero is this W3BES Sweepstakes Record
1936--Ran 3rd using RCA -852's with
1,000 watts.
1937-Ran 2nd using RCA -809', with
100 watts.
1938 -Fist place-with she same 809'sí

g'fi

"SI

'Lt

3 'X
a

L

P '91

(1uaP

third 809. These tubes had

-a

REC. THEPFCIORE APPEAR5

Answers
a
C

a

already seen two years of hard use.
They had brought him second
place in the 1937 Sweepstakes. At
another time, during the DX Contests, he blushingly admits to having built them up temporarily to 500
watts input instead of their rated
150 watts input. Yet these hardworking old 809's continued to
come through in their own big way.
Jerry's W3BES won first place in the

18. In electronic television (home receiver) the picture appears in or on
a. lconoscopc
b. Motion picture screen
c. Kinescope
d. A ground glass

rudimentary
atrophied

Jerry Mathis of Philadelphia's
Frankford Radio Club knows tubes
-and he knows they don't have
to be costly to bring real results.
For his 100-watt entry in the
1938 A.R.R.L. Sweepstakes, Jerry
chose a pair of RCA 809's for the
final amplifier stage and drove them

with

power sub-station

10.

e.

in

15. In crystal control oscillators what
type of crystal provides the most accurate
frequency control?
c. Y -cut crystal
a. tourmaline
d. AT -cut crystal
b. .r -cut quartz

P

'9

¡Iva uva
s8 a 'g 's

3

p

broadcasting?
a. Great Britain
b. France

TOTALS

14. The final R.F. stage in American
broadcasting transmitters uses what type of
modulation?
e. phase
a. amplitude
d. 110 per cent
b. frequency

ing?
single sideband

...

84,001 POINTS

Dr. Paul Nipkow
Campbell-Swinton
Boris Kosing
Dent's von Mihaly

9. What is the new word for the partially
suppressed sidelzand in television broadcasta.
b.

SWEEPSTAKES

What great American television inventor was a student under one of the following early experimenters?
a. Berselius

ICONOSCOPE

Spacing between the audio and video
carriers, according to the R\IA proposed
standards, is
a. 10 kc.
d. 3.5 me.
c. 4.5 mc.
b. 500 kc.

f.

W3BES WiNS 9th A.R.R.L.

343

7.

b. 5 pounds
c. 7 pounds

809's

30, 1939

12. The picture sent on that date was
d. 441
a. 240 lines
e.500
b. IRO

16.

WHAT FORMS A TELEVISION NETWORK
5.

RCA

February 10, 1938
July 7, 1930
January 1, 1937

d.

4.

FILM

a.
b.
c.
d.

with

13.

geographic location of the path

b. 23%

11. NBC's first television program (electronic television) was transmitted

BIG RESULTS
AT LITTLE COST

-sau

0o6

e q

fl-p
a

VOA

P '9
P '£

25.

'p'3'g y

First in Metal. Foremost in Glass. Finest in

Pe

río, mana

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.. Camden. N. J.
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
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How to Make

Dollars From
Diathermy
Long

C. C.

Details for Building

275 Watt Output Unit

Front and top views of short wave diathermy

SHORT wave diathermy

is finding more
and more duties to perform in the field
of modern medicine. Almost all hospitals
and physicians' offices boast of some form of
therapy using radio waves.
Primarily the use of the short wave diathermy at present is in the creation- of
artificial fever. Nature, of course, has used

New

//

heat therapy for assisting
the body in fighting off the
ravages of disease since the
creation of man. Until recently almost everyone, including physicians, regarded fever as a sort of "evil
spirit" which aided the
disease which caused it, in
finishing off the unfortunate victim in a short time.
However, modern physicians realize that fever is
apparatus.
the process nature provides
us with to fight off the
disease. As considerable danger is involved
in giving a treatment using a natural fever producing disease, the use of radio waves
has become widespread. In this way the
patient can be given the fever either locally
or generally in a pleasant and harmless
manner. Fevers ranging from 103 degrees
to 106 degrees can be produced in a few

minutes and will disappear a few minutes
after treatment is stopped.
As short wave diathermy machines are
nothing more nor less than radio frequency
generators, there is no reason why the
radio set constructor cannot derive some
benefit from the sale and maintenance of
these machines. However, the radio technician's activity should cease with the sale
and maintenance of the machine; the application should be left to an experienced physician. Although indicated in a large number of conditions the careless use of the
machine may result in disaster.
Other than the creation of artificial fever,
short wave diathermy is also used for minor
surgery such as cutting, coagulation, etc.
CONSTRUCTION: Diathermy machines are used in many different conditions,
consequently there are a number of sizes
used. Power output may range from slightly above 100 watts to 1000 watts. However,
(Continued on page 169)

Noise Reduction " Circuits
Louis Mouroux

In this article the writer reviews the
ntvrestideas and systems developed for
the reduction of natural and man -made
static noises interfering with radio
reception.

sensitive to the damped waves of natural or
man -made static.
Moreover, they are not affected by the
currents induced in ordinary antennas by

An interesting group of "Noise -Reduction" Receiver Circuits.

THE problem

of noise reduction has
been somewhat neglected by most radio

0iy
LOO.

technicians who are convinced that it is
either too difficult or too complicated, if not
entirely a waste of time and effort.
However, when one considers the improvements needed for better radio reception, the suppression of noise gives great
satisfaction to the listener.
During the last few years several methods
have been employed with more or less
success, some having distinct advantages.
They are, in order of relative effectiveness:
A -Noise reduction antennas.
B- Shielded loops and balanced loop
circuits.
C- Noise -to-noise bucking, or neutralization circuits.

changes in the earth's magnetic field or the
ground noise currents usually intense in
metal frame buildings, such as hotels, apart (Continued on page 184)

.(
7
woo

l

L.1

l

e

D- Limiter circuits.

A -Noise reduction antennas, now commonly used, are well known and need not
be discussed here.
B -The balanced and shielded loop circuits are probably the most efficient and the
least complicated of all the systems ever
designed. They have the advantage of having directional properties; they are easy
to shield and balance; and they are not
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100

Watt Transmitter with

Band -

Switching Exciter Unit
NEAT, compact transmitters are becoming more popular every day. The 100
watt transmitter with four stage band
switching exciter, described here, operates
on all bands from 80 to 10 meters, inclusive,

Fron+ and rear views of Band -Switching Exciter
Designed and built by Hammarlund.

and embodies the latest principle of construction and design. The exciter portion is
built around a boxlike chassis measuring
I7" long x 2/" high x 3%" deep. The four
6L6 tubes, as well as the four fixed tuned
exciter tanks, are built along the rear edge

rather than on the top, as is the usual practice. The top of the chassis is used for the
final amplifier. The entire transmitter, including everything but the power supplies,
measures 17" long by 8" deep by 94" high
and requires a 19" x 10%zz" panel for rack
or cabinet mounting. Band switching in the
exciter portion is accomplished in a very
simple manner. The switch breaks the
cathode circuits of the stages not being
used, and at the same time connects the link
output circuit to the proper doubler stage.
No high potential R.F. exists in the switch
and all circuits remain in perfect alignment.
Meter switching is accomplished by connecting 100 ohm resistors in the circuits
to be metered. The meter is connected
across these resistors by means of a single
four -point rotary switch for the exciter
and a three-point dual switch for the 100
watt final amplifier.
The exciter plate coils are ready wound
Hammarlund units about the size of an
ordinary is. transformer. The coils in the
final amplifier are of the plug -in variety, in
order to maintain simplicity.
When the transmitter is completed, there
are only two tuning controls to operate.
All other adjustments are made when the
transmitter is put into operation and then
require no further attention. With the use
of efficient beam type antennas having a
power gain of three or four, a transmitter
of this type will compete with the high
power boys and still take up no more space
than the average ham receiver.

GUARDIAN
A -I00 & R -100
RELAYS

RUGGED-COMPACTINEXPENSIVE-SINGLE
OR DOUBLE FEED
Insulated with ALSIMAG
196
Rated at 1 KW, AF or RF,
at 28 MC
Maximum contact capacity
in Minimum space

Facsimile Recording Tube
W. G. H. FINCH, former Ass't Chief
Engineer of the F.C.C. and now president of the Finch Telecommunications
Laboratories, Inc., in New York City, has
been awarded U. S. patent 2,123.721 on a

-

Top -Photograph of the Finch tube. Below
Sectional view of tube, and diagram showing
its use.
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new simplified and inexpensive gaseous type
of facsimile recording tube.
Although the new tube was developed
primarily for facsimile reproducing systems,
it is also useful for sound recording and
television. Earlier gas -filled tubes, says Mr.
Finch, were not satisfactory for high quality facsimile reproduction work, due to the
intensity of the cross -section of the resultant
spot of light focused upon the record sheet,
which resulted in "fringes" between the
successive scanning lines, causing the line by -line construction to be noticeable.
The new type of recording tube produces
a beam of light with a predetermined shape
and uniform cross- sectional intensity,
maintaining a square beam for recording.
By means of a lens system, this beam, varying in intensity in accordance with the picture signals, is sharply focused upon the
film mounted upon the drum of the facsimile unit.
The tube produces this uniform glow
across the square aperture so that the lens
system may he focused directly upon the
aperture in order that the image of the light
is produced directly upon the film.
The electrodes consist of a flat plate
anode containing the square aperture located directly above a cylindrical cathode. This
cathode is set into supporting insulation
material which is mounted upon the extension tube from the glass stem. The insulation member contains projecting fins used
for cooling the electrode.
Please say you saw

it

in RADIO & TELEVISION

Guardian Built
Utilrziag the highly effdent insulating qualities
of ALSIMAG 196, the A -100 Antenna Relay affords greater flexibility for amateur transmission
use, giving maximum contact capacity in minimum space and permitting economical construction of the most elaborate control circuits.
The A -100 -C makes an excellent antenna relay
for any transmitter up to, and including I KW.
A single A -100 -C is recommended for use in
single wire fed antenna installations or two, in
two wire open line systems. When used in pairs,
they may be placed at any desired spacing to
accommodate width of line used, avoiding possible mismatch caused by distorting the feed
system to provide for relay installation.
R -100 series
relays are designed for use in AF
and RF circuits of kilowatt phone or CW trans mitter operating on frequencies up to and including 28 megacycles and provide a simple,
efficient method of remotely controlling receivers
and transmitters; of band switching. crystal
switching, high voltage keying and break -in.
MODEL

LIST PRICE

A -100 Double pole-double throw
A -100 -C Single pole- double throw

Single pole -single throw,
Norm. open
R -100 -B
Single pole -single throw,
Norm. closed
R -100 -C Single pole -double throw
R100G Double pole-double throw
Triplex insulated
R

35.95
3.30

-100

2.75

-

2.75
3.30
5.00

Normally operates on 110V -60C. For coils operating on other than 110V- 60C -AC add 10% to the

above fist prices.

Get complete details from your dealer or write
direct for free bulletins and circuit diagrams.

GUARDIAN WELECTRIC
luis

W. WALNUT STREET

CHICAGO
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New 4 -Tube Receiver
Has Range of

8

to 550 Meters

G. C. Crose

Above -New 4 -tube receiver; below- diagram of the receiver and its power -supply. A

controlled and sharp -tuning bandspread is also provided.
A 456 kc. iron -core I.F. transformer couples the first stage to the regenerative second detector which employs a 6J7 tube. Additional regeneration
is accomplished by inserting an R.F. coil of special design in the cathode
circuit; the degree of regeneration is controlled by means of a shunting
potentiometer.
A power output tube is used to supply plenty of kick to headphones or
speaker. The operator may use phones or speaker at will ; in either case
excellent quality will be obtained.
The complete Super- Gainer may be operated from "B" batteries and
(Continued on page 177)

THE new improved model of the Knight
Super- Gainer kit incorporates new features and offers higher efficiency without
sacrificing any of the advantages of the original circuit. When properly constructed and
operated, this four -tube receiver will give
you the kind of performance ordinarily expected of seven- or eight -tube sets, say its
sponsors.
In examining the circuit you will find that
a regenerative 6L7 tube is used as the first
detector with a type 6J5 tube serving as a
separate oscillator. Volume level and regeneration are controlled by means of a voltage
divider network, which varies the screen grid
potential on the 6L7 tube. The regeneration
action gives extremely sharp selectivity and
sensitivity. Nevertheless, the set is very easily

A crystal -control

combination
"Send - 'Ceiver"
which can be expanded whenever
desired to make

it

a

M.O.P.A.

Beginner's

Xmitter- Receiver
Makes

an

Ideal PORTABLE

McMurdo Silver

IN the "Send-'Ceiver" the transmitter is a simple, fool -proof crystal- controlled 10-15
watt affair, so arranged that it can be added to as desired and, starting as a simple onetube crystal oscillator, can grow to a two -tube, 15 watt m.o. -p.a. rig-to which can be added
1 or 2 tubes to convert it into a telephone transmitter-phone as well as c.w. telegraph transmission can be enjoyed as the beginner advances to such stages. It can be used as an "exciter" for
much more powerful amplifiers, if, as the beginner grows up, he joins the "kilowatt parade."
The front panel carries all receiver controls at left and all transmitter controls at right.
The small knob at the upper left is the receiver tuning condenser, or band -setting knob. In

Above -Two

views of the Transmitter Receiver, and at left -the hook -up, showing the "change- over" switch.

operation, it is set to the edge of any amateur
band from 5 through 160 meters (or is used
to tune regular and short -wave broadcast
bands which the receiver also covers), after
which stations in the desired band are tuned
in on the large 5%" "vernier" band- spread
dial, for easy tuning, even as low as 5 meters.
The lower left knob is the master on-off
switch and receiver volume- regeneration
control. Set up to just below oscillation, as
evidenced by a hiss in the head -phones (with
stations heard as a squeal), it provides for
selective long -distance voice and broadcast
reception. Set just above this point, or just
beyond critical regeneration, c.w. telegraph
stations the world over can be tuned in -with,
actually, more effective selectivity than is
(Continued on page 173)
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Planning Programs for
Television
Thomas H. Hutchinson

MARINE and COMMERCIAL -TYPE RECEIVERS

(Continued from page 133)
In the studio, the necessity for mobility
mobility of cameras and lighting units
and the obvious requirement of continuous
action lie at the bottom of most of our
problems. We do have the advantage of
controlled light conditions and three camera
chains. But the light is still inferior to sunlight in brilliance, and considerably hotter.
Our engineers, however, have recently perfected a lighting system of such efficiency
and flexibility that I believe it will revolutionize all studio lighting. Ceiling lighting
units, six lamps to each unit, are so arranged
that each may be swung through nearly a
complete circle and the units themselves
tilted through a considerable angle. Each
unit is remotely controlled so that the lighting set -up may be changed to follow studio
action without interfering with camera
movement.
As far as sets are concerned, our problem
is to make them embody the impression we
want to make on the viewer and yet keep
set dimensions small enough for our studios.
We have had as many as seven sets in one
play; four or five are usually used. I must
confess that sometimes a good deal of ingenuity is required in arranging these about
the studio floor.
We are still up against the limitations
imposed by cameras with lenses of long
focal length. This has made us confine our
dramatic action within rather narrow limits.
This condition, however, is of temporary
duration. New Iconoscopes in the process
of development will permit us to use lenses
of short focal length and gain a greater
depth of focus in our images.
These are some of the limitations the
program director faces today in presenting
a television show. Some we shall overcome
with greater experience. Solution to other
problems awaits on the ingenuity of our
friends in the RCA laboratories. Nevertheless, our immediate job is to build programs
of such interest that the man who sees them
will want to buy a receiver for his home.
Regardless of the present limitations of
television, the program director must somehow manage to please the viewer, the ultimate judge of its success or failure.

--

-

MODEL

51

A.C: D.C. Circuit
Full Wave A.C.
Rectification
High voltage. piled paper
fitter enprienssre-ne
trolyt
Both power lines filtered
Shielded. moisture-proof
bypasse

13 Tube Performance
110 used)

Isolantite Insulation
Iron Core I.F.
Band Spread
C.W. pitch Control
R.F. and Det. Panel
Trimmers
Push -Pull Audio
a

meters
tendards Continuous tuning ange 9.7 to ,750
and airplane
in model 51-MK coven time signals,
broadcast.
aÇ
amateurs and abort wave broadcast. Dial fully calibrated
bands marked.
with all amateur. broadcast and ship image
rejection.
egenerativeinput gives almost complete
brings up weak signals that are unreadable without it.
A

rugged,

dependable communication

receiver afloat or

ashore. A go- getter for DX. ALWAYS IN ALIGNMENT.
in
need to depend upon lIne.uP adjustments made trim
factory thousands of miles away. Á.F. and detector
ne panel. allow the operator to align the
on the
for any frequency. Built of the best
receiver
r deteriorating parts except
No lectrolytièe
thmaterials
e tubes.

MODEL
Model
Model

51

51

NET

PRICES

9.7 -550 meters. 110 volts AC -DC net $157.00
-M K, 9.7 -3,750 meters, 110 volts AC -DC net 8175.00
Battery model also available.

51

MODEL II 9.5 TO 20,000 METERS
Continuous tuning from the ultra highs to the audio
freovenciea -the greatest tuning range of any advertised receiver. An exceptional CW receiver but good
also for phone and broadcast. Designed for the
t confined to a t
operator whose interests are
one set of frequency bands. Flexible. quiet. e
to operate. ultra -sensitive. Employs tuned R.F. am,
regenerative detector circuit-believed by Many to
be
't sensitive C.W. receiving circuit ever developed. Selsctivity compares favorably with
multi -tube sets.
Features: Model I1 has coil switching. band spread.
calibrated dials. break -in switch, phone Jack, built.
in speaker and power supply. Ideal for the
merclal operator's personal receiver. Available in
any voltage and for A.C.. D.C. or battery, in 3
tuning ranges. An accepted Standard In this field
since 1938.
MODEL II NET PRICES
Net Prices -A.C. Models
$52.00
Model 11 -AA. 9.5 -550 meters
557.00
Model 11 -MA. 9.5.3750 meten
S77.00
Model 11 -DA. 9.5- 20.000 meters
Immediate Delivery. prices include power supply.
speaker

-AK,

BRUSH
HIGH LEVELER SERIES

MICROPHONES

RCA

E. M. SARGENT CO.

Oakland. Calif.

212 9th St.

SERVICING SIMPLIFIED
WITH A.T.A. INSTRUMENTS.
710-SELECT-0-TESTER
Unbeatable

reliability

for

accuracy.

and cost. Makes
use of sensitive 1000 ohm
per volt D'Arsonval meter.
Large easy to read scale.
Needle type pointer.

0/2.5/10/25/50/100 /250

'500/1000/2500 volts D.C.
0/10/100/1000 D.C.
Mills.
0/2500/25000/
250000

Ohms.

With battery

55.85
1

and prods

MODEL 720 A.C. D.C. TESTER
Similar
adthe

Range in price from $22.50 fo $32.50
NEW BRUSH HEADPHONES
Write for your Brush catalog today.

but has
A.C. ranges
0 15 lí0

In design

follow.,

ded-

15ÓO Outtp.!t.

s _l0

toO/Iw 19'38'53

with battery ana

/
tr..,dh. 57.85

1111.1

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO.
3326

PERKINS AVE.

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

Television in 24 Hours
(Continued from page 147)
too great an extent, especially when one
wishes to photograph the image. A moderate
degree of contrast, with the brilliance
brought up to a point at which the image
is bright enough to be comfortable but
somewhat less than maximum, will be
found to give most faithful reproduction
of half -tone values. The too -contrasty
image gives a sort of poster effect with
large patches of blacks and whites and no
intermediate shades of gray.
With these two controls well balanced,
the focus control should be brought into
use. It is possible to set this control so that
horizontal black lines appear and, of course,
this gives the greatest degree of detail.
The writer, however, finds it pleasanter to
look at a picture with somewhat less detail
but with an absence of all the lines which
have heretofore been considered characteristic of television images. Therefore, he
adjusts the focus controls for a slightly
larger scanning spot and succeeds in entirely eliminating these lines, as the photograph of the image illustrating this article
shows.
for July,
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MORE DX

LESS NOISE!

r

740 -GIANT ALL- TEST -METER
er volt D'Arsonval
Employs huge
í00O ohm per
Meter0.15150
0/15,150/750 v s D.C.
O' 1'15 1 150 750 D.C. Ma.
750 Volts A.C.
.001 1 and .05/200
0,1S/150/750 A.C. M
mfds.
0/500 and 500.5 eguhms. " 0 15;150/
.006 /600
750 output ranges.
1/700 henries.

watts.

Cover extra
With prods
s18-95
Complete
51.00
APPROVED TECHNICAL APPARATUS CO.
571/2

SENO

WITH THE NEW

DEY ST.. N. Y. C.. N. Y.
FOR NEW A.T.A. CATALOG

BROWNING PRESELECTOR
This new l'reseiector is CUAILtNTEED to imPuna the performance of any Receiver. Available In

kit forni

at $13.50 o

wired and tested

with Filament Transformer r516.50. Pees new
1852 tube In High-Gain circuit. Rance from
5 to 160 meten bandswltching. Buy one today
on money- back -If- not -satisfied basis at your
local Ham Supply (louse, or write direct. Free
Bulletin upon request.

BROWNING LABORATORIES INC.
WINCHESTER. MASS.
Please say you saw

it
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BLILEY CRYSTALS
110- 20 -40 -80 -160

Ivow

$

Meter Bands

3.35 up.

Bliley Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
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Your Inquiries Invited.
When you need amateur equipment it
is to your advantage to write to me.
You get personal attention; 6% terms
financed by myself so you buy with less
cost and more convenience; fair trade in value for your equipment; ten day
trial of all receivers; and my cooperation in every way to see that you are
100% satisfied. For any equipment, the
latest information and technical help.
write to W9ARA.

Compare My Terms with Others
MoIta

Down 121tonthly
Payment Payments
$69.50 $13.90 $4.91
79.95
15.99
5.64
129.00
25.80
9.11
138.60
27.72
9.79
120.00
24.00
8.48
99.00
19.80
6.99
115.50
23.10
8.15
49.50
9.90
3.49
29.50
5.90
2.08

RME-70
NCIOOA
NCBOX &

NC8IX

SX -23
NC -44 8 520

Sky Buddy

AUTHORIZED FACTORY DISTRIBUTOR for all AMATEUR RECEIVERS
Similar terms on Hallicrafters, National,
Harvey, RCA, RME, Temco transmitters and
Thordarson, National. U.T.C., Utah, Kits.

All orders and inquiries attended to by Bob
Henry, W9ARA; active amateur for 14 years;
graduate M.I.T.E.E.; owner of Henry Radio
Shop selling amateur supplies for ten years.

Sb
BUTLER,

WO.%IL.A

MISSOURI

W8KPX 70 -WATT MODULATOR
An efficient.

high -

modulator
quality
for the 100.250
watt ham rig using
the economical Taylor T2-30 tubes.
The
kit
furs
complete

with PUNCHED and

DRILLED Chassis
supplied at no extra cost.

Writs for free blue prints, diagrams and prices.
SIGMON RADIO SUPPLY
"Custom -Built Radio Headquarters"
104

Washington St.. East,

NOW!

Charleston. W. Va.

POLICE RADIO $7.95

NEW ABC SHORTWAVE CONVERTOR
Concerts rat radio to recelsc police signala without
affecting broadcast band. Completely shielded from
outside interference. Easily Installed. Model 900 Is
designed for police
signals covering

to 2500 Kilocycles. Order today
$7.93 plus postage.
1500

i

Write for terabicompletely odsc-

es. Including unit
for foreign
ption. Coveragele
to 49 meter bands.

Jobbers and Dealers Wanted

ABC Radio Laboratories

axa. N. New leneyy st..
Indianapolìa, Intl.. V.S.A.

UNIVERSAL SMM.
Alt
microphone

including amapurpose
teurs, p.a.. schools. stage.
c. Beautiful
in appearance. Small In size. Superlative
in performance. Nigh fidelity ry naiur,nd
Incl. locking plug
and 25
cable. Direct to grid
any
desired impedance. In De Luxe package
at your jobbers now.
.

ft.

.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. Ltd.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood. Cal.. U.S.A.
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(Continued from page 141)
tary in its simplicity. The shape of the
transmitted pulse can be of any desired
form, for the increment of energy imparted to the vibrating element by each
pulse is but a very small percentage of its

factors to produce a minimum cost, and at
the same time to achieve a satisfactory degree of reliability. Essentially it is a multi mirrored design. A reduction in the number of its mirrors can only he attained by
increasing the rotary speed of one or both
motors. For example, doubling the speed of
both motors would cut the total number of
mirrors in half, but it is rather apparent
that 30,375 revolutions per minute represents the upper limit of practicability for
the design, and therefore little can be hoped
for by increasing the speed of the line f requency motor.

Cash

Price

Skyrider Defiant
Howard 460
HQ -120X & NCIOIX

nished

Mechanical Scanning

OSCILLATING MIRROR:
The oscillating mirror system of television replaces the multi -mirrored Nipkow
rotary system with a single mirror, and it
retains its single mirror, irrespective of the
degree of detail that the art now requires
or will require in the future. This principle
is most encouraging. Like malty such apparent short -cuts, it soon became evident
that the power required to oscillate a mirror of appreciable size at speeds of say
10,000 swings a second over a sufficiently
wide angle to produce a large picture, runs
into values far above practical limits.
The answer to this problem was found in
the use of mechanical resonance. This
dropped the driving power by four orders
of magnitude: However, reducing the
power to a low value was of itself not a
complete solution. The design had to be of
such a nature that its exact duplication
would be inexpensive, and its characteristics stable in the field. otherwise the vital
rigid condition of exact synchrony in f requency and phase could not be attained.
The photograph shows the scanner de-

by the international Television
Radio Corporation. Its frequency is constant over a large temperature range, due
to a special design feature. In its zero position the device is in a state of zero strain.
There is an entire absence of parasitic
vibration in its operation. The cost is low
and the design is stable and contains no
wearing parts whatever.
Naturally there is a slight difference in
natural period between the various scanners, but since all are driven by a component of the radio wave, they all are
forced into, and maintained in exact step
with one another. The only difference between them is their varying amplitudes of
swing, which is adjusted by framing controls at the receiver. These controls adjust
the amplitudes of the swings of the mirror
by varying the input powers into the two

stored energy. Man -made static thereforé

does not affect the scanning or the proper

arrangement of the picture elements. The
synchronizing pulses occupy an extremely
narrow portion of the channel.
The resonant vibratory mirror system
can produce a home picture two to three
feet on a side, and the indications are that
television receiving sets may be made to

retail at about $200.

RADIO -CRAFT
$4,000 Public Address Contest (3rd month)

Circuit of Commercial Teleceiver
9 -in.

How

of driving magnet coils.
Employing resonance. there is no practical upper limit to the detail that can be
scanned with a single vibrating mirror.
HARMONIC SCANNING PATTERN:
The patterns can he interlaced as in other
systems. However, the scanning pattern is
harmonic. Furthermore, the scanning spot
is never interrupted. but, on the contrary,
is continuously on the screen.
it has been suggested that because of this
harmonic motion, the light would be piled
up at the edges of the picture. Experience
does not support this view, for to the eye,
a screen scanned with unmodulated white
light appears uniform except for a frame
one dot wide about the entire picture. This
framing clot is cut off by a diaphragm and
therefore does not appear. If a non-

uniform distribution of light did occur it
could be compensated for at the transmitter.
Synchrony for such
Please say you saw

it

in

a

system is elemen-
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12 -in.

and
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(RCA

Sets!)
and

Use

a
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Wobbler
An

"Ideal"

6 -Tube

All-Purpose

Battery

Portable
Announcing

-The

Electronic Orchestral

Modern Inexpensive All- Push -Pull Direct Coupled 10 -W. Amplifier (Cost? Under $10!)
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Modern P.A. Amplifiers

Correction Notice
DUE to an editorial oversight. credit

was omitted on the article, "Rotating Beam Loop." in
April issue. This article was written by W. F.
Holford, GSNG, and appeared in the T & R

the

Bulletin of England. The editors of

RADIO &
TELEVISION regret this omission and wish to
give both the author and the original publisher

full credit.

.

ON page 36 of the May issue in the "Question
Box, we incorrectly gave credit for the "Sim C.W. Transmitter Rig' to Louis Huffert.
Credit should have been given to W. J. Hoffert,
Port Arthur. Texas, who designed the apparatus.
pie

Radio Speed Indicator
(Continued front page 143)
occurs, is used in

a new radio airplane
indicator recently patented by The
British Thomson- Houston Co., Ltd., and
reported in Wireless World (London).
According to the invention, the plane
carries a short -wave transmitter, T, and
a short -wave receiver, R, mounted side by
side in separate parabolic reflectors, as
shown in Fig. 9. The transmitter radiates
to the ground a clear -cut beam of energy
which is reflected back. at least in part.
toward the receiver, where it produces ap-

speed

parent change in frequency. The change is
proportional to the speed of the machine
relative to the point of reflection, and is
measured by the beat -note produced by
combining the returning wave with a fraction of the outgoing wave. A small ray
is diverted directly from the transmitter
into the receiver by a pair of small disc
reflectors D, D1, placed just in front of
the outgoing beam. An iris diaphragm, D2.
serves to regulate the strength of the

diverted ray.
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How to Make Dollars from Diathermy
(Continued front page 164)
the most popular range is between 200 and however, it is noted that a common tuning
500 watts. A machine having an output eye tube is used, to indicate when the plate
of 250 watts is generally satisfactory for voltage may be applied, for the sake of
office use. (The present design has.) In economy. This will easily remind the operconstruction the experimenter should bear ator to wait for the interval before turnin mind that duc to the varying load and ing the plate voltage on and will also add
the abuse received by the machine it should "eye appeal" to the machine. Si controls
be made substantially, and under no condi- the filament ; the plate voltage is applied by
tion should quality of parts be sacrificed the switch in the timer. The duration of the
treatment may be timed and after the end
for low cost.
In order to have a radio frequency cir- of the treatment the plate voltage is autocuit capable of producing under adverse matically shut off. The Mark Time switch
incorporated in the circuit may also be set
in a "Hun" position so as to not limit the
time but to permit the machine to operate.
In the oscillator circuit several tubes
were tried and the best results were obtained with the Gammatron 254. This tube
has the following characteristics:

Assembled Diathermy Apparatus.

conditions, the component parts must be
heavy enough to withstand a heavy overload without injury to themselves. Circuit
design must be considered also, as stable
operation must be maintained.
Diathermy machines are capable of pro ducing much interference, so proper shield ing and line filters must be used. In some
cases it has been necessary to use the machine in a screened enclosure large enough
to permit the treating table, the attendant,
the patient and the machine, all to be enclosed. This is in extreme cases, however.
and should not be necessary if the machine

1'7

AT LOWEST PRICES!

7 NEW
PORTABLES

60

OTHER

SETS

GET ALLIED'S
SUMMER CATALOG
Send coupon now for

ALLIED'S Free Summer
Catalog. 164 pages of
radio values! Over 14.000 parts;
Sound Systems, 8 to 65 watts, at
new low prices; radio's biggest
line of record players, phonographs, recorders; latest t e s t
equipment; new Amateur gear;
dozens of Kits; books, tools, etc.
and 62 new Knight Sets, as low as
all types, new
$5.95
portables $10.95! Every- ALLIED
thing in radio at lowest g00KS
prices, in ALLIED'S cat10c
alogueI FREE-send coupon!
RADIO BUILDERS! P.A. MENI
"Radio Builders Handbook' -For

HK254
Maximum plate dissipation
100 watts
Filament volts
5.1 volts
Filament current
7.5 amps
Maximum plate volts
3000 volts
Maximum plate current
200 ma.
Maximum D.C. grid current
40 ma.
In order to have a ripple -free current a
1 inf., 3000 volt (C3) condenser is used in
the high voltage input. The tuning condenser C4 is a split stator, 35 mmf. per
section, rated at 5000 volts. Condensers
C5 and C6 are used to isolate the patient's
circuit in order to prevent shocks. C7 is
used for reduced power in conjunction with
outlet Pl. The terminals P1 and P2 give
full current for fever treatments and the
terminals Pl and P3 are used for coagulation, dessication, cautery, etc. The strength
of the special application outlets may be
(Continued on following page)
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is properly constructed.
It should be remembered

that the person
using the apparatus seldom has any knowledge of the technical operation of equipment
of this type and the machine should be so
constructed that it will be foolproof and
safe, even though the operator does not
know what is inside.
Referring to the circuit diagram, it will
be seen that in the power input circuit
there is ample filtering action to prevent
the R.F. from going into the power line.
Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 arc ordinary R.F. chokes,
built to stand the necessary load. Cl and
C2 are condensers, preferably of the mica
type, to further aid in preventing R.F. from
entering the power line. These precautions.
as well as the shielding of the interior of
the cabinet with copper wire screen should
eliminate all possibility of interference.
As the mercury vapor 866 tubes are
easily damaged by applying the plate voltage before the filaments are heated, it
should be arranged so that there is the
usual delay of 15 seconds between the time
the filament transformers are switched on
and the time the plate transformer is
switched on. The ideal way, of course, is
by using a time delay switch. In the circuit,

SHORT WAVE COIL

DATA BOOK

Every experimenter knows that the difference between a good and
f shorta poor radio sat In usually found in Me c nstruct,on
coils. Coil winding Information In vitally Important and In
the new coil hawk all . dope' appears. There m illustrations which
of
give instructions on how to wind coils. dimensions. a
curves and how to plot them. Every experimenter needs
of rehis
also contains complete data on 11
(table circuits using these
ceiving coils, together with many
rioue types of transmitting
coils. Also complete data on
coils with many transmitting c eu Its such as exciters and
a
the various coila described.
amplifiers using

tes

Contents Briefly Outlined

Tuning Inductance Chnrts
Coil Data for T. R. F. Re.
Two
a
2 -Tube oh !a Reliable
2,Tnbehr toh,e
MOono-C ,ilb
Winding Coll.-10-500
'Signal Gripe Electrifid
Tbe Ran reube ader
for the Hann
General Coverage Coils on Ribbed Forma
Ultra R -W Coil.
Coil Data for Superhet o`S -W Converter
pe
Coils
W
Tuner
Meat ri.opular S-W rTimnning
pelf- Supporting Transmitting Circuits Employing Ckoils
Antenna
n
ConPlug-in Coils Afo Exciters a Frequency-Wavelength C`
ers luit Chart.
version

S -W

Tr
1

The

PRICE 25c PREPAID
For a copy of this handy book. send
25c in U.S. Coin or stamps to

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
97

HUDSON STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ì

License under
more
offollowing

PERMEABILITY TUNING IS HERE
Q

CONTROL

Laboratories. Inc.
patents:

1.940,228
1.918,600

1.982,689
1.982,690

ALADDIN RADIO INDUSTRIES, INC.

TRADE -MARE

2.01.8.626

2.051,012

466 WEST SUPERIOR STREET

2,113,603

DEPT. F.

2.122,874

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Other patents lamed
sod pending.
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LONG -LIVED

Wire Wound Resistors
A new high in resistor values! Both
fixed and adjustable types. Wound on
ceramic tubes and protected by a baked
cement coating which is non- hygro-

changed by varying the value of C7.
(Note that in the photo the condenser
shown is not of the split stator type. This
conventional type condenser does not perform as well as the split stator type and is
more dangerous to use because of possible
shock as well. For this reason the author
thought it wise to specify the split stator
type. The test model was changed after the
photo was made.) Condensers C8 and C9
should be of sufficiently high rating to prevent possible breakdown. R.F. current output is indicated by the meter in the patient's
circuit. Since pads and surgical applicators
cannot satisfactorily bf made, it is suggested that they be purchased from a surgical supply house.
The plate tank circuit consists of 12 turns
of No. 10 copper wire on a 2g -inch diameter form. The machine should tune at about
16 meters. Care should be exercised when
buying the pads to be sure they will resonate
at the frequency used.
In addition to the use of outputs P1 and
P3 for attenuation of the output, a High Low switch is employed in the grid bias

scopic and non -absorbent. Four ratings
in each type cover nearly all service,

BUD RADIO

1-C4 No. 1581 35 mmf. per section dual condenser
4 -No. 226 transmitting sockets

1-Tuning eye assembly
-Heavy duty switch
1- Isotex transmitter tank
1

-No.
1000
2 -No.

568

1

ma.

form

transmitting choke a.,. 2.2 m.h.,

876 transmitting chokes,
250 ma.

1

3-

I. R. C.
1
1
1

1

-RI

3500 ohm. 50 watt resistor
5000 ohm, 50 watt resistor
I megohm, 1 watt resistor
5000 ohm, I watt resistor

-R2
-R3
-R4

SANGAMO
2-Transmitting mica condensers, CS. C6. .002 mf.. 5000 volts

1-Transmitting mica condenser, C7, .005 -mf.,
5000 volts
2-Transmitting
mica condensers, C8, C9, .0001
mf., 5000 volts
1-Transmitting mica condenser, CIO, .006 -mf.,
5000 volts

4'URNS NIO
5w

C

R3

i

C5

NOE.

ONSOLI1AT0fi
ORPÖRATIONS

r

Poo

R4

5

AMP

'P84-M

FUSE

APPROXIMATELY
12 TURNS'
(SEE TEXT)
-
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IN"

get ALL

-

the real moneymakers
dozens

of profitable tested
mail order plans,
confidential business
secrets, dozens of pracMAKE MONEY
tical tested formulas, successful tested schemes- actual experiences of men who
have started on a shoestring -with less than Sto capital.
S00

TO

Money -Sack

Guarantee.
"CASH IN" contains only tested ideas covering every
type of full -or spare -time enterprise -it's a "masterpiece"' In business ventures.
25 CENTS per copy. Sent POSTPAID anywhere upon
receipt of 25 cents U.S. stamps or coin.

NATIONAL PLANS INSTITUTE
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See Them at Your Parts Jobber's Today!

528 S. PEORIA ST.

WIRE

ON IWENAMETER

LOW

6E5

m.h.,

2.5

light assembly
Insulated jacks for pads

HIGH

replacement, and experimental requirements for amplifiers, receivers, and
transmitters. Design of movable bands
for adjustable units allows setting for
exact resistance requirement. One or
more bands may be used. Ratings:
Fixed -5, 10, 20 and 50 watts. Adjust able-10, 25, 50 and 75 watts.

a.,.

-Pilot

7

i

PAD

Hook -up of Short -Wave Diathermy Apparatus.

circuit, Rl. A tuned grid circuit may be
used if desired but it was found that the
circuit shown did not go out of oscillation on overload as much as the tuned grid
circuit.
The cabinet should be well ventilated
and rigidly built. For added safety the panel
should be of bakelite. Cabinet design will
depend largely upon individual taste, but
of the materials available. wood will be
found cheapest and safest.
Approximate operating conditions for
the Heintz and Kaufman 254 tubes in the
oscillator circuit are as follows for a pair:
Plate voltage -2000 volts.
Plate current-200 M.A. loaded.
120 M.A. idle.
Grid current-80 M.A. maximum.
Power output-275 watts approximately.
This tube is capable of greater output
when used as a straight radio frequency
Class C amplifier, but when used in diathermy it would not be wise to exceed the
above approximate ratings, due to the
varied load conditions.
List of Parts for S -W Diathermy Machine
SPRAGUE
1-CI .006 mf. 600 volt condenser
C2 .006 oaf. 600 volt condenser
1-C3 oil condenser, CR13. 1 mf., 3000 volts

1
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HEINTZ
2

-HK

&

254

KAUFMAN
transmitting tubes

RAYTHEON
-866 rectifier tubes (half-wave)
-6E5 cathode-ray tube

2
1

HOYT
1

-0-3

ampere hot wire ammeter

OHMITE
2

-A.C.

line choices Cb.1 and Ch.2 (Z22)

STANCOR
I -Plate transformer, No. P6154 (T3) D.C. Vts.
after filter-2,000; 300 ma.
'
1- Filament transformer. No. P3025 (T2)

1- Filament
1- Filament

transformer. No. P4086 (Tl)
and plate transformer. No. P5058
(T4) -550 V. C.T.; 50 ma.; 6.3 V. C.T. and
2.5 amp.; 5 V. C.T. and 2 amp.

MISCELLANEOUS
1 -Mark Time timer
and switch assembly
2-10 ampere line fuses
1 -5
ampere line fuse
3
1

-Fuse

-Outlet

holders
receptacle for foot control

1-Bakelite panel to fit cabinet
1-Cabinet constructed as suggested
1-Pickup coil (see diagram)
RADIO

&
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NEWEST RADIO APPARATUS
New Transmitter Relay

New Skyrider 23
HALLICRAFTERS

have brought out a new
11 -tube model, known as the Skyrider 23, which
has a number of highly desirable features. For
example, to secure greater frequency stability, con-

THE

new Type 400 Transmitter Relay of Advance Electric Co., employing lsolantite for the
and armature cross -arm, has exceptional
sturdiness and high insulation throughout. The
contact combination is DPDT. using %" pure
silver contacts. on which perfect "wiping" action
is always present.
The unit permits quiet. chatter -free operation on
A.C. as well as p.c., no "hum" to contend with, and
without any loss of power or snap action.
Available for operation on all A.c. and D.C.
voltages, the coils may be placed in continuous
service without danger of overheating. For further
details write Service Dept., RADIO & TELEVISIOS,
requesting Relay Bulletin No. 400.
base

et.

LAFAYETTE
5

TUBE

3

-IN -1

PORTABLE
Plays Anywhere -No Aerie

.

Take along Lafayette's Portable "Pal" on your
vacation. Wherever you are-at the beach, picric
grounds, in canoe or hotel room, on boat or train
just turn it on and tune it in! No aerial needed,
no ground -no wires at all to fuss with. And when
at home you can plug into the nearest electrical outs
let (AC or DC). New built-in Lafayette Aeroscope
pulls stations right out of the air. Ample volume,
excellent tone. Smartly styled airplane -luggage
DROP -FRONT case. Simply attach check or money
order to coupon. Complete with tubes and batteries.

-

densers and coils are constructed of materials with
temperature co- efficients causing frequency changes
that compensate for each other. Thus. alien a coil
producing a positive frequency change with an
increase in temperature is used in conjunction with
a condenser that has a negative frequency change
for the sane temperature variation, a zero frequency change results.
The tuning dial is made of metal. indirectly
lighted, and the four general coverage dials are
accurately calibrated in megacycles. while the band spread dial is calibrated with an arbitrary scale for
easy logging of stations. The "S" meter dial is
calibrated in "S" units and "db." units. The band
indicator has eight positions which provide continuous coverage front 8.8 to 556 meters (34 nue.
to 540 kc.) and bandspread coverage over the full
330 degree that of the 10, 20, 40 and 80 meter
bands. It also includes an automatic noise limiter
to minimize noise level on the higher frequencies.
The switch of this unit is mounted directly adjacent to its tube, and is mechanically linked with
the switch on the operating panel. Other features
are a crystal filter, automatic noise limiter. amplified AVC. wide band- spread, variable selectivity,
and separate speaker in snatching cabinet.

Tube
THE Atti ved
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,

at

.

features,

which

are

a

,

to this magazine.

Condenser

Insulators
o THE Sprague

Products Company,

North Adams. Mass.,
has

developed

guar d"
Caps as

9"

Fun

a. goer Vacaste.

n

Set Tester

among

C0000e Today! Have

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

,. Iawid Bogs Company,,
Ii
JI'ST :,n
w type rcarding blank. More duraInc., is
ble than tut one, flexible and noninflammable, it
does not develop bard or dry spots, will not dehydrate. It is absolutely uniform in thickness. impervious to temperature. and is manufactured by
the lamination process. with no dipping or spraying. Literature available upon request by writing

"Life-

Protective

a

new

and

exclusive feature of
their transmitting con-

Tu.iuiic :d I.i ;In :du, Company
has announced its model 2000 -C Portable combination Tube Trsler and Set Analyser. It has
many

Sod

New Recording Blanks

4AFArE*

..

Pott

E

rudfo

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.
isien of WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO, INC.
D.0.409 -100 SIXTH AVE.. NEW YORK. N. Y.
Enclosed is 822.60. Please rush my "Portable Pa "
MONEY ORDER D
CHECK D

j
l

NAME

u

ADDRESS
IF YOU PREFER YOU MAY SEND ORDER TO 90I W. JACKSON
`BLVD., CHICAGO, OR 20S PEACHTREE ST.. ATLANTA,

GA.+

densers.
These hard rubber
caps, which fit snugly
over t h e condenser

round

WI

Due

insulating
terminals,
then completely, are
supplied free of charge
with this company's
Iliglt Voltage Trans rnitting Condensers in
i
a.SP.RAG-QE.,.
either the round or
rectangular types, or may be had separately for
use nu old condenser+ at a nominal price.
As a further protective measure. all Sprague
Transmitting Condensers are both filled and impregnated with Spracol. a highly noninflammable
oil having a flash point protection of 500 degree,
F.. and terminal, are insulated front cans for at
least twice the working voltages of the condensers.

CERAMIC SOCKETS

Circuits rot-miring tery low loss construction will
rind this line of Glazed White Ceramic Sockets
the perfect receptacles for tubes and Plug-in roils.
The contact springs are of a special design that
assures a positive contact indefinitely On a large
area of the pins. and these springs have heavy
soldering terminals. Priced only 24e to 33c net
at your BUD jobbers.

New Resistors
s\ NEW line of wire -wound resistors has just
been announced by Consolidated Wire & Associated Corps. Four sizes of adjustable resistors are
-watt. 25 -watt. 50 -watt and 75 -wattoffered
of which the 10- and 25 -watt sizes are shown with
extra adjustable band,. There are also four sizes
of wire -wound fixed resistors- 5 -, 10 -. 20- and

For

-l0

NEW

CataloE RT79 write

BUD RADIO, INC.
5205

50 -watt.

Cedar

Ohio.

Cleveland.

Ave..

Two mounting brackets are supplied on all but
the 10-watt size in the adjustable resistors. All
four have two tab terminals. All sizes of fixed
resistance units have solder lugs and all but
the 5.watt size have tinted copper leads as well.
tua. meter smith 1000 ohms per
D'Arsonval type
volt sensitivity and 27r accuracy. It tests all tubes
including the new 0Z4. and other cold cathode
rectifiers. as well as all metal, MG. spray shield
and glass tubes. Among the tests it gives are hot
interelement short and leakage between all individual elements, hot cathode leakage, and individual tests of each section of full -wave rectifiers.
duo diodes and all multipurpose pities. lus P.c.
voltage ranges are 0 -10 -50 -500-1000; its A.C. voltages are 0- 10.50 -5001000; while its current scales
1

'

O4oty°

teSyOJ
9

1

decibel ranges are =84-IS. .154.29. .29 -49.
= 324.55. It also gives inductance readings from
1
to 700 henries: wattages front .006 to 600. and
four ranges of outputs. It may be used for staking
condenser leakage measurements, as well as for
all other obvious tests. The unit contes complete
with test leads and book of instructions, in a

t

.

111r707111_

_.__.-_.

Catalog upon request

SOLAR MFG. CORP. 599 Broadway, NewYork

portable leatherette case.
1939

ttlore9

tV\Y

are: D.C. ma. 0 -1- 10100 -1000 and P.c. amp. 0 -10.
It also provides an oint meter with ranges of
tu 10 megohms. Its
0 to 500 to 5000 ohms and

for July,
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Astonish

¡_ì t

YOUR FRIENDS!

Capacitor Test Equipment Line

Line -Voltage Regulator

ENGINEERS at the Cornell -Dubilier Electric
Corporation have released their new Capacitor
Test Equipment Line. The first of these instruments will be the Capacitor Analyzer, Capacitor

A COMPACT line -voltage regulator which permits maintaining the /Lc. voltage supply constant within plus or minus 2 per cent of the normal required voltage even though the line voltage
may drop to 95 or rise as high as 135 volts; or
which may be used to boost or reduce normal line
voltages in 5 -volt steps when desired, has been
introduced by the Lafayette Radio Corporation
division of Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.
This Line -Voltage "Jogger" finds useful applications in providing constant operating voltage
supply to calibrated oscillators, vacuum-tube volt.
meters and other precision apparatus; to communications receivers in which the tuning calibra.
tion would otherwise vary with variations in line

Bridge

and complete line of Capacitor Decade
Boxes. The Model BF 500 Capacitor Analyzer with

Pass

500,000 Vis.
Thru the

Bodyl
Light
Lamps, etc.

DATAPRINTS
SHOW YOU HOW!
in Order for 10

20c Each

TESLA -OUDIN HI-FREQ. COILS

sr

only)
(Data and Dr
8p'k Tesla-Ondin Coilewingr

(I K.W.
r Sp'k
(i4 K.W.
rr Sp'k Oudin;
r Sp'kwithVioletta

40.

Exc. Tr!. Data. included FREE))
Tesla -Oudin Coll
40e
Exc. Trf. Data included FREE))
110 Vt.
Kick Coil" type
40e
Works
Tesla
Sp'k
on Ford Sp'k Coil
40e

Hl -Frog. Coll

40e

order for $1.00 or more -"20 Tricks with
Hi -Freq. Coils" (40e separate)

FREE

Television Hook -ups "Sight & Sound"
20 ELECTRIC PARTY

..

40c

AND LODGE TRICKS!
Loads of Fun!

Solenoid & Magnet Data -Get Our List!

20 Telephone Hook- ups -Build Your Own .. 40c
RADIO CONTROL
FOR MODEL BOATS,
PLANES, ETC.
Circuit data

400

for Small. Medium and
Large size App. (All 3)...400
data

Induction PIPE &
ORE LOCATOR
Construction Data

40e

You NEED these DATAPRINTS
40c Each.
A.C.

Problems

and

their Solutions.

Meter Tranam. & Ree.
20 Telephone Hook -ups.

5 Meter Superhet.
100 Mechanical Movements.

20 Motor Hookups.

A 12A7 tube is used

as

a

rectifier and amplifier, while a 6E5 is used for
bridge detector and leakage indicator.
The C -D Midget Capacitor Bridge will measure
all types of capacitors between .00001 and 50 mf.
It also employs a Wien Bridge circuit for all
measurements, and contains a 12A7 as rectifier and
a 6AF6 -G for bridge detector. The Capacitor Bridge
is completely self- contained. requires no headphones or other accessories.
The C -D Capacitor Analyzer, Capacitor Bridge
and Capacitor Decade Boxes are described and
detailed in Catalog No. 167A.

A NEW

Deteprint giving Constructional

Ve

characteristics
of paper. mica, oil. wet and dry electrolytic and
motor starting capacitors. It consists essentially
of a Wien Bridge connected to a single stage of
amplification which operates a "visual eye' detector. A built -in power supply provides adjustable
450 V. D.C. for leakage and insulation resist-

New Television Capacitors

DIATHERMY

(Artificial Fever)

20

will measure all the important

ance measurements.

How to Shock 'e
40c
Order with other prints; see
special price below and save.

S -W

easy reading linear scales and push- button controls,

! !

20 Simple

Bell Circuits.
Welding Trans. 2 K.W.
Rewinding Armature'.

series of capacitors has been developed by Cornell -Dubilier engineers. which
have been incorporated into the design of television
receivers, engineered by several of the leading
manufacturers. These new capacitors are furnished
to required specifications. The type PC capacitors
are impregnated and filled with Dykanol, the
chlorinated -diphenyl impregnant of high dielectric
characteristics, which is non -inflammable and non.
explosive. Hermetically ealed in cylindrical containers the Type PC units are produced with
Bakelite double-cone type insulators. The capacitor
is mounted in an inverted position, with the
terminals clearing the chassis. Ample protection
against possible electrical shock, and flash-over

New

Einthoven String Gala.
Wheatstone Bridge.
Model Ships-get list.

Radio Tube Company, make possible the smallest
and lowest priced sets for truly practical reception ever made.
According to the engineers who designed them,
each of the two new tubes serves as two tubes
in one. Both have been designed primarily for
A.C. -D.C. receivers wherein very limited space is

The DATAPRINT Co.

RAMSEY. N. J.

Greatest Slide Rule
ever offered

VALUES
!

DyKanol Capacitors
A COMPLETE

i
8 inch elide rule in case 25c
white wood, accurate slide rule with
A. B. E. D.
and
Scales,
20 -page Book of
Instructions. How to K
Use
Slide Rule.
36-page
Book of 300 Examples end Answers.
two-toned
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Cl
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Declaration of
Independence.'
framing, and
9 -page
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trating and describing °indoor game. and tatmany IllusunItems,
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for

States and Canada for
inch enameled slide rule, only 35c
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10
10n Inc
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magnifier with pins to
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ch,
Packed in

millian»ter,
individual

le. made
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of kiln dried
auxiliary removable

(cursor) runner. This
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ine
log and tangent scales.
arrying case.
fit

This

equal In performance to a s10.0Ó rule.
special
ecial price, P.P. prepaid anywhere

rule

is

$1.00

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
Dept.

172

RT79

350

Greenwich

St.

terminals caused by dust, is afforded by
an insulating container. This capacitor series is
be ween

available in single, dual and multiple capacities
at voltages between 2,000 and 10,000 volts D.C.

xdt`.4
4.41 aa ab.,ai,,,awtl

Eight inch.

"2 -in -1" Tubes

TWO new "2 -in -1" midget tubes, just pioneered
by the engineering laboratory of the Arcturus

Special Prices: 4 prints 51.00; 10 for $2.00;
40c each, single orders.

Leck Box 322A

voltage; to the exciter sections of "ham" transmitters which do not employ crystal oscillators;
and to various types of equipment employed in
photographic and other work.
The unit. rated to handle loads up to 240 watts
and inclosed in a steel case only 5" x 4" x 3"
in size, includes a direct reading 0-150 volt A.c.
voltmeter in its output circuit which reads the
voltage supplied to any device plugged into its
receptacle. It is only necessary to adjust the
transformer tap switch on the top of the case until
the meter shows the desired value.
The "Jogger" is available in kit form with
the case drilled, ready for mounting the parts,
or in the form of a complete unit, wired and ready
for use.

New

York

line of DyKanol capacitors
has been announced by the laboratories of the
Cornell -Dubilier Electric Corporation. These new
capacitors are designed specifically for oscillator
and filter circuits in television transmitters and
receivers. Company engineers state that DyKanol
capacitors will remain extremely constant under all
temperature and climatic conditions. and that the
wide safety range of these units will enable them
to take the heavy transient surge voltages that
obtain in television circuits.
C -D DyKanol television capacitors are supplied
with inverted mounting features and heavily in.
sulated terminal structure.
This series will be available in tubular, cylindrical and rectangular shapes and sizes. Special designs will also be offered. Ratings will be from
1,000 to 10.000 volts D.C.
Several important additions have been made to
the C -D capacitor line. These include exact duplicate capacitors for motor starting for refrigerators.
Also available are electrolytic capacitors for both
new equipment and replacement applications
standard shapes and sizes in a complete capacity
range at voltages up to 220 V. A.C.
Catalog No. 162A contains complete information,

-
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available. Tube Type 32L7GT, for instance, may
be used in conventional half -wave high- vacuum
rectifier and beam power amplifier circuits. Type
12B8GT has both a pentode and triode section.
the former being used as a conventional H.P. or I.P.
amplifier and the latter as a biased or grid -leak
detector. Neither tube is any larger in size than
the conventional GT Midget tubes.
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Universal Preselector

to 185 Meters with Electrical Band-Spread
By GENE TURNEY, W2APT
circuit showed that, with
THE number of communication receivers which with a regenerative
screen control regeneration, the tube was exemploy little or no preselection before the converter tube makes it particularly desirable to have tremely stable even when the control was adjusted
very close to the oscillation point. A few more
some type of preselector which will give a high
calculations concerning gain with this apparatus
image rejection ratio, increased gain, and a lowershowed that, if it was assumed that the impedance
ahead
of
use
for
noise
level
available
ing of the
of the antenna input system of the receiver to
such receivers.
which the preselector was to be connected had
the
most
about
After careful consideration,
reasonable thing was to construct a good pre - about 400 ohms, the 1852 alone would give a
gain of two or more; that with regeneration on the
was
it
selector, but what kind of a preselector
tuned circuit, gains of 1000 or more in this
going to be?
circuit could be obtained. Thus the overall gain
it
is
adIn designing the complete preselector,
of a single regenerative stage would be several
visable to start with tuned circuits which have a
thousand.
high Q, and the apparatus and tubes must all
The circuit finally evolved a 5 -band coil switch
have good stability.
In looking over the available tubes, it would to cover all bands from 5 to 185 meters. Generous
appear that the 1852 possessed very desirable overlap was available between bands as it was not
difficult to cover the range of frequencies with as
characteristics inasmuch as the transconductance
was 6000 or more; and a little experimental work small a tuning condenser as 200 mmf., and an
electrical band- spread condenser of 25 mmf.
In order to facilitate tuning, an antenna throwover switch was incorporated so that the receiver
could first be tuned to the signal whereupon the
antenna throw -over switch can be operated placing
the preselector between the antenna input system

Range

5

and the receiver.

Universal Preselector.

The Browning preselector is easy to construct.
The 5 to 185 meter Tuner available for this type
of preselector is completely wired at the laboratory
and it is only necessary to make three connections
between the chassis and this Tuner. A laboratory
type, vernier drive dial is available, which has
an approximate frequency calibration for each of
the bands, and is provided with an 0 to 100
scale on the outer rim for accurate frequency
logging.
Amateurs and experimenters alike who are interested in DX reception, as well as those who
are bothered with electrical images, will find the
regenerative preselector to be an extremely welcome addition -especially those operators who
live in metropolitan areas where the noise level is
at all times a problem.

THE "HQ- 120-X" has become one of
radio's most popular receivers. It includes everything that hams and fans have
ever hoped for in a communications type
receiver. Never before have so many new
and outstanding features been built into a
single unit. Many owners report that they
are receiving and working stations that they
never heard before. Such performance is due
to the extremely high signal -to -noise ratio,
ultra- sensitivity, and high selectivity.
Among its many features are, calibrated
band spread dial, improved noise limiter,
variable selectivity crystal filter, improved
"S,, meter, antenna compensator and many
others. For "radio at its best" use an "HQ120 -X." Write for 16 -page booklet containing complete details.
Mail coupon today!
Ir

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.,
424 West 33 St.. N. Y. City
Send 18-page booklet.
I
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Address

Beginner's Xmitter- Receiver
(Continued from page 166)
Canadian Office: 41 W. Ave. No., Hamilton. Ont.
possible to any but a regenerative super -het, amplifier may also double the crystal freWHILE THEY LAST
or one having a crystal filter. Like the re- quency, six bands can be instantly covered
generative super-het, this receiver gives "in by using one each 160, 40 and 10 meter
WIRELESS
MYSTERY
between" selectivity so badly needed in crystals.
RECORD
PLAYER
left
is
amateur phone bands. At the upper
The receiver uses two of the newest
NO CONNECTIONS WITH RADIO
the audio volume control. To the lower tubes. The new 6SJ7 (single -ended 6J7)
Astatic Crystal Pickup.
left of the dial is the head -phone jack, with sharp-cut -off R.F. pentode functions as a
Self starting. direct drive.
loudspeaker terminals on the rear. At the high- sensitivity regenerative (autodyne)
constant speed motor.
Handsome Walnut Cabi
top center is a hole for a milliammeter for detector, followed by one of the new Loktal
net.
Quantity limited. We canthe transmitter, when it can be afforded. 7C5 (new version of 6V6 beam power
not mention manufacturThis hole is ordinarily covered by a neat tubes).
er's name at this low
price.
disc. Directly below is the six -band wave wave
A
section,
low
-loss
-change
three
change switch knob, and below and toward switch
Write for free bargain
mounted
individual
carries
six
coils
ea.
$9.37
bulletin on radios.
the left, the sending key jack and send- directly on its
In lots of three $8.88 ea.
as
tubes and parts.
contacts.
Coming
a
comreceive switch which shifts power from plete factory- assembled and wired coil and
receiver to transmitter, and shifts antenna switch system, it achieves connections as
NEW YORK RADIO SUPPLY CO.
connections, too.
152 W. 42 St.. Dept. RT, N. Y. C.
short and direct as with plug -in coils, plus
The microphone jack is at the extreme the lower losses possible due to the better
lower right, not used in the one -tube trans- quality of insulation of the individual coil
mitter illustrated, but included for appear- forms and wave -change switch. Each coil,
ance.
consisting of antenna primary and separate
To its left is the 3- position oscillator secondary, is short -circuited to prevent abSEND FOR OUR CATALOG containcrystal circuit wave-change switch, with, sorption losses except for the one coil
ing CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS, and comto its upper left, the plate tuning condenser selected for reception. These coils are tuned
plete information on over 25 different
knob and dial scale. Each plate circuit by a new positive- single -bearing "band -set"
types of short wave receivers and
switch position covers two out of six ama- tuning condenser of 165 mf. capacity, with
transmitters from $2.60 to $32.50.
teur bands, shifts from one to the other "band- spread" provided by an identical but
This catalog is chock full of schematic
being accomplished simply by rotating the smaller 15 mmf. condenser. The six bands
and picture diagrams, hook ups and
oscillator plate condenser knob. Just to the so provided tune from well above 600
short wave information. A book in
right is a blank dial scale (covered by a meters for ship and distress calls right on
itself. Well worth the dime, which will
be refunded with your first order.
blank plate until the builder desires to ex- down through the 5 meter amateur band.
pand the transmitter to two tube m.o.-p.a.),
a
6 -volt storFor
battery
operation,
use
and below it the 3-position plate circuit age or "hot- shot" battery for tube filaments
OSCAR B. KUSTERMAN
switch (the crystal switch will also switch (more properly, heaters),
250
to
with
90
297 De Kalb Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
oscillator plate coils when the transmitter volts of B battery connected, negative to
grows to two tubes, the right dial and switch chassis ground
and positive to the wire
then controlling both crystal and oscillator
EVERYTHING IN RADIO!
plate circuits). Any one of three crystals marked "B + ".
t OYNltt MOM In tan Istq KOs
At the bottom of the diagram is the A.C.
set in 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 meter amateur
Nock
Ow
you to
bands can be instantly selected at will. In power supply unit for both transmitter and
d
wads e
was, Yo .o
ocl
o.
. . . , aKnown
in IE,
5,5
the one tube form, with three crystals receiver. The filament or heater circuit of
1.11.11 a. EPEE
' Prortmally
*BEN
plugged into their sockets, instant choice of all tubes is also controlled by the send MOTE
Pt
TOR A9IG NEW CCATALOG
three-band operation is had, while two addi- receive switch, so that whether power be
tional bands can be covered simply by swap- A.C. or batteries, control of either is comBURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012 -14 McGee St. e Kansas Cgs, Mo.
ping crystals. In 2 -tube form, when the plete at the front panel.
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It 1S
EASY TO LEARN CODE

the

NEW TELEVISION PARTS
Arcturus has

CANDLER WAY!

tubes for television applications. These include types 2Y2, 5X3, 6AD5G
and 6R6G. The 2Y2 tube is a half -wave high vacuum rectifier, with an A.c. plate voltage of
4400 max., RIMS. The 5X3 is a full -wave high vacuum rectifier, the A.c, voltage per plate being
1275 max., RMS. The 6AD5G is a high -mu
triode, and the 6R6G is a remote cut-off pentode
amplifier.

The J. W. Miller Company, manufacturers of
radio products, have a new 13.5 mc. television
I.,. transformer, model No. 612-N. It is for use

Learning code is not hard with the
Candler System. It's exciting, for you
first learn a few correct fundamentals
and sound conaclouaness, then you progress with leaps and bounds. Candler
has taken hundreds who have practically given up ever learning fast code.
only to find themselves receiving and
sending at a speed they never dreamed
they could attain -and all without conscious effort-as easy as reading a newspaper.
That's because the Candler System is
scientifically correct, based on principles
that have been proved sound by years
of successful application. Learn more
about the Candler System-read the
FREE "Book of Facts." It will tell
you how Candler has made champions

with 3 -stage I.P., using type 1851, 1852 or 1231
tubes. The primary circuit is tuned, while the secondary is to be shunted with a 1500 ohm resistor.
The primary and secondary are both wound on a
single iron core with No. 36 glass insulated
enameled copper wire. The tuning condenser.
adjustable from the top of the shield, is of the
mica compression type.

The F. W. Sickles Company has also developed
i.e. transformers especially designed
for sight and sound. These are of the perm- trimmed

out

of beginners and
ordinary operators. Send
for your copy today
There is no obligation,

a new line of

Du Mont is producing two new ideas in c -a
tubes. First is the egg-shaped envelope shown in
the illustration, which is planed to provide much
greater structural strength than previous straightsided types. The other Innovation is an intensifier
type tube, which has one or two gold rings deposited on the inside wall adjacent to the screen.
This is designed to provide an intensifier electrode to accelerate the electrons after deflection.
According to Du Mont engineers, this affords a
60% increase in deflection sensitivity, thus potentially lowering the cost of television sets of given
image size.

of course.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO
Dept.
and

S -7.

Box

331

Asheville, N. C., U.S.A.
Kingsway, London. W.

121

C.
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rnen-not green.. hands. Qualify
for good pay Jobs with National's
pre- tested training. Complete, Mod..
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studio Actual
Instruction. Mail
Coupon for FREE BOOK of details.
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS

Alden Products Company now has several specially designed connectors for use with television
tubes heavy duty tube caps (C), plugs and connectors (D) for interlocks, sockets for high voltage
rectifiers (B) and for a-a tubes (E). A line
connector is seen at A.

rNATI(,NAI.SCHOOLS. Dey,.7 -RT

woos. P,p.,w Sr..

Lw Anseln.C+La.
Please send free Rad,. and Tele.ision
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Review of Bulletin T -1 Solar Tele-

AGE

vision Capacitors

ADDRESS

L CITY

TELEVISION CYCLOPEDIA
Deana and explains all television terms

now used
and gives actual applications. Coven in detail every
phase of modern cathode -ray television. Every radio
man, amateur, and student of television needs this
new book. it will simplify TELEVISION for you.
Compiled by M. N. Reitman. Only $1.00, postpaid.

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

3727
icgo.

1'tlino s`

RADIO Inatltutes
ENGINEERING
intensive
RCA

offer an

courre of

high standard embracing all phase. of Radio
and Television. Practical training with modern
Aequipment at New York and Chicago schools,
lso specialised courses and Home Study
Colima under "No obligation" plan. Catalog
Diet 8W -39.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.

A Radio Corporation of America Service
75 Varlek St.. New York. 1154 Merchaadls. Mart, Chines

RADIO
ENGI NEERING,
broadcasting, aviation and police radio. servicing. marine
radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraph, and
railway accounting taught thoroughly. 4g week.' Engineering course equivalent to 3 year. of college radio work.
All expenses low. Catalog free. School established 1874

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind.
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type with trap circuits to eliminate sound carrier
interference from the picture channel. The unit
may be mounted under the chassis but tuned from
above the chassis.

This 6 -page catalotí contains specifications and
descriptions of Solar s new condensers, designed
specifically for television work. The catalog tells
why special condensers are needed for television
reception, gives general specifications of the line,
and details on the tubular paper and oil- impregnated, oil -filled models. The rating of the condensers is two times the rated c.c. voltage plus
1000 volts from terminal to terminal or high voltage terminal to container, and the corona voltages
will be greater than the working voltage plus 30a/o
or plus 1000 volts D.C., whichever is higher.
The oil -filled capacitors come in several operating voltages from 1000 to 7500 volts, while the
tubular capacitors may be had from 1500 to 3000
Colts. They are made in the popular chassis mounting style. a ring being provided to hold the condenser fast in the round can models. Mounting
brackets are provided for the tubular paper condensers which are oil- impregnated and oil- filled.

Novel Crosley Set Features
TWO novel developments are featured in certain new Crosley models. One is the newly discovered sound diffusion principle developed by
Crosley engineers in Crosley laboratories. and the
other is the Magnetune electric tuning system.
The Acoustical Tone Director, the mounting of
the speaker and the baffle gives a new and more
uniform diffusing effect which reduces directional
tone and creates a feeling of higher fidelity in
reproduction. The speaker is mounted face down
on a panel at the top of the sounding board, which
is curved like the bell of a horn.
The Magnetune electric tuning system utilizes
solenoid operated push- buttons, which at the slightest touch actuate a powerful electro-magnet that
automatically turns the knob and dial pointer to
the wanted station. In construction, it is the
utmost in simplicity, and the adjustment screw,
which is readily accessible by flipping back the key,
tunes the station and permanently sets it simultaneously.
Please say you saw it

in

RADIO 8 TELEVISION

Special items for television being produced by
American Phenolic Corp. include C -R tube sockets.
high voltage rectifier sockets, high voltage grid
caps, ultra low loss bushings and insulating materials, and co-axial cables. The Amphenol CoAxial Cable has a surge impedance of 72 ohms,
and special cables with capacities as low as 5 mmf.
per foot are available. The standard type, for receiver lead -in use, consists of No. 12 solid copper
wire strung with low -loss insulating bead.., shielded
with tinned copper braid and covered with two
cotton braids, heavily lacquered to prevent the
entrance of moisture.

Television Books in Notional Radio

Institute Course

IN line with its recognized policy of maintaining a complete and up-to -date course, the National Radio Institute announces that a new series
of text books concerning Television theory and
practice has been added to its course in radio
and television.
The following titles of these text books give
a general idea of the subjects covered: Requirements of a Television System; The Theory of
Light; Geometric and Electronic Optics; Uses for
Optics in Electronics and Television; Practical
Electronic Control Equipment; Essential Circuits
in a Television Receiver; Cathode-Ray Tubes for
Television Receivers; Antennas, Preselectors, Frequency Converters and Sound Channels for Television Receivers; Video I.F. Amplifiers; Video
Detectors and Automatic Gain Controls; Video
Frequency Amplifiers and D.C. Restoring Circuits;
Impulse Separators, Sweep Circuits and Power
Supplies for Television Receivers; Servicing of
Television Receivers; How Television Signals Are
Produced at the Transmitter; Picture and R.F.
Circuits in Television Transmitters.
Therefore, all students of the school now receive
training in both radio and television.

Correction Notice
In the article, "Television in 24 Hours." which
appeared in the June issue of R. &
a quotation
from the Andrea instruction sheet was given as
calling for the use of "ground" wire. This should
have been brown wire. In the same article. reference was made to the pre -tuned R.F. unit in the
sub-chassis views. This unit appears in the lower
right -band corner of the two small views. and in
the lower left -hand corner of the large picture.
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17 -Tube Television Kit
(Continued from page 148)
The kinescope tube socket is mounted in
a manner that permits a few degrees rotation about its long axis so that the edges
of the picture may be made truly vertical
and horizontal. Provision is also made at
the tube socket to accommodate the commercial variation in the overall length of
the tubes.

into the control grid of the kinescope picture tube.
Part of the image signal is split off at
the 6H6 second detector and passes into a
special filter known as the synchronizing
pulse signal separator. This circuit also
employs an 1852 tube, and the amplified
synchronizing pulses are then passed into
the grids of the horizontal and vertical
sweep oscillators. The synchronizing pulses,
as they arrive from the transmitting station
at the end of every scanning line, serve to
lock the sweep oscillators in step with the
transmitter. The vertical and horizontal
sweep oscillators have amplifier tubes,
6F8G type, to boost the sweep pulses.
Two rectifier tubes and power transformers are used, one (5V4G) for the low voltage plate supply of all the amplifiers and
detector tubes, etc.; and the other rectifier,
an 879, to supply the extra high voltage
D.C. for the cathode-ray tube.
The picture intermediate frequency used
is 13 mc. and the I.F. frequency used in the
sound channel is 8.25 mc. The sound amplifier sound channel uses 3 tubes, an 1853
i.F., a 6SQ7 second detector, and a 6V6G
sound output amplifier.

with íiútaa
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Home'

Training Course

COMPLETE

INj

Synchronizing Pulse Clipper: Returning

BIG BOOK

Is your BIG CHANCE
to the 6H6, the synchronizing circuit begins to Here volume
RADIO!
youOthe
with the other diode plate, the cathode of complete basic ves
theory
i
Elecwhich is connected to a resistance -capacity tricity. -Ray
Television, Sound and
Tulsw -the same
Cathode
network.
used by more radio

student.

schools and

radio book in the

any

world.

54 you too
Synchronizing Separator Circuit: Syn- Think of Itl -forequip
yourself
lifetime
othoroughly
dio
Cr!
chronizing pulses are separated from each for
EASY AS A. B. C.
other in the synchronizing circuit of the
W. a aleamme to learn radio this easy
way! Everything Is made clear and simple
1852 separator tube. Horizontal synchroniz- -poetical
short -Cuts speed your training.
previous training
ing pulses are taken off through the 5 mmf. No 36
Volumes In 7e-Sst m. 2. Sund.
condenser while vertical synchronizing
Radio Broadcasting system. 2. Sound. Speech.
3. Electron Theory: Elect. Current. 4. Elec.
pulses are taken off at the tap point between Music.
Unita; Ohm' Law; Resistance. S. Elec. Circuits: Bat7. leffrO-nce. Ism. 6. Electrothe 5,000 and 20,000 ohm plate circuit re- teries. 6. Magnetism.
induction. 9. Inductance. 10. Capacitance;
Capacitance:
Comagnetic
ndensers. 11. A.C. Circuits. 12. Filters. 1]. Meassistors.
uring Instrumenta. 14. Radio Waves. 15. Broadcasting.
uum Receiving.
Vacuum
LS. Vacuumme Tube Coonstrruue20. Vacuum Tube Detector and Amplifier Action.
Sweep Circuits: The sweep circuits are 21. Radio
Frequency Amplification. 22. "Superhets."
R.F. Amplifiers; Tuning Coils. 24. Audio Ampl1easily adjusted for sweep amplitude and 23.
fien. 35. Speakers. 26. Battery Operated Receivers.
Power-Supply Units. 26. Flee. Receivers. 29.
frequency. The separated synchronizing 27.
Automobile and Aircraft Radio. 30. Phono Pickups;
pulses are applied to the control grids of the Sound Systems. 31. Short -Wave. 32. Photoelectric
!

1.

Cella; Cathode-Ray Tubes. 33. Television. 34. Antennae end
36. Sound
. .
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YOU CAN BECOME A MONEY - MAKING RADIO EXPERT

HOME TRAINING in
You Learn Easily in

Your Spare Hours
By Doing Many Experiments with
-

Up-To -Date Equipment

Bottom View of Completed Meissner Television Receiver.

Here's
a
really fine, up-to- the -minute
Radio and Television Training that's ape daily designed to give you ourck results.
TRAINING PREPARES YOU FOR GOOD

RADIO JOBS... AT EXCELLENT PAY.
My training starts right at the beginning
of Radio . . . unfolds each subject In a
ImDliSed.
You easily
e

High Frequency Coil Assembly: The
radio frequency and oscillator coil assembly
consists of a rotary 4 channel switch as-

sembly, upon which is mounted a four section coil for each of the two low frequency television channels. Each of these
four -section coils consists of an antenna
primary, a preselector, the detector input,
and oscillator. This arrangement permits
the coupling between windings to be adjusted to optimum conditions for each television band.

Picture I.F. Amplifier: The picture I.F.
amplifier makes use of capacitative coupling
to facilitate adjustment of band width.

Small movable iron cores tune the coils.
A trap for the 8.25 megacycle sound I.F. is
connected to the grid of the first I.F. tube.

Second Detector: The second detector
6H6.
consists of one diode

-a

Video Amplifier: The video amplifier
consists of a 6F6 tube in a circuit which is
a combination of series and shunt compensation to give a flat frequency response up
to 3 mc.
for July,

1939

6N7's through suitable coupling condensers.
The sweep pulses are amplified through
6F8G tubes as shown.

Sound Channel: The sound channel consists of an 1853 I.F. amplifier, a 6SQ7 second detector, first audio and A.V.C., a 6V6G
output tube, and a 6 -inch electro- dynamic
speaker, the field of which is a part of the
low voltage filter. The same type of tuning
and capacity coupling system used in the
picture i.F. transformers is employed, although, of course, the pass band of this
stage is far sharper and the amplification
higher than in a picture L stage. The sound
F.F. should, however, be broad enough so
that some adjustment of the oscillator frequency may be made (for best picture)
without noticeably affecting the sound reproduction. The frequency to which the
sound I.F. is tuned is 8.25 mc.
Opening the safety compartment operates
a switch which disconnects all primary
windings from the 110-volt supply and
shorts the high voltage filter condensers
after the power has been disconnected by
the interlock switch, which is recessed to
prevent its being accidentally operated.
Please say you saw

it
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Beam Power 3ff

(Continued from page 159)
HOW TO
Incidentally, be run from this strip to the best possible
A.M.C.
really
works!
oubt that
ground at the working location. The strip,
< n 879 seems to work better than an 866
LEARN
which runs past the rear right corner of
s a peak rectifier, although the latter will
or
a
career
merely
wish
radio
as
a
you
to
enter
Mettler
each chassis, was removed when the picture
to in a pinch.
dd another valuable and fascinating accomplishment to
your achievements. the All Electric Master Teleplex Code
The only other unusual item on this was taken.
' eaching Machine will show you how. Teleplex records
Tile builder is urged to test this trans is the relay which automatically
our sending In visible dots and dashes on a specially pre
hassis
tared minted paper tape nd then sends hack to you
',titter out thoroughly with a dummy load
- horts the modulation transformer secondlox speed you desire. It does not merely show you code.
t Is code. No experience needed. [While not designated as
ary when c.w. is to be used. This relay has before trying it on the air." A fair load
standard equipment, Teleplex
to be altered so that the contacts open when may be made of a pair of 100 W. lamps in
used at many U.S. Army Posts.
Naval Training Stations as well as
the relay operates. This is not much of a series connected directly to the swinging
by the American Tel. & Tel. Also
link. These bulbs should light at practically
j ob and was considered preferable to having
by practically every private school
In the U.S. teaching the code: and
a special type made, as the unit specified is full brilliancy on 20 meters with a P.A. plate
many foreign governments. We
meter indication of around 180 ma. It must
+\ furnish you complete course. ina standard item.
"eluding practice messages.
The leads from the 81)6 Jr. plates to the be borne in mind that this meter reads the
the All Electric Master
Teleplex. plus a personal
power transformer should he connected to total of plate, screen, and grid current, but
service on a MONEY BACK
F
a"
GUARANTEE. Low cost.
the "Low" terminals, which will give a the last two combined are always about 25
Easy, terms. Without obii1
lila. underpropér operating conditions.
D.C. voltage of about 1000 on the plates of
booklet
..write
for
Wien
c.w. operation is, of course, possible at
TZ40's.
The plug connections should be self - 2000 V. and a plate meter total reading of
k CPÿace,
f
CO. New Yok
TEL EPLEX CO
explanatory. It will be seen that the 5 -prong about 210 ma. For this use, the leads on the
In Canada write:
plug connects the modulator to the control P.A. power transformer may be connected
ONT.
TORONTO.
,4NADIAN ELECTRONIC INST..
panel, the 4 -prong plug goes to the speech to "high". This amount -of input should
amplifier. and the plug labeled "meter" is never be used on phone, however.
connected in circuit to the modulator plate
/OEN
List of Parts
milliamnleter.
The screen grid lead from the R.F. chassis CORNELL-DUBILIER (Fixed Condensers)
Complete Radio Engineering Course in 96
runs to the modulation transformer through 2-100 uut. Silica condensers, No. 5W5T1, Cl,
weeks. Bachelor of Science Degree. Radio (telea high voltage condenser and a resistor.
vision, talking pictures and the vast electronic
C16
raAfter the transmitter was finished, and the 2-.1 mf. paper condensers. No. DT4PI. C2. C8
Reid) offers unusual opportunities for trained
Civil, Electrical,
dio engineers. Courses also
was being checked with an oscil- 3 -8 mf. 450 V. electrolytic condensers, No.
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JR508, C3, C6, C9
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loscope and sine wave input, it was found 2-Dual
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preparatory
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whatsoever. The percentage of modulation 1 -10
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dents from all parts of the world. Enter Septet
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EASY TO LEARN CODE or on the air.
Resistors)
The connections to the modulation transIt is easy and pleasant work to learn
W. resismr. Type IlTt . RI
INSTRUCthe modern way-with
mug.. ;
former are made by means of small plugs,
TOGRAPH CODE TEACHER. Ideal for
W. resistors, Type 13T1, R2, R12
meg..
student.
or
beginner
advanced
the
showdiagram
modulator
on
the
insert
the
ranging
resistor, Type BT1. R4. R6, R8
tapes
W.
Many
-.5 meg.,
typical
foravailableers
BTI. RIO
-.1 meg., W. resistor, Type
ing the actual arrangement. The numbers in
sages on all subjects. Speed
BT1, R13
ready.
%Pal.
Always
to
range
-500 ohm, I W. resistor, TypeType
V.i
the circles correspond to those found on the 2beats having someonee send
BT1, R15,
W.
resistors.
ohm,
20.000
PM.
to
a
transformer.
modulation
R16
14
f.#
FOR SALE OR RENT
wrinkle
R7
safety.
a
new
Type
AB,
of
W.
resistor.
interests
10
In
ohm.
the
1
-350
STANDARD with 10 tepee and book ¡3
ohm, 10 W. resistor, Type All, R9
820.25 -v
of InsUVctions
has been used in the connections of the high 1 --150
AB, RI1
Type
W.
resistor,
ui I
10
ohm.
JUNIOR with S tapes and book of r`'ati
-4.000
Instructions (not mated)
812.00
voltage leads between chassis. The terminals 1- 10.000 ohm. 25 W. resistor, Type DHA, RS
-.,
RENTAL Standard With 10 tapes and
R14
are the usual feed -through insulators and 1- 12.000 ohm, 25 W. resistor, Type DHA, R17
book of insWCtlons $3.00 fleet
month. 52.25 each additional month.
-2500 ohm. 25 W. resistor, Type DHA,R3
the actual connecting links are of auto high
the perchass price
payments may
All
13.133.
Type
resistor.
variable
meg.
-.5
buy a appliipmen
re you
tension cable. This latter material has also 11100.000 ohm. 100 W. resistor, Type HA. R18
write for details today
been used for all wiring carrying 1500 V. 1- 25.000 ohm. 20 W. resistor, Type DG. R19
1NSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
or more within the chassis. The real safety
Dept. SW. 912 Lakeside Place. Chicago. Ill.
feature is in the use of the new insulated NATIONAL
Representatives for Canada:
Radio College of Canada, 863 Say St., Toronto
plate caps which are now available for the 2- -R10O R.F. chokes
-through insulators
9/16" cap size. Sections of 9/16" brass rod 3-Feed
are cut to a length of about 4" and drilled 8- Inulated plate caps
and threaded to fit the rods in the feed - THORDARSON (Transformers)
AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES
through insulators. These threaded sections
Day and evening classes in code and theory
-A.F. transformer. No. T15Á74, Tl
are then screwed in place and the insulated 1- Output transformer, No. T15D79. T2
Courses
Study
Home
covering
effectively
1
-Power transformer, No. T15R05. T4T3
them,
over
snap
caps
-Power transformer, No. T19P59,
Hundreds of students now on the sir.
all the ordinarily exposed high voltage 1Filament transformer. No. T19F88, T5
Results guaranteed. Reasonable, efficient
terminals.
transformer, No. T54F66, T6
and thorough.
1- Filament
Modulation transformer, No. T11M76, T7
1caps
AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE
is recommended that the insulated
It
1- Filament transformer. No. T19F90, TS
NEW YORK, N. T.
1123 BROADWAY
also be used in the positions they were 1- Choke, No. T15C54, CHI
caps,
plate
T75C49. CH2
for ; that is, on the tube
1- Choke. No.
BE A RADIO SERVICE EXPERT intended
Choke, No. T74C30. CH3
although they had not been installed at the 1No. T63C15, CH4
Modern receivers require men with
1Choke,
time the photos were taken.
modern training for service work
1-Speech amplifier foundation unit
TRAIN
The final touch for this transmitter is
LEARN AT HOME
WITH
Our home instruction method and
it
in
which
had in the De Luxe style case
R.C.A. (Tubes)
service money al offer starts you
earninga money almost at once. Up is housed. The pictures really fail to convey
-879 ttihc
you
to E3 an hour easy in r short time.
enby
the
the fine appearance afforded
-6F5 tube
Write for free book.
of
Amalie..
is
supplied
Assn
-6L7 tube
Radio Training
closed rack. A hinged back door
NOW
Dept. RT97
1 -6C5 tube
photofor
Chicago
with the rack, but was removed
4525 Ravenswood Ave..
2 - -2A3 tubes
graphing. Use of this door will be a big
- 5Z3 tube
-80 tube
help in keeping the ever -present dust out
TELEV ISION
of the works.
wide runs from the PAR-METAL
A copper strip
600 LICENSED graduates placed in past 7 years
ER215
police, etc.:
in shipping broadcasting, aviation,
to the power supply L -Gray finished DeLuxe Relay Rack,No.No.G3605
unit
tuning
antenna
new
repairing;
panel.
we also teach radio servicing and
-Gray finished IOW' steel
chassis
No.
G3606
steel
panel.
12%"
finished
beginners' class now forming; 60-page catalog chassis and is corrected to aevery
-Gray
between them. This affords positive low 1--Chassis, 13" x 17" x 2". No. 15212
free; oldest, largest and best equipped.
SIt713
for the whole transground
-Set of brackets. No.
impedance
SCHOOL
RADIO
MASS.
-Set of brackets, No. S1378
....ay.
erne, Cr IanCTnaa
Eat. ins mitter, and a good heavy connection should
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ASIATIC
-Model T3 microphone with El stand

WARD LEONARD

1- Relay,

No. 507 -533

1

AMPHENOL

4-4 -prong
6-4 -prong

GORDON

3-

1

sockets -Clip type
sockets -Molded type
3- -Octal sockets -Clip type
Steatite 4 -prong sockets
1
-prong molded socket
-prong plugs

-5
4-I
-5 -prong
1

-1

1

-doz.

pointer knob

54" grommets

7- -Name plates

TAYLOR (Tubes)

plug

DRAKE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
-Red pilot light (110 V.)
1- Yellow pilot light (110 V.)
-Small sire red pilot light (6 V.)

2

-TZ40

tubes

2- -866 Jr. tubes

1

1

2- Single

YAXLEY

1- Midget

The "Send -'Ceiver"

3" standoff insulators

pole toggle switches
feet W' copper strip
Connection cable and wire
Hardware, etc.

i -Grid bias cell and holder
Shielded single circuit plug

1-

M ISCELLANEOUS

2- Johnson
6

single circuit jack

THE

New 4 -Tube Receiver
(Continued from page 166)
-Octal sockets, E4031
any source of 6-volt filament supply. Or, 41-1-prong
socket. E4524
again, the set may be operated from 110 2 -Grid clips,
E6335
volts A.c. with the power -supply for which
a separate diagram is included.
NATIONAL
Assembling the set is a simple process, 1- Dial, E1528
yet the finished receiver has a neat, professional appearance. The front panel and HAMMARLUND
-Dual 35 mmf. variable condenser, E5321
chassis base are supplied completely drilled
and punched to match the requirements of 2 -100 mint- variable condensers, E5331
this set. Layout of parts should be based
on the pictorial diagram furnished with EBY
Isolantite sockets, E4015
the outfit, but the wiring should follow the 2-4-prong
l -Twin binding post assembly, E4059
plan indicated in the schematic diagram.
For CW reception, set the non -critical YAXLEY
I.F. regenera in knob controlling the 5,000
-Tip jack, red, E6364
ohm potentiometer just below the point of I -Tip jack, black, E6365
oscillation. The other control (for volume 1- Variable resistor 50,000 ohms "R," E8625
and R.F. regeneration) should be set just 1- Variable resistor 5,000 ohms, E8606
above the point of oscillation. For phone
reception, R.F. oscillation should be avoided, MEISSNER
-fron -core I.F. transformer 456 kc., E5801
and the volume control should be set at the
desired point.
CONDENSERS
Usually, the two larger condensers are 2-Condensers .0001 mf. mica, E7830
tuned to about the same point on the band 3- Condensers .1 mi. 200 volt paper, E7910
desired, and actual tuning is accomplished 1- Condenser .002 mf. 600 volt paper, E7932
Condensers .05 mf. 600 volt paper, E7941
through the vernier dial which controls the 31- Condenser 10 mf. 35 volt electrolytic, E379I
bandspread condenser. The coils have sufficient overlap to offer complete coverage RESISTORS
from 8 to 550 meters. As you change from
-- Resistor 50.000 ohm 1/4 watt. E4888
hand to band, replace the coils with the 1- Resistor 500 ohm 1 watt, E5058
1-- Resistor 400 ohm watt, E5056
set that covers the desired frequencies.
2- Resistors 100,000 ohm % watt, E4991
The bandspread feature affords much 1- Resistor 2 meg. '/a watt, E4903
more accurate tuning than is possible by any 1- Resistor 50,000 ohm % watt. E4888
10.000 ohm 2 -watt resistor R -2, E5179
other method. Even in very crowded por- 11- 15.000 ohm -watt resistor R -1. E5081
tions of any band you can usually pick out 1- 250,000 ohm -watt resistor, E5094
exactly the signal you want by means of the
separate bandspread vernier dial. The tech- MISCELLANEOUS
nique of tuning, first with the larger con- 1- Roll of hook-up wire, E3560
densers and then with the bandspread con- 1- Set of 2 coils, 49-80 meters. N1155
-- I.F. regeneration coil, N1156
denser, is easily learned.
l -1" piece of %" fibre rod, E4584
Hardware kit, consisting of: 4 1/4" 6/32 maThe set -builder who lives in an area 1- chine
screws; 12 5/16" 6/32 machine screws;
where 110 volts A.C. is available will find
16 hexagon nuts; 6 soldering lugs; 3 rubber
it advisable to construct the power- supply
grommets; 44" brass bushings. N1601
unit, thus eliminating the need for batteries.
All in all, the Super -Gainer has been deACCESSORIES
signed to meet the needs of the Amateur KNIGHT (Coils)
or Short Wave Listener who wants an effi-Set of coils 160, 40, 20 and 10 meters. E9835
cient, single- signal receiver at very low cost.
-Set of coils 200 to 550 meters. E9836
It is well suited for keeping up DX contacts
even where ordinary sets are bogged down TUBES
in a maze of local QRM.
-Type 6J5 tube
1 -Type
6J7 tube
(This article has been prepared from -Type 6F6 tube
data supplied by the Allied Radio Corpora- I -Type 61.7 tube
1

new GUTHMAN "Send- 'Ceiver" kit designed by McMurdo Silver is the answer to the
urgent demand for a complete and efficient.
but low cost, portable amateur transmitter receiver, as well as for a complete amateur
station for the beginner. To both fields it
brings features associated with expensive apparatus. Only 17" long by 7" square it is a
complete 5 thru 700 meter band-vs-Itching
receiver of extreme sensitivity, excellent selectivity and plenty of band spread. In this one
to 4 tube, 7 to 12 watt crystal
cabinet is a
controlled transmitter, which, with instantaneous band -switching, covers the 6 amateur
bands from 5 thru 160 meters. Yet the complete
kit, easily assembled and wired in a few
hours, including built-in a.c. power supply
(with battery operation provided for) costs
only $29.37 net from any GUTHMAN jobber
which means any up- to- the -minute jobber.
1

...

for full details on this and other new
GUTHMAN products -the "Silver Super ".
Send

the new "Silver Portable Super ", new 5 -10
meter mobile transmitter. new pre -selector
-and the -'old reliable U -10 precision
frequency meter.
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plates, E5741
knobs. E6171

2- Knobs. E5480
1-Antenna trimmer condenser,
1- Condenser coupling, E4149

E12952

1

1

2-Dial
2-Bar

-3 -foot 4 -wire
E3502
1- 4-prong plug, cable.
E1800
1- Hardware kit, N1302, consisting
1

E2949

grommets;
6/32 nuts.

6

of

3

rubber

5/16 6/32 machine screws;
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Since 1925, more and more men in all palls of
the world are being satisfied with lay prunus! l'orsonal Service, and my low prices. You will be, too!

550 volts, E3834

-A.C. switch, E5450
-A.C. line cord and plug. E3498
-4 -prong bakelite socket.
E4524
1-4 -prong wafer socket. E4026

1- Drilled panel. N2232
1- Drilled chassis base, N2214
-"S" shield, N2215

NEW YORK. N. Y.

ele.

N2213

1

1- Condenser block 8-8-8 mf.
2- Chokes, 30 henry. 50 ma.,
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(Continued from page 144)
the response curve of the I.F. transformers
of the video I.F. section. Since the carriers
for the picture and sound are spaced the
same for all television channels, the sound
receiver will always be tuned to 8.5 mc. and,
once adjusted to this frequency, need not
be changed when tuning from one picture

ideal response curve for the stage. The circuits illustrated were developed by the RCA
Laboratory. The sound detector is usually
a 6H6, of which only one section is used as
the detector, in order to keep the capacity
across the tuned circuit low. The second

channel to the other.

3-Television
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section is sometimes used either as a D.C.
restorer or a bias tube on the cathode ray
tube grid, biasing the grid high enough to
keep the spot off the screen while the sweep
circuit tubes are warming up, thus preventing a stationary spot from burning the
fluorescent screen.

The mixer tube is then followed by three
or four I.F. stages where a gain of six to
eight per stage may be expected with high
transconductance tubes, such as the 1852
and 1853. A typical I.F. stage is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 together with an
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The detector stage is followed by a video
stage where a gain of 15 may be expected,
while still maintaining the wide frequency
response necessary. Fig. 5 illustrates a video
frequency stage commonly used in present day receivers. The plate circuit of this tube
has an inductance in series with the plate
resistor, which raises the high frequency
response but still keeps the phase change

Electronic Television Course

10

Il

It

q

,

.vTYPiCAL

sTAGE.

*MOM

down to negligible proportions. Where a
separate D.C. restorer is used, the plate of
this video stage may be capacitively coupled
to the grid of the cathode ray tube, but the
preferable method is to couple it directly
to the grid and provide for the proper bias
(Continued on page 192)

Stride Today Makes It Essential
for You to Read -"ABC of TELEVISION "

-

TELEVISION'S

important progrese being made in Television every day-and with developments satisfactory
WITH
to Television engineers that consistent programe will be broadcast shortly, it is important that
principles be understood quite thoroughly.
The publishers of RADIO AND TELEVISION give you the opportunity to add "ABC OF TELEVISION" or two other books to your technical library. They make the offer even more attractive by
giving these books to you absolutely FREE. A subscription to RADIO AND TELEVISION for seven
months at the coat of One Dollar gives you a choice of either of the three books shown in this advertisement. For Two Dollars you receive RADIO AND TELEVISION for fourteen months and you receive
any two books of your choice abeolutely FREE. To get all three books FREE. enter your subscription
for twenty -one months for only Three Dollars. ANOTHER SAVING FOR YOU -THE PUBLISHERS
PAY POSTAGE ON THE BOOK OR BOOKS YOU CHOOSE.

s, 2-

CHAPTER
eve

I

Partial Contents of ABC of Television

-The simplest television receiver;

its

likeness to

television

how the

equipment.

Theory of sunning: the Nipkow disc and
CHAPTER
its relation to television; the photo- electric call; neon
lamp.; brief description of several modern mechanical
CHystemo
APTER 3 -Need for a large number of picture elements: need for broad channel width in transmission of
high -fidelity television signals.
CHAPTER 4-The use of the cathode ray tube In television receivers: necessary associated equipment used
In cathode -ray systems.
CHAPTER 5 -How a television station looks and how
the various parts are operated.

CHAPTER 6-The Iconoscope as used for television trans
lesion in the RCA system.
CHAPTER 7 -The Farnsworth system of television transminion.
CHAPTER 8-The future of television: probable cost of
receivers; some expressions of opinion by prominent
men; list of present television transmitters.
64 PAGES -100 ILLUSTRATIONS
Stiff, Flexible Covers. 5t/ x8'4 INCHES

Get One or All of These Books

FREE!!

SHORT WAVE

GUIDE
hundreds of short -wave questions and
answers; illustrates popular short-wave kinks;
gives explicit instructions for building simple
short -wave receivers; instruction on the best type
of antenna installation; diagram and construction details
for building transmitters.

RADIO AND TELEVISION. 99 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
R&T -7 -39
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of S
for which enter my
subscription to RADIO AND TELEVISION as checked below; also send me. postpaid.
the book or books which I have marked below
0 ABC OF TELEVISION
SS.W. RADIO QUIZ BOOK AND KINKS
SHORT WAVE GUIDE
O 7 months -$1.00 -- choice of any one of three (3) books. (Canadian and foreign -$1.30)
14
months-$2.00-choice
of any two (21 of the three (3) books. (Canadian and
D

O
B

foreign -$2.6n

I

Covers

S. W. RADIO QUIZ BOOK
This book covers nuea ions
and answers on transmitters,
receivers.
ultra
short -wave
short -wave receivers; practical
wrinkles and coil winding data, novel
kinks,
book -ups for erperimenters; how to "hook-upconverters. noise silencers, power supplies. modalators. beat oscillators. antennas, pre- selectors
and 5 -meter receivers.

-all

$1 months -- 43.00
three books. (Canadian and foreign -$3.90)
you um
subscriber now, we will extend your present subscription.

Name

D New subscriber

O Old subscriber

Address

City
State
Seed your remittance by check or spiNII order. If you send cash or unused U.S. postage
stamps, please be sure to rudder your letter for your own protection.
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Build This W8KPX Modulator
(Continued from page 160)
to the tube. In addition, the circuit is sim- Cage will give a painful shock and is plenty
plified by the omission of a cathode biasing - high enough to be fatal. Never attempt to
resistor and a by -pass condenser which, in operate the modulator without the proper
spite of every precaution, sometimes permit load on the secondary of the modulation
hum and noise to enter the speech amplifier transformer; if no secondary load is precircuits. The tube life remains about the sented, the excess energy generated in the
same as when the conventional method is primary may cause it to burn out, or the
used. The 2.5 millihenry R.F. choke and the insulation to break down.
.0001 mf. mica condenser form a filter to
If the instructions and diagrams have
keep the R.F. currents from reaching the been carefully followed, no difficulty should
6J7 grid. Although the Brush "HL' type be experienced. Should additional informaof crystal microphone has a high internal tion or advice be required, however, the
impedance, the small mica condenser <loes author will be glad to advise readers who
not have any appreciable effect on the fre- enclose a 3 -cent stamp for return postage.
quency response because of the character- All letters should be sent to the author in
istics of the microphone. Sometimes, if R.F. care of RADIO & TELEVISION.
is still present, it is necessary to connect
another .0001 mf. condenser from the grid
of the second stage to ground in order to
Parts List, 50-70 Waft Modulator
get rid of the trouble.
CORNELL -DUBILIER (Condensers)
Construction Simple

The actual construction of the modulator

is quite simple and should present no diffi-

-Paper
volts.
2-Paper
2

N0
A New
ACa " -DC
Pocket

Volt -OhmMilliammeter
with
Ranges
to 5000 Volts
Soif -Contained.

;

DT-6P1

dielectric condensers, 0.01 mf., 600 D.C.
volts, DT -6S1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I/16"

Sr'"

"x

MOOEI

666rH

F;L777-7.

Wilt 1..11, all
_Amateur f2yn rr»tenta

DANGER

Too

make
high
voltage tests -but
you can't afford to
take chances. Insist
on the
protection
afforded by Trip.
left's complete insulation.
Molded

muet

Ranges: AC-DC Voltage at
1000 Ohms per volt 0-10-50250-1000-5000 ; DC Milliamperes

tance
ohm

0-10- 100 -500 ;

Resis-

shunt type 10
reading at center

0 -300

panels and eases.

scale; 0- 250,000 series type,
3700 ohms at center scale.

Look for the Model
icaOWN at the
go
Parts
Trade Show.
ho
,
14.17. Also see the
MEW MODULATION
MONITOR designed
ama-

Model 666 -uses same case
as 666 -H
.
Reads to
1000 volts at 1000 ohms per

$14.00

Pries

teur
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1

1

1

3
Y

Net Price

dielectric condensers, 0.1 mf., 600 D.C.

culties to even a beginner. Mount the vari- 1- Cardboard case dry electrolytic, 8.0 mf., 450
w.v.. JR -508
ous parts on the chassis as shown in the
photograph, making certain that the trans- 1- Tubular case dry electrolytic, 2.0 mf., 450
w.v., EDJ -9020
formers and chokes are placed in the posicase dry electrolytic. dual 8.8 mf.,
tions as indicated in Fig. 2B. Unless these 1- Cardboard
450 w.v., JR -588
precautions are observed, n.c. hum might 1- Tubular case dry electrolytic, 25 mf., 50 w.v.,
be induced in the speech amplifier, due to
EDJ -3250
intercoupling between the transformers and _- -Oil impregnated transmitting condensers. 4
mf.. 1,000 v., TJi' -10040
chokes. The filament transformers for the
866 Jrs., the TZ -20s and the 6.3 volt tubes
are placed underneath the chassis and their I.R.C. (Resistors)
leads enclosed in woven copper shielding
Fi sod resistor, !- wait. 15 Inrgoh ms
which is suitably grounded to the chassis
at several points. The by -pass condensers, I -Fixed resistor, watt, megohm
--Fixed resistor,
watt, )4 -megohm
both paper and electrolytic, and the fixed
resistor, tz watt, 0.475 megohm (see
resistors are placed as close as possible to -Fixed
text)
their particular circuits and are fastened
-Fixed resistor, 5-' watt, 0.5 megohm
securely to the chassis either by their own
-Fixed resistor, watt, 50,000 ohms
mounting lugs or by means of insulated
-Fixed resistor, 2 watts, 1,500 ohms
mounting strips. All wiring which carries 2-Fixed resistors, 1 watt, 100,000 ohms
the high voltage should be covered with 1 -Fixed resistor, % watt, 25,000 ohms
spaghetti in order to prevent any possible
-Fixed resistor, watt, 20,000 ohms
breakdown of the insulation. The 800 volt 1-Wire-wound resistor, 25 watts, 800 ohms
leads are placed on small porcelain stand- 1-Wire -wound resistor, 100 watts, 30,000 ohms
off insulators as an added precaution against 1- Volume ( "gain ") control, 500,000 ohms
breakdowns and short -circuits. The wiring
indicated by the dotted lines must be shielded; use the usual braided copper tubing and BUD
ground it to the chassis at points not over 1-- Removable top chassis, 17" x 13" x 3 ". Plain.
two or three inches apart. Otherwise R.F. vol-Steel panel, 19" x 30 % ". Black crackle finish.
tages may build up, especially when using 2-Supporting brackets (see text)
the modulator in connection with a 28 or
56 megacycle R.F. amplifier, and get into the
grids of the speech amplifier tubes through TRIPLETT
--D.C. milliammeter, 0-250 ma. Square type
capacity effects from the shielding. Always
have the modulator attached to a good
ground when operating the transmitter on BRUSH
the higher frequencies.
-"HL" type crystal microphone. See text.
The power transformer is designed to
supply both 800 volts and 1,000 volts, after
the filter, simultaneously. In this particular AM PHENOL (Sockets)
design the 1,000 volt taps are not used. 4- Spring mounting bakelite sockets, 8 -prong
octal type
However, sufficient space for the additional
sockets, 4 prongs (for TZ -20s and
two 866 Jrs. has been left in case the con- 4- Isolantite
866 Jrs.)
structor desires the use of the higher voltage. The 1.000 volt supply would be suitable
for the operation of some final R.F. amplifier, STANCOR (Transformers)
such as the T -55 or RK -51, running 150 -200 1- Driver transformer, 6B4 plates to TZ-20 grids.
Type A -4212
watts input. A transmitter of this type can
be conveniently placed in a small two -panel 1- Modulation transformer, TZ -20 plates to universal a.e. load. Type A -2908
size table -model cabinet, resulting in an
-Plate supply transformer, 1,000 and 750 volts
unusually compact medium- powered phone
after filter at 250 nia. Type P -4030
rig.
1-Filament transformer, 2.5 volts, center -tapped.
It is hardly necessary to point out that
Type P -4083
extreme care must be exercised in adjusting 1- Filament transformer, 6.3 volts at 3 amperes
and
7.5 volts at 4 amperes, center -tapped.
the various voltages and in operating the
Type P -4090
modulator. Be careful not to conte in contact with the secondary terminals of the 1- Swinging choke, 300 milliamperes. Type C -1403
high voltage transformer or the 800 volts 1- Filter choke, 300 milliamperes. Type C -1413
(Continued on following page)
on the plates of the TZ -20s. The D.C. vol-

Size:

$14.50

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Section 287 Harmon Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

Westinghouse
Power Generator
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A. C. ELECTRICAL POWER
from
Windmill, from available Waterpower. from your
Automobile. from your Motorcycle, from your Bicycle. Foot
pedals or Honda-rink for transportable Radio Transmitters.
Strong Floodlights, Advertising Signs): do you want to
operate AC Radio sets from 32 V'. DC farm light systems; operate two generators in series to get 200 V.
AC; obtain two phase and three phase AC. etc.. etc.

There Are Over 25 Applications
Some of which are:

A.C. Dynamo lighting front eight to ten 20 Watt 110
Volt lamps. Short Ware Transmitter supplying 110 Volts
AC for operating "ilsm" transmitter. Operating 110 V.
AC 00 Cycle Radio Receiver In DC districts. Motor Generator. Public Address Systems. Electric Sirens on motor
boats. yachts. etc. Camp Lighting. Short were artificial
"fever" apparatus. Television. Felton waterwheel for
lighting or other purposes. Airplane: for lighting strong
searchlights o electric signs. laboratory work. etc.. etc.
ta to r ti H.P. needed to run generator.
BLUE -PRINT 22x28 In. and Four -Page
81/4 x 12 in. INSTRUCTION
SHEETS
FREE with Generator.
Generator, a described. Including four replacement
arbon brushes. Blue -print and

$790

Instructionsr

balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight 18 lbs.
(Replacement carbon brushes bought separate $1.50 per
set of four. Set of instructions bought separate 31.00.)
Send

$2.00

deposit,

MONET -BACK GUARANTEE

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
1915

S.

State

St.,

Dept.

RT -739,

Chicago.
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RAYTHEON (Tubes)
Type 6J7, 6C8G and 6B4 tubes
TAYLOR (Tubes)
2 -Type TZ -20 tubes
2 -Type 866 Jr. tubes
..a/1oAama

RADIO FANS EVERYWHERE -these fine ten cent text books give you an excellent
foundation for the study of radio. They are clearly written, profusely illustrated and
contain over 15,000 words in each book. You'll be amazed at the wealth of information
these books have. Handy for review or reference. Your money backif youare not pleased!
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Chassis Details

Theater Television

Television Shows Fashions
Throughout Store
(Continued from page 134)
hat. And so it goes!
The store's millinery show presented
twenty -one new and exclusive models. Special illumination and make -up were used
to facilitate clear projection of images. The
manikins applied a sun -tan make -up; eyes
and lips were painted a deep blue. The
Bloomingdale models were chosen by Russell Patterson, noted illustrator, for their
"telegeneric qualities."
The applications of television to all such
commercial enterprises is almost infinite. A
style "film" may be made up in advance
and arranged to show continuously through
the store's television system, interspersed
with "spot news" and other features.

J. A. STANCLIFFE,
71 Richmond Avenue,

State

or unused U. S. postage stamps.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
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(Continued from page 157)
photos, and correspond with any S.W.
Leaguers in the world.
It is time I switched off now, so I will
bid you 73 and every success to your
"Beat -'em-all" magazine.

cents

Name

if

,C.4 a.i..t

What Do YOU Think ?
I

publications.

City
Remit by check or money order -register letter
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(Continued from page 134)
been puvlished.
The C -R tubes are kept running continuxpettsin
rí
ie
information in this book.
ously, so that the image can be projected
from the spare tube if the first one should
break down. The television image signals
are picked up by an antenna on the roof of
the theater, and passed through a suitable
receiver and amplifier to the high power
C -R tubes. These special tubes are operated
at a voltage between 40,000 and 45,000.
while the beam current varies from 300 to
400 microamperes. The power consumed by
the television projector is about 2 kw.
The apparatus here described is that used
for projecting a 12 x 15 foot image.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS. Dept. RT -739
101 HUDSON STREET. NEW YORK, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send immediately, POSTPAID, the book numbers circled below,
-each book being 1Uc.
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Erery book in the GERNSBACK EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY has 32 pages -with illustrations varying from
30 to 66 in number. Each title volume contains over 15.000 words. Positively radio's greatest hook buys! If you
do not think these books worth the price asked. return them in 24 hours and your money Will be instantly refunded.
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How Giant Television Tubes Are Made
(Continued from page 137)
of the more intricate details of glass work- image receiver, thus marking a departure
ing. Were it not for the availability of pure from the usual practice of using electronickel and certain nickel alloys, the cathode - magnetic scanning on tubes larger than 5"
ray tube would not be a practical reality diameter. Twenty -two tubes are used in the
today. The metals used in such devices must television receiver for the 8" x 10" image.
possess a number of mechanical, electrical This includes the sound channel receiver.
and chemical characteristics. The metal
For the large console receiver shown here
must be amenable to production processes with 14" C -R tube, and fitted with an all which involve a wide variety of fabricating wave broadcast receiver, 32 tubes are used.
operations. Even in the softest temper, it
must be sufficiently strong to avoid defor- DU MONT SENDS SWEEP -PULSES WITH
mation during normal handling and use. It
IMAGE SIGNAL
must also remain strong at high temperaAt
the Du Mont plant, two television
tures in order to preserve tube character- transmitters are installed, together with a
istics through evacuation and bombardment, studio. One of the transmitters sends out
and must permit strong spot welds while television image signals of the R. M. A.
being rustproof and resistant to corrosion. (Radio Manufacturers Association) type,
It must resist warpage and distortion re- such as is used by the NBC and other stagardless of high temperatures during manu- tions-while the second transmitter sends
facture and use. (The position and clear- either sound or television signals based on
ance of the various parts are vital factors the Du Mont invention, whereby all of the
in maintaining the proper tube operation.)
sweep signals are sent from the transmitter.
The metal must have the required electrical
It is a very simple matter to build the
properties, especially proper electron emission characteristics, must be low in con- television receiver so that it can pick up
tained gas, and be readily de- gassified at either the R. M. A. standard image signal,
moderate temperatures. Approximately 8 or the special composite Du Mont type
times as much nickel is used for the signal which incorporates the vertical and
cathode-ray tube as for the conventional horizontal sweep signals with television
signal.
radio tube.
The exhaustion in one of these tubes is
carried out to a very high degree -in fact, NEW INTERLACED SCANNING SYSTEM
Another interesting demonstration was a
to 10-6 millimeters (almost a perfect
vacuum) of mercury. Special annealing ap- new method of scanning by quadruple interpliances have been constructed to maintain lacing, which was demonstrated on an oscilany desired degree of heat on the tubes lograph, in comparison with the present
over a considerable period of time, so that double interlacing method. By this method,
they can be cooled slowly and thus avoid Dr. Goldsmith claimed that it would be
any undue strain in the glass. Interesting, possible to cut the present television image
too, is the fact that each tube is checked channel in half. In other words, instead of
with a polariscope, which shows up any requiring six megacycles for the television
strain in the glass by variation in the light channel, only three megacycles would be
necessary and, at the same time, an impattern on the screen.
The large 14" tube television receivers, proved quality of the image would result,
designed and built at the Du Mont plant, Dr. Goldsmith said. Simply explained, the
use 5,500 volts on the anode, and as a quadruple scanning would work out as folsafety feature, interlocking switches are lows The first scan would be 1, 5, 9, etc.;
mounted within the cabinet so that if any second scan, 2, 6, 10, etc.; third scan, 3, 7,
one opens the rear panel, the high voltage 11, etc.; fourth scan, 4, 8, 12, etc. Dr. Goldtransformer is cut out of the circuit. Elec- smith stated that the average life of one
trostatic scanning is employed on this large of these C -R tubes is 2,000 to 3,000 hours.
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YOU SAVE 2 WAYS !
Sprague ATOMS (Midget
Etched Foil Dry Electrolytic
Condensers), save you a whale
of a lot of money-and they
save space, too! You'll find them

far better than most of the big
old -style electrolytics for which

they are used as universal replacements. Not a "blow -out" in
a carload. Unquestionably the
highest quality midgets, -the
smallest midgets-and the
only midgets made in a
full line of dual capacity
combinations with common negative leads. Write
for catalog. See your
jobber today!
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Radio Men

find This Book Handy

Getting Started in Amateur Radio
(Continued from page 149)
half-wave rectifier by radio engineers. inductance and capacity connected in such
a way that they store energy to fill the
Full Wave Rectifiers
points at which the voltage from the rectifier
As a means of using all the pulses of the drops.
Two types of filters are shown in Fig. 2.
alternating wave, two methods have been
devised. The first of these shown at C is The first (A) is called the condenser -input
called a full wave rectifier. This really con- or "brute-force" filter. The characteristics
of this type of filter are high voltage and
sists of two half -wave rectifiers connected
in such a way that one rectifier operates on high rectifier peak voltage. The latter means
that the rectifier tube is subjected to unone set of current pulses and the second
rectifier uses the second set. Since current usually high voltages under certain circuit
can flow through the rectifier tube in only conditions; this must be considered in the
one direction, only one of the two rectifiers selection of a rectifier tube when designing
is working at any given time. In some cases a power supply unit.
In addition, the "regulation" of this type
-such as the rectifier used in the c.w.
transmitter described in Part 2 of this of filter is comparatively poor. This means
series, two rectifiers are combined in one that the voltage varies as the amount of
vacuum tube. In this way only one tube is current drawn by the transmitter varies;
deeded for full wave rectifying. This com- this is a condition to be avoided if possible.
bining of two tubes is not done in larger,
The second type of filter, shown at 2B,
higher voltage units, two separate tubes be- is the "choke- input" type, and differs from
ing needed.
the first in that the choke follows directly
The second method of using all of the after the rectifier. This type of filter has
alternating wave for the D.C. high- voltage good regulation, a low rectifier tube peak
supply is called the "bridge rectifier ". This voltage and a lower output voltage for a
is shown in Fig. 1D, and it can be seen
given rectifier voltage than the condenser
that four rectifiers are needed. The sec- input type. The first two characteristics are
ondary winding of the power transformer desirable and the last can be compensated
does not have to be center- tapped as in
for by proper selection of the transformer.
the case of the full wave circuit.
In spite of the above characteristics, it is
common to find the brute -force filter in ham
Bridge Rectifier
transmitters. This is perhaps due to the
The operation of the bridge rectifier is fact that this type of filter was the first
as follows : When the top end of the windto be used extensively in power-operated
ing is positive, current flows through sec- amateur stations.
tion I but cannot flow through sections 2
Choke coils used in filter work are of
and 3 because it can pass only from cathode two general types -smoothing chokes and
to plate in the tubes. It then passes through swinging chokes. Smoothing chokes are
the load and then through section 4 to the made with a view to maintaining a high
lower end of the transformer winding. inductance (storing capacity) with a relaWhen the lower end of the winding is posi- tively low resistance. Swinging chokes are
tive, current flows through section 3, then designed to vary in inductance as the load
through the load and finally through sec- imposed by the transmitter varies, so that
a
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Filtering

Although the output of any of the above
types of filters is direct current in the
sense that it always flows in one direction,
it is not uniform in voltage, but varies continually as we can see in the wave -forms
in Figs. 1B, C and D. To be useful for the
plates of the tubes in a transmitter, it must
he continuous and entirely unvarying. It is
the function of the filter to smooth out
the variations from the rectifier.
Filters are made up of combinations of
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The Bleeder

To maintain the output voltage of the
power supply at a constant value, it is necessary to have some load on the power unit
always. If this were not done, the filter
condensers will be charged to the peak
value of the rectified A.c. wave (this is
1.4 times the rated transformer voltage)

and may break down.
To supply a constant load, a "bleeder"
or resistance is usually connected across the
output of the power supply unit. This resistor is ordinarily sized so that about 10%
of the output is fed through it. A resistor
of about 15.000 to 30,000 ohms is customary
for low voltage supplies, higher values being
used for higher voltage units.
In making filter units for high voltage
supplies, condensers having lower voltage
ratings than the output voltage of the power
supply can be used by connecting them in
series. The condensers should have equal
capacities and if two condensers are thus
connected, the resulting filtering capacity
will be half that of one condenser. As a precaution against one condenser taking more
than half the applied voltage, resistors of
about 500,000 ohms (1 or 2 watts) should
be connected across the condensers, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Typical Power Units

Name

in Fig.
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shown two representative
power supply units for X- mitter use. The
first, at A, supplies 300 volts with a cur
4 are
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rent of about 100 milliamperes. This unit
uses a single transformer to supply both
filament and plate voltages. A single full
wave rectifier tube converts the high voltage to pulsating D.C. A two-section choke
input filter smooths the D.C. voltage and a
bleeder of 15,000 ohms applies a load to
the unit. A separate 2.5 volt filament winding heats the filaments of the transmitter

LOOK
STOPPrices
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When prices are low we buy! They're low now -LOWER THAN THEY EVER WILL BEhence this sale. 100% satisfaction on each transaction or your money refunded.
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QUICK SHIPMENTS ASSURED
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ORDER TODAY

-

tubes.

The second circuit, given at 4B, shows
a 2000-volt, 200 milliampere supply unit.
This unit is also a full wave type using
two half -wave tubes of the "66" type. Two
transformers are used, one for the plate
supply and the second for the filaments
of the rectifiers, plus a winding for the
transmitter tube filaments. This filament
transformer must be carefully insulated, as
the full voltage of the plate supply appears
between the two filament windings.
The filter is a choke -input type of two
sections. The input choke is a swinging
type varying between 20 and 100 henries
at no load and full load. The second section
uses a 30 henry smoothing choke, rated at
the full 200 milliamperes. Two 2 nef. high
voltage condensers complete the filter. A
100,000 -ohm bleeder applies the continuous
load across the 2000 -volt output.
A word of caution regarding power supply units will be desirable in closing this
Part IV of the series. The power supply
unit of even a low -powered transmitter is
a potential lethal machine and as such
should be handled with the greatest caution.
A number of amateurs have been killed
during the past few years and many more
have been injured by the high voltages used
-let a word to the wise be sufficient! Be
certain that all power is off and all condensers discharged before touching any
part of the power unit.
In Part V, next month, this series will
be continued with hints on obtaining ama-
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Noise Reduction Circuits
(Continued from page 164)
ment houses, etc. When a loop is made, and
particularly a shielded balanced circuit loop,
static noises can be reduced to a minimum
when the loop ceases to act as an antenna
that is, when it receives signals mostly
through induction and least through
capacity.
Fig. 1 shows the Marconi compensated
loop, which has its capacity neutralized by
C -1 and C -2, leaving only its inductance
effective. It is claimed that this system
gives good results.
Fig. 2 shows the Philips loop, a simplified form of the Marconi loop. where
the distributed capacities of the two open
end loops neutralize each other.
Fig. 3 illustrates the Viel loop, which
uses inverse feed -hack from the plate into
the control grid through a neutralizing condenser (NC).
Fig. 4 shows the F.A.R. loop. in which
the noise picked up by a short antenna
is bucked against the noise impulses in the
loop through condenser NC.
Fig. 5 represents a shielded loop, where
the shield nullifies the distributed capacity
of the loop. Signals are received through
the unshielded portion of the loop. In this
case. as little energy is received, the sensitivity of the receiver must he correspondingly higher.

-
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In Fig. 6 the signal received by the loop
is applied on both branches of a push -pull

circuit, whereby the bucking of the noise
in the plate circuits is greater than the
bucking of the signal.
The antenna circuit in Fig. 7 has a primary coupled to two circuits operating in
phase and tuned to resonance. One channel
amplifies both the noise and the signal. The
other channel is over -biased and amplifies
only strong noise impulses, which are cancelled by the bucking fields in the plate
primaries. The amplification of tube C
must be much higher than that of tube A.
Noise elimination through de- phasiotg.
Ill Fig. 8, a part of the amplified output
voltages of tube D is applied to a tuned
circuit coupled to the antenna 180 degrees
out of phase. The coupling condenser or
taps on the coil may be adjusted for minimum noise.
Noise elimination through frequency
changing. In Fig. 9, channel Y -1 is an
ordinary superheterodyne mixer circuit, receiving signals and noises from antenna
A -1. In channel Y-2, the frequency is not
changed. The noise received by antenna A -2
is amplified and opposes the noise impulses
in M -1. The designer of this circuit claims
to have obtained excellent results with
this combination.
An aperiodic circuit, as in Fig. 10, is interesting on account of its simplicity. A -1 is
a short antenna receiving maximum noise
and connected to the cathode -resistor of
the first amplifier stage. This resistor must
not be by- passed and is shown as R -1. A
longer antenna goes directly to the control
grid at the grid resistor R -2.
By adjusting the values of R -1 and R-2
and the coupling neutralizing condenser
(NC), a great deal of noise can be eliminated while the selectivity of the receiver
is also improved. (Note: This circuit was
designed independently by the translator
over two years ago, and is recommended
for its efficiency and case of neutralization.)
In Fig. 11, the double -diode limiter circuit
needs at least two stages of R.F. or I.F.
amplification to operate the diodes. The
diodes are biased by the potentials in R -1
and R -2. The system is simple and acts to
neutralize any voltage higher than the
average carrier wave intensity, provided
that A.V.C. is used. When the diodes operate, the noise currents above carrier intensity are theoretically maximum in R -1.
They are amplified separately by T and
opposed in coil S through the dephasing
action of T -2, thus suppressing another
portion of the noise.
In Fig. 12, the double diode limiter uses
the variable audio feed -back idea, where the
upper diode section is negatively biased
through R -1. When voltages are received
exceeding the value of this bias, the diode
draws current which flows in an opposite
direction in the A.F. drop resistor, R -2. and
thus cancels the excessive amplitudes.
-L. Movaovx. (Translated by H. F. Dal -

payrat.)

Double diode noise- reduction circuit.
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DX on the "Ham" Bands
(Continued from page 155)
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14.065

4

7
5 -7

5

4 -5

14.19
14.085

7

-8

5

8

5

9

5

9

5

8

5

6

-

-

14.1

14.14
14.22
14.19

-

-

14.
14.
14.
14.
14.

-

-

-

14.23
14.19
14.19

-

-

9
9

5
5

8

5
5

14.21

14.18
14.3

9
9
9

5

5

\V2IKV
W21IEAI
W2 IICD

-

\V2FDB

-

- -

-

W2GRG

W3 BR X

W4DSY
W4 BMR
W4DRZ
W4TJ
W6G L
W8 LTV

\\'RNIK

W8 ACV

WRDMF
\VRi.FE
W8DTJ

14.27
14.15
14.2
14.2
14.2

5

14.2

5

14.21
14.21

4

14.15

5

5

5
5
5

5

14.28
14.15

5

14.19
14.2
14.19
14.17
14.2

5
5

5

5
5
5
3
5

14.'1

14.2
14.16
14.26
14.01

5

3

4 -5

SOUTH AMERICA
14.035 3.5
CEI AO

CEIAH
CEI BD

14.05
14.24

9

N. J.
Colo., Ore.
Conn., Ky.
Fla.
Quebec
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland, England
Scotland, England
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
England
England
England
England
England
England
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
Scotland
England

England
England
England
England
- Scotland
- Scotland
Scotland
5
England
8
England
9
England
Scotland, England
9
Scotland
8
Scotland, England
7-8
England
Scotland
8.9 England
9 England
R
England
8
England
9
England
6 England
9
England
8.9 England
9
England
6 -7
Mich., Utah, Penna.
8
9
9
9

5 -6

7
6

5
5

Conn., Quebec
P.

'VARIABLE

speed induetien tlee self- starting, 110 volt. 25 to 60 cycle. A.C. with
awed control. Plug and cord. Speed range from 5 to 200
R.P.M. Can be installed in place of old- fashi(med. hand winding speed motor. Also ideal for display nun table,
and a hundred other uses. These General Eli, lI a Motors
are brand new. in original factory cartons.
i$
(:. I:. Electric )'holograph motor as de-

A .95

MICROPHONE and RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER

visit

OREAST

-Nrae

An CAPS

SET)

if

,/#9

v

SWrr(u

41Y

;

Two (IRCUI?
JACK

2HIS

:/E//./l'

Microphone and telephone headset
necially for the C. R. Navy Aviation
Uoltaer -Cabo Electric Company
outfit to (Government spectfications.
The outfit consists of to -impedance

outfit

phone

a

The

(transmitter). securely fastened to

oaf ANY

was

Corps.
constructed

built
the

micrometal breast-

carbon

plate. and a set of Macy duly, low- impedance earphones.
A specially constructed switch on the back of the breastplate controls the microphone circuit. The earphones are
C.R.N.
Utah type, atladled to adjustable headband.
Tw Hy -eight feet of very heavy weather and waterproof
conductor cable is furnished. Current of not more than 10
volts should be used. A storage battery is the most satisfactory current supply.
t.. H. Navy Airplane -type Mleropbooe and
Receiver as described
Shipping Weight-9 Ibs.

$

W. Va.
Penna., N. J., Ky.
Ore,

4.5 8.9

14.5
14.1

Quebec
Conn.
Penna.

8

-

W3BNC
W3FQP
W3PC
W 3CZY
W3ELM

Ky.
Conn., Mich., Quebec

7

5

W 2AZ
W211YM

W2UK
W2JT
W2KFH
W2CDV
W2GIZ
\V21 KY
W2BLV
W2BYP
w2AEB

Penna.
Colo., Mich., Wash.,
Penna.

14.11

28.12

England
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
England
Colo., Penna., N. J.,
Conn.. Mich.

8

VP1WB

W8KI.\I
W9CIII
W900Y
YNIIP

Name

5

5

W ITS

Put this RE.\I. ELECTROPLATING RIT to use Im
mediately -make it the most useful article in your lab
or work bench. And, you can get It absolutely FItEN
(except for slight Calling nosh.

14.075
14.265

D.

D.
Colo., N. J., Mich.,
Ore., Wash.
Colo., Orr.
Colo.i Conn., N. J.,

14.11
14.1
14.1
14.11

WIIIKK

a

S.

5
5

W1 DO

TOY

S.

7

8.9

14.1

W1FMP
You can electroplate for profit. hundreds of things In the
household -- ashtrays. fixtures. water faucets. worn brick.
ets, door knobs, musical instruments, jewelry and silverware and other articles. It's an Indispensable piece Of
equipment to you for plating articles in hotels, apartenta. office buildings. medical a and dental offices. faceut fit
tories. sehnols. laboratories. etc. 1:caetly the e
(but larger) is used professionally by electricians. radin
Hire
automobile repair shone, etc. And for radio
work, you can electroplate tarnished receiver parts, chassis.
contacts, uum radio parts and accessories.

5

5

VE1DC
VE1 EL
VE1GH
VE1DQ
VF.2HS
VE2CP
VE3XQ
VE3FQ
VE4ACP
VE4FH

VP5BR

new for amateurs, fane, set buildSOMETHING
ers- something which gives you the opportunity with which to experiment. Here's an
ELECTROPLATING KIT amazingly simple to
operate -you just Electroplate with a Brush) Re-

3
3 -4

8

VP2\i\'

!

Mass.
Colo.. N. Y.

5
5

VO1 Y

ELECTROPLATE

5

14.14
14.28

-

VEICR
VF.IAW

You Can

14

14.095
14.055
14.115
14.277

TI2AB

Now

Where Heard

R

L'al!

I.

We will

forward Shipments by Expresa Collect

if sufficient postage is not included.

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
Dept. RT -739

1915 S. Stale Street

Chicago,

111,

ShortaWave fans need this
WORLD -TIME CLOCK
The Only Clock for Universal Use
Throughout the Entire World!
A REGULAR

CLOCK
th A.M. and
P.M. divided dial
A WORLD -TIME

CLOCK

instantly indicating time in all
24 :ones

INTERNATION-

AL CLOCK
with A.M. and
P.M. 24 hour dial

Itere is really the first new clock advancement in
in one.
200 years-three
v revolutionary!
lutionary! It is
ahead: The Sky Pilot
WORLD-TIME CLOCK is the only -lock designed fur
Ilse anywhere
cluck
erse great convenience-it le educatioAial and
tan
the Seco
at
de you
determdinethdifference.. ime
in London. Moscow. Hawaii, Tokyo. Buenos Alreo.
Halifax -anywhere. American ado-it IS exceptionally
to overate. It carries a guarantee of ninety de,
aev
wo kmanehip. In moat.
against defects in material
design, It is made of brushed Deese-- rneaeurt,
avIstlehigh by 4s4- wi.le -and has convex crystal.
Spring driven model

l

'

$4.95

Electric driven
60

cycles)

(for

A.

C.

110.120 volts,

$5.95

Remit by check or money order, register letter I f
v
ml cash or unused U.S. pn ot,aAdd
S. ` Canainsurance in U.A.
e to
postage
dian
a and forreign add

RADIO AND TELEVISION Magazine
99 -T

HUDSON STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

1939 Edition of the
RADIO AMATEUR COURSE

Just Out!
See Page

Ore.

96

132

(Continued on following page)
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COMMERCIAL NOTICES
Under this heading only advertisements of a commercial nature are accepted. Remittance of 10c
per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later
than the 10th of the month
for the second following month's issue.
AGENTS WANTED
300% PROFIT
SELLING COLD
Leaf Letters for Store Windows; Free
samples. Metallic Co., 446 North Clark,
Chicago.
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES
and educational books. slightly used.
Sold. Rented. Exchanged. All subjects.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for
used courses. Complete details and
bargain catalog Free. Send name.
Nelson Company. G-_1O Manhattan
Building, Chicago.
INSTRUCTION
RADIO ENGINEERING.
BROAD.
casting, aviation and police radio.
servicing, marine and Morse telegraphy
taught thoroughly. All expenses low.
Catalog free. Dodge's Institute. Colt
St., Valparaiso. Ind.

ALGEBRA PROBLEMS SIMPLIFIED
PATENT ATTORNEYS
$1.30; Low Voltage Transformer Construction $0.00; Data on 500 to 20.000 INVENTORS
PROTECT YOUR
Volt Step-up Transformer Construc- rights before
disclosing your invention
tion $1.35 (Prepaid). H. Ackerson, to anyone.
Form 'Evidence of Con Boa 322 -D, Ramsey. N. J.
ception
"Schedule of Government
METAL LOCATORS
and Attorneys' Fees" and instructions
RADIO METAL LOCATOR (TREAS- sent free. Lancaster, Allseine & Romure Finder) custom -built to order. mel, 436 Bowen Building, Washington.
Guaranteed sensitivity
of
10 -foot D. C.
penetration. More efficient, less exQSL- CARDS-SWL
pensive than many commercial instruments. Write for details and spe- Q8L-SW7.
CARDS. 200 FOR $1.00.
cial offer. Not obligated to buy.
Send stamp for
A. Stuart, 1013 Wilson Ave.- Teaneck. Quality printing.
Free samples. Miller Printing Co.,
N. J.
399 Thirteenth Ave.. Columbus. Ohio.
MISCELLANEOUS
SW7. -S QSL'S,
150 FOR 75c OR
7 MILLIASISIETEIt, HEAVY RUB Any 2 colors. free ample..
ber insulation, high voltage lacquered $1.00.
cable. suitable for transmitter, 2c per WIDER, Maple Shade, N. J.
foot.
Gold
Shield Products. 350 (IBC, SWL,
CARDS. SAMPLES
Greenwich St.. New York City.
Free. The Royal Press, Meriden. Conn.

-

;

3

T

WORD
A

Under this heading we accept advertisements only when goods are offered for sale without
profit.
Remittance of Se per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach as not later
than the
10th of the month for the second following month's
issue.
RCA AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS
Transmitter (ACT -40) 40 watts output. Phone CW, 3 Racks in Cabinet.
complete, ready to operate on 10, 20.
160 meters includes tubes, 3 sets
coils 4 RCA and Bliley :tale. Shure
Bra. Xtal Mike. Was $235.00
equipped for one band lees Xtal and
Mike. Will sell complete delivered
anywhere in the U.S.A. for $185.00
cash. (10% deposit If Shipped C.O.D./
James R. Peek (W4EGA) Dade City.
Fla.

RME -69s

$89.00:

NC100e

$79.00: RECONDITIONED

PR-ISMS $79.00: SX -16 Super -Sky- Have several
riders

$79.00; NCSOXs $69.00; Bret tng 141 $59.00; Breting 12e $49.00;
811 Super -Skyriders $49.00:
Sky
Chiefs $24.00; Sargent 8 -34 $19.00;
FBTs $19.00; Sky Buddies $15.00;
SW3s $9.00. All sets shipped on ton
day trial. Perms. List free. W9.ARA.
Butler, Missouri.
COLLECTION
SUPERB
FIRST
day coven, cost over $20, for $15.
Morlematic camera, cost $10, for $5.
Write first. Howard Benson. 737
Regester Avenue. Baltimore. M ;:.and.

REC EI VERB.

good. reconditioned communication receivers. Send stamp for
list. W2AVA, 12 West Broadway,

New York.
RCA AMATEUR COS1MNICATIONB
Receiver (ACE -175f complete, tubes

and speaker. )'oven all bands
through broadcast. Also home made
10, 20 meter Regenerative ITeselector.
Receiver alone costs $125.00. Will sell
for cash delivered anywhere in U.S.A.
$49.00.
(10% deposit if shipped
C.O.D.) James R. Peek IW4EOA1,
Dade City, Fla.

Call
CE3AM
CE3AT
CX1CO

CXIAA

CX2CO

CX2U0
HCIJB
HCIFG
HCIPZ
HC2CC

in

RADIO 8 TELEVISION

6

14.075
28.6

5

4 -5 6-7
5

8

14.1

4

5 -8

14.08
14.42
14.248
14.083
14.24

5

7

S 5 -9
5
7

4 6 -8
4
6

Where Heard
Conn.
P. I.
Coon., Mass.
Ark.
Conn., N. J., Quebec.
Penna.
Mich.
Penna., Ia.
Conn.
S. D., Ia., Wash.
Mich.

by observers

Conn., Ark..

by observers

Wash., EngMich., Ia.

EUROPE

CP1BA
CT1ZA

14.07
28.5

4
5

EA7 ABA

14.3
14.105
14.135
14.07
14.05
14.05

CT1PK
CT1QA

EI2L
EI3J
EI9J
F3KH
F3OF
F3HM
FBLX
F8NT
U

FM'

QQP

Please say you saw it

S

3
5

PT's were reported being heard by observers
in Colo., la., Conn., Ky., Penna., Quebec, Mass..
and England.
VP3AA
14.08
5
6 Colo.
CP3CO
14.07 4 -5 6 -9 Conn.,JEnglanndd, Ia.,
Queb
VP3LF
14.07
5
7
Mich., Ia.
YV's were reported being heard in S. C., Cola,
England, Conn., Penna., Ia., N. J., England,
Mich.. FIa., Wash., N. Y., and Quebec.

FBV

186

R

14.035
14.

HK's were reported being heard
in Penna., Colo.. Ia.. Wash., N. Y.,
Mich., S. D., and Wash.
LU's were reported being heard
in Penna., Conn.. Mich., Ia., Colo.,
land, Fla., Ark., Quebec and Ore.
OA4C
14.27
5 8 -9
Penna..
OA4AI
14.945 5
6 Ia.
OA4R
14.09
5
7
Ia.

F8RV
FEUE
NO ADVERTISEMENT TO EXCEED 35 WORDS, INCLUDING
NAME AND ADDRESS
Spem in this department is net sold. it is intended solely
accepted from any reader in any one issue. NI dealings
for the benefit of our
who
to buy
MUST be above board. Remember you are using the U. 8.
Mange anything in the Radio and wish
Television
fields
mail
it
in
all
these
sections and therefore you re bound
for Radio and other merchandise.
the U. S. Po tal Laws. Describe
you offer
money
se
we canaccurately and w theist exaggeration. anything
Treat your fellow
not accept responsibility for
for
any
rannouncements,
tatement*
mad.
by
the
the
way
wish
to be treated.
not accept
wen welcome suggestions
gpeéuand thap will help re make Ms de.
Yee them columns freely. Only one
be
a advertisement
helpful
to
Copy should reach
not
than the lÓM of the mntha for the.
one
month's Issue.
HAVE 60 WATT EXCITER UBLNG HAVE STEVENS .22 REPEATER. WANTED-ULTRA
/STRATOSPHERE
6J5 -6L8 to pr. 61.6s, final, will swap
10,
complete with coils. Write. Charles
for some transmitting equipment. RCA auto radio, receiver parte good Burwell.
Magnolia. Ohio.
Mainly interested In power supplies or books, chemistry. Erector sets. coins.
tubes,
variable
condensers. Steve Want portable typewriter. binoculars, HAVE A CW -PHONE MONITOR
Vargo Jr., 2318 Riverview Ave.. Day- small plate camera.
Taxidermy course. and Frequency Meter to swap for a
ton. Ohio.
W. J. Closson, 291 8th St.. Troy. Sb Buddy in good condition. Uses
2 -56,
29A tubes, 100% condition.
HAVE NATIONAL SW 3 WITH N. 1.
replies from Jack Hartley. 88
Power pack, four coils. tubes. phones. AMATEUR (BEGINNER) WOULD prompt
Bridge Ave., Hawthorne,
Trade for electric guitar, two speed like to buy a complete station. trans- Diamond
J.
phonograph set cost me $52.10 used mitter. receiver. meters, etc. Will N.
WANT
two months. Anton Nugaras, 7044 pay
COMMUNICATIONS
REcash for
buy.
Cie ceirer or? Have 1-5
Archer Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
tube battery readden, 5
E. 84thSt..
Y.
ceirer, 1--5 tube auto receiver and
WA-1T TO BUY OR RENT A SMALL N. Y.
1 practically new 5 tube AC-DC reportable pocket receiver or transceiver. WANTED:
('ARTS.
100 ceiver. all in A-1 condition, also ItSend full description. site, aerial meter crystal.RADIO
& Dec., '35. eliminator.
George Pearl. R. R. 1,
needed. etc. A. Justus. 1092 E. 67th issues of SWC.Sept.
or?
Clare maga- Benton Harbor. Mich.
St., Cleveland. Ohio.
zinee, radio parts. Literary Digest WANT
TO
EXCHANGE
DIAGRAMS
HAVE NEW STANDARD MACKEY Wonder Rooks, etc. R. E. Lloyd. and other data
concerning simple radio
bug and wish to swap for used Box 94, Portsmouth, Ohio.
with anyone interested. Also
Vlbropleg ".
W9QZV,
Wentworth. HAVE IUNDER{WOOD TYPEWRITER, circulas
2 type '19 tube. for what have you?
W isc.
Falcon candid case F:45 lens, bicy- Franklin Pemberton- Riddle Blk. 4,
WILL TRADE OLD AUTO (BRUSH) cle motor, Savage .22 repeater rifle, Ravenna. Ohio.
500
power
has one cylinder Hickory arte was
microscope.
Want eamMY $135 COLLECTION OF
made in year of 1901 or 1909. for phone. tenor, alto. Trumpet, outboard TRADE
Confederate money for late model
300 watt gas driven generator or? motor, Conta: Ill or similar candid. rare
Chief or RCA ACR -155 amateur
John ll. Meurer, 3614 Cornell. Ave., Joseph ecionti, 99 -20 37th Ave.. Sky
receiver in good condition. Also want
Corona. N. Y.
Chicago. Ill.
Rider's manuals and good typewriter.
TRADE JEWELL AND WESTON WILL SWAP S.W. COILS, CON - Write particulars. Bruce Caldwell,
matera. Thordareon transformers. Na- densers. stamps. etc.. for 8 mrn films Sardis. Miss.
tional and Cardwell transmitting con. or what have you? E. If. Barrow, WANTED: SKY BUDDY IN
GOOD
denser,. transmitting tubes. high volt- Anaseo. Puerto Rico.
Will swap Remington Junior
age chokes and filter condensen. SWAP (IRIRARDI RADIO FIELD condition
typewriter which is slightly larger than
Want 35T or 1'55 tubes, "bug" key or Service Data manual. second edition. portable
model
or
willing
to
pay
reawhat? E. Kammerling. 616 N. Cen- complete with '37" supplements in sonable
price for receiver. W2MRGtral. Chicago.
very good condition for Mallory Tax - J. Braverman, 170 Nagle Avenue.
HAVE SET OF FOUR HAMMAR- ley encyclopedia, either Ont or second N.Y.C.
lund three winding. 6 prong. SWK -6. edition. State condition. Clarence TRADE:
JANETTE ROTARY CONcoil kit. What have you? M. P. Karnmark. ('asselton. N. D.
32 to 110V -150 watt -3_V.
Wynne, 210 Hector Are.. New Or- WANTED: PRESELECOR. WILL verter
Power supply. Carter Genemotor, elecleans. La.
pay cash or trade. R. C. Patchen, 23 tric dry shaver, candid camera for
what hare you? C. J. Gates. 239 Main
HAVE A SHORT WAVE SET COM- Grand St.. Sidney. N. Y.
plete with tubes. coils and speaker WILL TRADE 153. WALTRAM St., Jonesboro. Ark.
and principal parts for power supply. pocket and two fine ladies Swiss 7 SWAP -KATO OENEMOTOR
32V.
Want photographic, equipment. Ben and 15 jewel wrist watches for a good D.C. to 180 V. D.C. for
table
Rhett. Jr., 2208 Byrd St.. Raleigh. portable typewriter or? Also have two model broadcast of about 4 small
or 5 tube..
N. C.
AC-DC radios to trade. What say? R. Or what have you? Jack Spencer, 513
W. La. Ave.. Ruston. Ise.
TRADE: B.F.O.. POPULAR RADIO II. Miner. Oakdale. Iowa.
tubes,
160 -80 meter crystals.
new TRADE:
'DON STURDY SWAP BANJO -LIKE. SHARP TUN radio bug, stamps. Wanted: 0 -2500 ma. Arrows the BOOK
North Pole" by Appleton er dial, auto
lighter, approval
354" meter. Bliley 40 meter crystals. for X99 or V99 tube or for Mar. issue stamp.. plate number block foun.
National N(800 condensers. 4 -prong R&T and hook-up wire. B. Murray. tube SW radio with tubes- coils. am-2
Isolantite sockets. Dawson. 1308F The Por 118. Mon. N. Y.
plifier and speaker. Indian head penDalles. Oregon.
nies. Want printing press. Write
FOR
SWAP-SEVERAL
Lewis. Or101thrille. Arkansas.
HAVE S.M. RADIO. PHONO afO- transformers. 2 -12" speakers, AUDIO
3 seta WANT BANDSWITCHING
tor. pickup. many books. sporting of headphone.. variable condensers.
PRE-13Eall lector corer 10 met. Make trade
goods, violin, guitar, motors. tools. kinds of meters, tubes. output transoffer.
electric trains and equipment. Send formers. phono-pickup. and lots more C. J. Burrell- 16 Third St.. Judson
your list foe mine. M. Epstein. 2953 for what have you. Clifford Lockman. Mills. Grume)))s. S C
Buckle, Indianapolis. Ind,
$fedora Ind.
(Continued on following page)

Freq.

FBQb

FRAI

4
9
7

5
5

7

4

8

8
4 6 -7
5
9
4
7
5

28.2
14.2
14.153

3
3

4

26.0

14,035 4.5
14.065 4.5

5

6
8
6 -9
5 -7

14.02 3-5 4.7
14.09
S
6
14.13
5 7-8
14.04
5
6
14.25
4
6
14.3
5
6
14.095
5
8

28.16

9

5

Ia.
Penna.
P. I., Que.

Que.
Mass.
Conn.
Conn, Tex.
Mich.
Mass.
P. I.
Maas.
Mass.
Conn., Mick.
Conn., Ala.,
Que.

Mich.,

Ala., P. I.
Ala.
Ala.. Que.
Ala.
P. I.
P. I.

Tex., Mass.
Mass.

G's were reported being heard by observers in
Penna., Conn., S. C., Ala., Mich., Fla., Nebr.,
Ia., W. Va., Calif.. N. J., Ky., Tex., and Quebec.
GM's were reported from Conn., Ala., Mich.,
Ia., W. Va., N. J., and Tex.
14.09 4.5 7 -8 Conn., Ala.. W. Va.
GWSPH
14.017 4.5 5 -8 FIa., W. Va., Que.
HAI K
14.255 3.5 4 -7 Fla.. W. Va.
HB9GA
14.0
5 7.8
Mass.
HB9BL
14.255
5 7 -8
Mass.
I I TKM
14.056
3
7
Mass,
I1KN
28.215
4
8
Mass.
OH2QM
14.05
5
7
Tex.

OK40A

ON4UC
ON4TO
ON4RI
ON4HS
ON4DJ
ON4VP
PAOWF
PAOEH
PAOZN
PAOMZ
PAOOBE
SM5SI
UK3AH

OCEANIA
KAIAP
KAIJM
KAIME
KAIER
KAICS
KAICW
KA1F
KA2OV
KA3KK
KA4LH
KA7EF

PK1AF

PKIRI

PK2WI
PK2AY

PK2JK
PK4AY
PK4KS
PK6XX

14.355
14.05
14.06
14.16
14.07
14.005
28.16
14.142
14.075
14.075
14.005
28.215
28.015
14.08

9
7

S

4
4

7

5
5

8

3 -4

6 -8

4

7

4

6

4
4

5

8

7

4

8

3
3
5

7 -8
7 -8
7

14.145
14.265

5
5 6-

14.26

5

14.12 4 -S 714.13
S 714.14
5
14.2
4
14.27
5
14.3
5
14.135 3.4 514.13
5 7-

---

14.105
4
14.04 4 -5 6-

Mass.
Fia.
Fla.

W. Va.

Tex.
Mass.
Mass.
Conn.
Conn., Ark.
Conn.
Mass.
Mass.
Mass.
England

Ariz., Tex.
Ariz.. Utah, W. Va..
Wash.
Ariz., Utah, Kans.,
Que.
Utah, Wash.
Utah. Wash.
Wash.
Mass.

Ariz., Wash.
Wash.
Ariz., Ia.
Ariz.. Kan., Utah,
Tex., Ore., Wash.
Conn.

Utah, Wash.
Utah
Utah, W. Va., Kans.
5
Utah
14.05
5
Ariz.
14.04 4 -5 6Utah, Tex., Ark.,
Kans., Ia., W. Va.,
Wash.
14.04 3 -5 4 -8 Penna., Conn.. Ia.,
Wash., Mich.. Tex.,
Kans., Ark., W.
Va., Mass.
28.99
5 7 -9
Calif., Ore.
(Continued on page 189)
14.05

4
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World
Mc.

Call

6.280

H1G

6.243

MIN

S

-W

a

r

,

m

6.210

156)

uyo

TRUJILLO CITY, D.
7.10.9.40 em., 11.40
3.40 -9.40 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO,
Addr. "La Voz del

inicano."

6235

HRD

-

BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)

Stations
,

12

R., 47.77 m.
am.-2.10 pm.,

D. R., 48 m.,

Partido Domn:2 pm., 6.10 pm.

LA CEIBA HONDURAS 48.12 m.
Adds. '"Le Voz de Atlentide :l
8.11 pm.; Sat. 8 pm.-1 em.; Sun.
4 -6

pm.

SAIGON INDO- CHINA, 48.28 m.,
Addr. Radio BoyLendry, 17 Place
A. Foray. 4.30 or 5.30 -9.15 am.
11.45 pm.-1

6.200

H189

6.190

.11K

6.190

HVJ

am.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 48.36
m. Irregular.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 48A7 m. 8.9.30
am.

VATICAN CITY, 48.47 m Mon.,
Wed., Thur., Sat. 2.3.30 pm.,
Toes,. Fri.
3.3.30 p

6.190

T62

6.185

HITA

2 -3

pm.

Thur. also

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 48.47
m., Addr. Dir. Genl, of Elect,.
Commun. Relays TGI Mon.-Fri.
64I pm., Sat. 6 pm. -3 am. Suns.
7.11 am., 3 -8 pm.
SANTIAGO, D. R., 48.5 m., Addr.
P. O. Box 423. 7 am: S pm.

49 At. Qtoadcaet Qand
6.170

W2XE

6.153

H15N

6.150

HJ4DAE

6.150

VPB

6.150

CJRO

6.150

ZP14

6.148

ZTD

6.147

ZEB

NEW YORK CITY, 48.62 m., Addr.
Col. B'cast System, 485 Madison
Ave., II pm. -12 m. Sat. & Sun:
10.30 pm.- Mid.
MOCA CITY, D. R., 48.75 m. 6.409.10 pm.
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, 48.78 m.,
9.30 am: I pm., 5 -11.30 pm.
COLOMBO, CEYLON, 48.78 m.,
7 -II em.

MAN.,

WINNIPEG,

CANADA,

48.78 m., Addr. (See 11.720 mc.)
Daily 6 pm.-12 m., Sun. 5.10 pm.
VILLARRICA, PARAGUAY, 48.78
m. 4 -6 pm.
DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA, 48.8
m., Addr. (See ZRO, 9.753 mc.)
Daily 12.40 -3.45 pm., Sat. till
4 pm., Sun. till 3.20 pm.
S.
BULAWAYO. RHODESIA,
AFRICA, 48.8 m. Mon. Wed.,
and Fri. 1.15.3.15 pm.; tues. 11
am.-I2 n,' Thurs. 10 am.-I2 n.

Sun. 3.30.5 am.
6.140

WBXK

PITTSBURGH, PA. 48.83 m., Addr.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co. Relays KDKA 10 pm.-I2 m.

6.140

SP48

WARSAW, POLAND. 48.83 m., 3-

6.137

CR7AA

6.133

XEXA

5.30 pm.
LAURENCO MARQUES, PORT. 6.
AFRICA, 48.87 m. Daily 12.05.1,
4 30.6.30, 9.30-11 em., 12.05.4 pm.,
Sun. 5.7 am., 10 am. -2 pm.

MEXICO CITY, MEX., 48.93 m.,
Addr. Dept of Education. Daily
8.11 am., 2.30 -4 pm., 7.30 pm:
12.45 am. Sun. 1.30 pm: 12.45 em.
BRIT. GUIANA.
48.94 m. 9 -10 am., 2.15 -6.30 pm.,
Sun. 5.30 -11.30 em., 3.5 pm.

6.130

VP386

GEORGETOWN,

6.130

TIEM

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 48.94 m.

"El Mundo" Apartado
am. -11 pm.,

6.130

CHNX

Sun.

10

1049.

II

am.-6 pm.

HALIFAX, N. S., CAN., 48.94 m.,
Addr. P. O. Box 998. 7 am. -11.15
pm. Sat. 8 am. -11.30 pm. Sun.,
Noon -11.15 pm. Relays CHNS.

6.125

CXA4

JELOY, NORWAY, 48.94 m. Noon 6 pm.
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY, 48.98
m.. Addr. Radio Electrlco de
Montevideo, Mercedes 823. 8
am..Noon. 2 -10 pm.

6.122

HP5H

PANAMA CITY, PAN., 49 m.,
Addr. Box 1045. 10 em. -1 pm.,

6.130

LKJ

pm.
NOUMEA,
NEW CALEDONIA,
49.00 m., Radio Noumea, Addr.
Charles Gaveau, 44 Rue de l'AI
ma., Wed. & Sets. 2.30-3.30 am.
5 -11

6.122

6.120

FK8AA

W2XE

NEW YORK CITY, 49.01 m., Addr.
See 6.170 mc., 11 pm: 12 m., Sat.

pm: 12 m.
(Continued on following page)
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for July,

1939

Sun. 10.30

FOR 4 -8 PRONG FRET: 1'OIYTANAOzer with adapters I'll give 33 Birobeep 4" Feederspreaders. l2 tube clips,
LI
5-tube. coil - cond. -chassis -rab. IIOTF
kit. Want S.W. portable tor? J. MuelIrr, 1883 So. Bind.. Bruns, N.Y.

RAVE RADIO NEWS, QST. RADIO

used tubes, dynamic speakers.
auto It. eliminator. etc.
Newell Kelly, 208 Congress St East

parts,

headphones,

\Iclieesport. l'a.
WANTED--A SKY

BUDDY

MILLER

TRADE:

11E-

iver for which I will exchange
Keystone 16MM movie projector and
two rolls of 50 (t. Mtn in first closcondition. Receiver must be in first
class condition. Romney Miller. 43'4
Elm Street. Newport. R. I.

SHORT

NAVE HAVE THREE TUBE S.W. REchemistry set and electric. train.
hat
\\cover.
'nuld swap for typewriter or
sore )'sua Cliff Bennett, 94 Westfield

prase ector kit ;< 30" With chassis
and gang condenser. Parts not wired.
Used. W9TME, 2901 N. Kinsman Ace.,

RR. Holyoke. Mass.
WANT
AND
l'ODE MACHINE
tapes. Have Meissner 3 tube midget
(battery) with tubes and all coils to
trade or what have You in radio.
Rennie Hightower, 2801 Scot), Fort
\\ orth, Texas.
HAVE lull 1)i71'FATI \'E. MYSTERY.
rte.. magasines 11934 -1938) in fait

Chicago. 111.
}t A V E
(ONDENSERS, TIIANSfornters, S.W. coils. etc. Want goal
mera. Will send list. Write make you
have. H. Seligson. 2547 Aqueduct Ave.,
Itrona. N. Y. C.
WILL TRADE A TWO TUBE
1
l'Itiintore battery radio with tubes and
in good amdition for a crystal min o
-n

Richard Kershaw. 846 IL'nit-ersity St.. Springfield, Mo.
phone.

ncondition.

mercial.

2

tube short wave receiver and

COMPRESSOR

used in soda fountains (with nmtor). Have radios, rifles and shotguns
also
Butter -Kist popcorn machine.
Paul D. Ratliff, Berrien Springs.
It lrhigan.
TRADE: SW3, 20, 80. 100 COILS.
power supply; Argus with filter, ex-

ter. cable
release; II tube
posure
band Radeue: 13 jewel Waltham.
Fur Iloward, llallierafters, National
aun iras lona reeri err. II ue Diaent. Perkiumen Schad. l'enusburg,
I

WANT DETROLA, U. H. F. CON verter. What vn you use? What's
anted:' )'lease r write. QftA. J. Nagy,
Jr.. 9610 Kennedy Ave.. Cleveland,

Ohio.

SWAP 810.00 (VITAE INEW-t AND
lane study course for a 40 meter crystal. or what have you? Ovide Lee, 220
Adams St.. Alpena. Slieh.
HAVE SHORTWAVE CONVERTER.
4

-hand snperhet

kit. two power supply

bought.

gasi S.W. retener. l'..\. Osten).
\faster '1FIepiex, Instructngraph, or?
Victor ()herby. Grant. yl h-h.
HAVE OVER 40 RADIO MAIIAzines
I want to trade for old
fiteantru catalogs. Also hate 33 Muerir ::n Itifleman magazines. Cartridges
Cot collectors for guns. Frank Wheeler,

t

as

when

ili SIM #25 DE VItl' PROP.tor.
assorted ac Ialino magazines.
opular. Science from October. '32. to
present, .22 rifle. Want Irutsmltter.

-

WANTED-LARGE

810.75

(LAVE

Write for list anti
have you.
WANTED: í6M MOVIE FILMS AND what
details. Henry F. Ileckcrt, 910
projector. flare to trade velocity mike, trade
Coolbaugh
St..
Red
Oak. lows.
crystal mike. Weston meters, RCA test
oscillator, 7 tube amateur set. stun- WANTED-GOOD DX'1NG 1tECE1V
that goes to 10 -200 mtrs. Sky Burr
ting parta, etc. For big swap list
write to S. J. Ni,-ewi z. 79 Church dry, Sky Rider or Hallicrefters. Trade
St., Broad Brook. Conn.
anything radio course, parts. plan,
1, 2, 3, 4. tubes. QM( l00',.
(LAVE ALL TYPES BATTERY, A.Ct, Radio's
Baldwin George Locher. 8038 Logan Ave.. De
A.('. -D.C.
tubes
W.E.,
planes, stamps, airmail coven, many troit. Mich.
ATWATEIt- KEN')'
TAILLE
die parts. Want 1t.('. portable radio, IIAVE
ultra -high converter. WIII answer all radio and speaker about 28 Or 311,
letters. harry Gush. 141 Sutter Ave., midget 4 tube needs alignment, Ma
jostle power pack. parts. etc. \lant
Brooklyn, N. Y.
or radio test equip.
DO YOU WANT A SURPRISE? I photographers
want to swap photos, S.W.L. post John Neiss. 317 W. King St.. Lanand views. and c rrespmdrnee. All caster, Penn.
MODEL It 3D10.
letters answered.
Evelio T. WANT TABLE
QRA:
Torres. 24 de Febrero No. 7O Matan- llave 1,000 postinarks, stamps. toy
zas. Cuba.

Cost

Want radio magazines, etc. Also tant
used high - frequency
Hein. Ilortonville,

STItAT. Tesla or Ondin
WANTED 1938 ULTRA
etc. Verlyil
¡setoto coil,
osphere "10" trans -receiver. Hate
Wisc.

Oshorne.

Kansas.

WANT

PHONE

TIt.\NSSIITTEH,

tube tester, mike. pick -up, phone:outer. audio trans. amplifier, rms'orters.
Have
plate camera. etc,
meters. old radin, Radio Amateur
Hand 'look, variable condenser. Write
.lohn Grlt'r Itrufnrd. Ontario. Canada.
mold. courses. floor lamp. peanut t nl
AND
WINOlT1AROI
mg machine and other articles. lout %%ANTED
SW'L crib printed. I am willing tu
Cypress.
list for mina :A Dupuis. 3
pay a reasonable pries for them.
Ludlow. llasa.
what hate you? All mail anWANT: BLILEY Ba'3 OR IG In>I Readers,
swered. Norman Borchers, R.It, No.
crystal. 1851. 1852 tubes. S power hi
Vandalic, Ohio.
1.
sh
maulers. Will give radio parts,
40, 70. License Manual. set Rai plug- SHORT WAVE SET, TIIIIEE TUBES
1129 -16th A.C. (K1 - -41 -80. Tubes and parts.
its coils. Leonard Makela.
Also 40- year -old papers and macs.
Ave. East. Hibbintg, Ilion.
Want Maytag. Briggs Stratton motor.
FACTORY BUILT 11A)í CO SI Il I'N1. doughnut
100%
QSL.
Roy
tires.
cations receiver -6K7. 6K7. eJ:.G. )larding, 926 Neosho St.. Burlington.
25AB. 13E5 in excellent condition (or Ka
e
meter
B5.
VF1
or
20
one Bliley
MIK17
three 11C3, or two LD2. Jim Moulton. HAVE AMI'EILITK VELOCITY
with stand for thalamic or crystal mike
4912 Quebec Street. N.W., Washing
on Alta have two Western Electric
ton, D. ('.
French style telephones Iswell f":
WANTED FIVE METER TRANS portable use) with cradle. Ray E.
Myer, two if possible. Will swap a Murphy.
Road.
7311
Georgetown
servicN'RI
In
radio
complete
course
Bethesda. SW.
ing. or what you need. Phillip B
HAVE DANDY 2% METER XMITPrinceton. Maine.
Clark. Box
C.W. and phone. complete with
TATTOOING ter
HAVE
COMPLETE
and power
supply for Sky
tubes
outfit. value 17.00. radios, mikes. Buddy or Sky Champion, in good con radio parts. Want typewriter, printing
E.
Probst.
26,,42%
North
S.
press. Lavoyd Riney. Fayette. Ohio. Aition.
ve.. Sanford. Sie.

li

Ill,

kits, P.P. trans. music stand, speaker HAVE AN L'IJI'ItA STRATOSPHERE ALI.
RADIO
ASIATICUIt
01'S'
cabinet and cash
ash for service manuals, "10" complete with tubes and rolls. Would like to swap QSO's with you
testers or?
Coweyvluck, Box 842, Used very little. Will exchange for on 40 and 80 mtr C.W.
C
You will find
St. John's. Newfoundland.
8mm projector or me on high freq. part of these bands.
5 meter parts or
HAVE SHY CHAMPION IN A -1 film subjects. Or what have you? S. so Wit!. WWSF :F. Renwick. Iowa.
condition, for what have you. All mall Ordet, 3008 Fontain St.. Phila.. I a. SW' \I' 50 WATT OUTPUT Bir. SIODanswered W9KRR. Seneca, Ito.
WANTED 2 -100 NISIF. VARIABLE ulater. variable tap modulation trans-

WANTED-- IIAI.LICRAFTFZI
SKI
Champion or similar receiver. Have
F/2.5 P0th Derby camera. eveready
case, Instosrope exposure meter with
cablOptochrom filter. sunshade. and

4 -prong
ribbed coil
3
forms. 1 set of short wave roils. 4prong, Daisy air rifle. no single shot.
John H. Walker. 97.34 Alstlne Ate..
Corona. L. I.. N. Y.
e
release: also have 11" dynamic
TWO TUBE ItAT
speaker. Louis Kelsey, Wilmington, HAVE ONE AND
ter' radios and parts. Want Currier at
Ohio.
Ives prints, old books, chicken dishes.
(LAVE 10 INCH POLYPHASE DU- old penny banks. John Baynes. Doe
plea slide rule with instruction book. Hun. Missouri.
This is a 81&.00 rule never used. Will HAVE
13.000
APPROXIMATELY
swap for books or course on Radio
in goo
or Television. What's Your trade of- stamps. Want Short wave set of
tub
running order. Please state no.
fer? Dan Chapman. Stars. l'a.
and make of set. J. Seco, 53 l'Ine
WANTED: 19TH CENTURY U.S.A. St.. Bergenfield, N. J.
stamps. old pennies, good ham TUF
AMPLIFIER.
receiver. Hare: Foreign stamps, foreign 1 -15 WATT. 5 TI7BE;
Easily
coins. receiver power supply, tubes, A -1 shape, tubes. horn. mike.
etc. WRSN:A, 305 Grant St.. Greens- converted Into 30 watt transmitter.
transformer.
Preamplifier
complete.
burg. Penna.
choke condensers. phono pickup. John
IIAVE :ARGUS (':A51FItA WITH AC- Arnold. Bluffs. Ill.
eory lenses, Hendee grinder with
POST CUM.:
20 wheels. $10.00 Electric Engravrite. WILL EXCHANGE
U. S. or foreign. Have
Schick Shaver. tiM National Geograph- with anyone, 300
ditf. stamps. What's
ies, 80 Popular Mechanics. Original new album
cartoons by famous cartoonists. Want offered in trade? W. G. Conley. Ozark.
drawing books. Trapkns, 349 Tenth Arkansas. U.S.A.
WANT ULTRA SKY ROVER. ACSt.. Moline. T11.
trans- retirer Candler Junior rode
ll'lLt, TR:ADF. AN l'NDERW'OOD I1C
Have radio honks. magazines.
Standard No. 3 typewriter for a com- course.
tubes and stamps. John Siesta.
munication reeelver or used radios. parts,
Peter A. Kay. 4 Plymouth Are., To- 85 Gardner Ave.. So. Attleboro, Mass.
WANTED
TEST EQUIPMENT.
ronto, Ont.. Canada.
Manuals. No. 1 to Nn. 9.
ILAVE TUBE TF'STlift. TESTS 4. 5. Hiders
c. 7 and octal tubes co tains built In Will swap radio parts. B eliminators.
and science
of
mechanics
all
kinds
wall -ohm -m Ills anone) fir. Will swap for
that
S.W. receiver or radio parts. T QSL magazines or pas ash. Send your
1007. (garent )Wilhelm. 7911 W. for mine. S. J. rBattery. 33 Potter
.Adams.
Pl..
No.
Mass.
Schubert Ave. Chieacn. 111.
EXCHANGE .% $12.50 ARGT'S
SWAP "T:ARRELLE MAGIC MILT,
Course" 54 lessons and 32 copies model A:F candid camera with $4.50
or
"Linking Rine" offleial organ Inter- Ever head' ease for a typewriter
national Brotherhood of Magicians. what have you? John R. Stunner. 122
Want ally kind S.W. receiver or trans- Fast Street. Williamstown. Pa.
mitter parts. II. M. Waggoner, t43'4 WANTED RIDER OR GERNSRACK
Crescent St.. Goshen, Ind.
Manuals Vol. I also Radio News prior
1923. Will trade radin parts or rash.
WAN-TEE,: VOLS. I AND II. SHORT to
C. Hanseiman. 1753 W. Congress
Warr Craft
In other rolin macs R.
St.,
Chicago, Ill.
before 1930. Could use an Ellen 7r.
AB or similar set. Send for my big SPRAY GUN AND COMPRFSSOlt
m(d. Ono V.
swap list. it's free: Don R. Corso, 2 -4 mfd. 1500 V.
-30 Mh. 200 m.a. choke -TWOS V. loud
Bettstille. Ohm.
mfd. Variable Condenser. Need
HAVE NATIONAL. AGS RECEIVER 50
or? Jimmy (.winn, 935
complete, power park,
roils, 100A Ma T/.40
Ind.
R.C.A. speaker In A -1 condition. Want W. 21. Andersen.
R
power binoculars, rainera. fishing EXCHANGE l'ND' FJ:t.W(N)I) TYPE
equipment or what have you? Royal writer, alto saxophone. V'ibroplex. Want
Pollito, 3131 Sands Plat Bronx. tenor a xophone or what have you?
N.Y.C.
E. H. Van Patton, .Acore. N. Y.

condensers,

I

-

:

;

-21

Please say you saw

if

in

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

former.

Relay

power supply.

rack panel -meter and
lWh
ha, have you? H. G.

WANTED RADIO SERVICE S1.\Nuals as issued by radio mtgs.. At-

water Kent, RCA. Colonial. Sparton.
Must be in A -1 condition. All letters answered. Owen IL Olive. 7 Howard St.. (Yanston. R. 1.
HAVE SET OF RHODE ISLAND
Centennial half dollars, mint, for
photo -electric meter. Also have set 4
mint China Clipper stamps. Trade
SWI. cards. R. l'ackscher. 268 East
227 St.. lirons. N. Y.
WANTED -SKY BUDDY OR ANY
other small short ware receiver in goal
condition. State full prim anti full
particulars in first letter. Must he
reasonable. All letters answered. Clarence
()lather. Box 197, Outman.

lrizrna.

TIRADE CANDLER (ODE
Typing l'ourse for high power
transmitter gear or L'IIF transmitter.
W'ORF6. San Pedro. California.
WILL SWAP CHEMICAL FAtt'IP-

WILL
and

meut, value $25. for Sky Buddy, or
low power transmitter or what? W. R.
Graham, 38 Wardman (load, Kenmore.
N. Y.
HAVE 2V. STORAGE. BATTERY.
radio magazine. parts, B supply. 1
tithe 32V. reveller. tunes 15, 31, elr..
0.30 voltmers. radio course, ear.
Will trade for 6 rube receiver. Burden 13. Trine Sheridan. Oregon.

í.1N

-

O- WRITER

TYPEWRITER

wanted. Will either trade ITndcrwoal
or pay cash. ÁV111 also trade radin
parts for photo -engraving equipment.
Lawrence Bakewell. Oak Street. East
Natick. Mass.
WILL III')' OR TRADE COSLPI ETE
phone transmitter. about fifty watts.
with young
Correspondence wanted
people from all over world who write
English language. Answer all letters.
Kenneth Br'. Memel. North Dakota.
SWAP: 53 SYLVANIA TIGE INEW'1

radio fundamental course. nooks,
valuable formulas. U. S. Signal
radio book. "Safe Council."
"Tricks with Coins." "Ree;dning
appreciated
SVVL
cards
Health."

o'Id
100

Corps.

Wm. Schroeder, 803 Wisconsin. Peoria,

(Continued on following page)
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BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
WILL SWAP

HAVE

LATE MODEL A.C. WANTED: A.C. GENERATOR. 6 or
111m.
Hawaiian guitar. case. lesson SW-3, complete with tubes and live 32 nit Geoemotor, trans. tubes, parta.
books, sheet music and small camera sets of coils.
New condition. Will xtab. transformers, will trade stamps.
for wtreleas equipment. Gerald En- trade. What
have
you? WIN00. 1400 all different, or will buy. WilFleka, Box 262, Grant Town, W. Va. Ogteeny, Ill.
mer H. Deck, Hoskins, Nebr.
WANTED: ONE 50 WATT PHONE TRADE: COMPLETE N.R.I. RADIO REGISTERED SCOTTIE F'ESIALII
transmitter that operates off a battery & Television course. coat 1110. Want pup, many champions in two genpower supply. Pay ash. Floyd
SW3 or what have you? All let - erations.
Trade for meten, radio
Lim- A.C.
an', Quitman. Le.
ten answered. John J. Okay, R.F.D. emitter parts or? WSHVX, Box 936,
Wink- Texas.
SWAP
COLLECTION OF
2.806 1, Box 179, New Brunswick, N. J.
stamps in album, including U. S. mint WANTED: ONE SHOUT WAVE RE- TRADE TR1PLETT SIGNAL GENblocks. 222 different countries. Catalog ceiver as Howard 430 or Sky Buddy. erasor model 1232, 110 vit. 60 cycle,
value $80.00. Also 2.315 doubles. Want Will swap 211Es, Tilden Manuals, A.C., for model 1231 battery operation.
candid camera. radio parts. Joseph Jewell ohmmeter or what you want. Write to Jahn F. Sullivan, 99 AlMalsb. 3101 Ave. I. Brooklyn, N. Y. Want 5 meter transceiver. Answer all drich St.. Rcelindale, Mass.
WOULD LIKE tORl1EP0NDENCE letters. Phillip Clark, W113KN, Box HAVE ICE SKATES. SIZE 9.
with stamp collectors. interested in Ill, Princeton. Me.
(perfettl, box of
phones
radio
trading stamp duplicates. I have a SWAP 5 51E7TElt REC. WITH TUBES part. including Condensers, old
resistors.
Lionel train set, camera, old radio. and speaker, urgent compression door- tube -sockets. chassis, twenty -six
good
transformer, to trade for what have stops, small furnace blower with O.E. tubes. Want good S.W. set, Argus
you. Walter Monk. 51 Vineyard St.. motor.
Want
small camera. H. Birkdale. 44 E. 208 St..
photo cells.
Providence, R. 1.
emitter or what hate you? L. W. Bronx, N. Y.
WANTED
USED AIRPLANE Morris, Williamstown, Pa.
WILL TRADE GARDINER LEVER model motors. Will pay cash or trade WANT HAMMARLUND "HG- 120 -X" ing automatic sender for
McElroy key
for radio parts. I also want small receiver, Savage .2$ auto. rifle. Savage (de luxe model) or a Vibroplex key.
washing machine or other similar 410 single shotgun, Smith Kit -gun. Robert Sachnleben, WILIIX. Clifton.
moon. D. Carlson. 217 -02 38 Ave.. Ithaca 16 pump shotgun, Remington N. J.
Bayside. N. Y.
38/40 or 44/40 rifle. R. Welker. 406 SWAP NATIONAL A.C. -8W3 AND
SWAP FOR MIMEOGRAPH. MO- No. Harvey. Oak Park. III.
4 sots coils 13 to 70 and 115 to 200
torcycle motor (must run), phono pick- WANTED 20 OR 40 METER CRYS- meters, all first Naas condition- Want
up or? Your list for mine. James E. tal, 7.175 or 14.350. What do you Argus speed camera. Model Cl. James
Windsor, Jr.. Burlington, Kans.
need? SWL's. I swap cards 100 %. All A. Dalton, Br.. 141 S. Lynwood AvePHONOGRAPH
OLD
RECORDS cards will be answered. Victor Barard- nue, Glenslde, Pa.
1044 Longfellow Ave.,
Bronx, HAVE BACO
wanted. Will trade or buy. Have Bessie sa,
SUPER CLIPPER
Smith's, Mound City lilue Blowers,
radio, radio parte, magazines to trade.
many others. Send Ilat. E. B. Rubin. WANTED: LOOSE COUPLER OR Want auto radio,
Argus candid camera
1329 E. 53rd St.. Chicago. Ill.
double slide tuning coil and 45 roll B model C. radio books. Jeff Rice, Jr..
WANTED: SHORT WAVE TRANS - eliminator. Have 1W' dynamic speaker, 706 West Central Avenue, Bentonville,
celrer set with hand -mike. dry-cell two 24 -A and one 245 tube and tele- Arkansas.
batteries and headphones. Have copies phone microphone. Billy Price, Route WANTED: A GOOD USED 807.
Box
99A.
Kannapolis,
North Must be in perfect condition. What
of National Geographic, microscope, 1,
etc. Julius Hughes. 12 North Stain. Carolina.
do you want for it? Write Elmer R.
Green, 8. C.
WANTED-MOTORCYCLE. MOTOR Fuller, Listening Post Editor, 32
SWAP -REM. .22 REPEATER. SKY scoot- midget auto racer. Have Dayrad Madison Street. Cortland, New York.
Buddy, new and used tubes. and cash. tube teeter No. 381 (worth $30). WANTED: LONG DISTANCE SUPER
vote akin (worth $15). bear skin sensitive crystal
Want --Sig. -Gen. Riders, Not. 1. 3.
set. Czech and U. S.
4. 5, motorcycle 45 or 37 cu. in. A. C. (worth $7). both mounted. What do stamps, coins. obsolete auto radiator
Chick. 264 Oakland Ave., Manchester, you want? I QSY 100 %. Bob Bailey. name plates. Have auto radio. spotLewiston Orchards, Idaho.
N. H.
light coffee grinder, etc. Exchange
SWAP: BOOKS. MAGS., MOTORS. SWAP: TUBES. MOSTLY METAL lists. Rudolph Zak, 2509 East 89th.
A.C. radio, meters, speaker., radio RCA. 44 1H' motor, Singer sewing Cleveland, Ohio.
machine motor, flatiron all 32V, Sil- WILL SWAP
parts. Wanted: Test equipment,
125
COPIES 1934
writer. candid camera, electric shaver, ver Beauty battery charger. Corbin through 1938 issues of Short Ware &
jigsaw or what have Iron? Your list motorcycle speedometer, 0 -5 Weston Television, Radio Index, All Wave
voltmeter.
Want: Handbook. Radio and Radio News for a phonofor mine. Wm. W'allenbecker, 28 D.0
Callbook, Sky Buddy, Howard 410. graph
Washington. LaGrange. I11.
pick-up or what have you.
HAVE EILEN IRS -5. EILEN 7C. M1118 Walter Blumer, Jefferson. Wis. Robert Seaward, 4516 Polaris St.,
tubes, airplane dials, speakers and WILL SWAP M & M GAS MODEL Jacksonville. Florida.
Super
motor,
Clipper
regureceiver.
Want
Parts.
photographic equipment
HAVE 1 -TUBS BATTERY RADIO.
or ham equipment. Will exchange SWI, lation boxing gloves, or new 20 gauge Tunes amateurs,
police calls, short
cards. Gerald Samkofsb, 213 So. 3rd shotgun for portable typewriter, .22 wave, broadcast bands, etc. Wanted.
pump repeating rifle. Ray Cecil, Win- radio magazines or what have you?
St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
ter. Lane, told Spring. Ky.
W A Ogle. R.F.D. 2. Green City,
WANTED TELEPLEX OR SIMILAR
HASLM ARLUNI)
SUPER Missouri.
Instrumente In good shape; also two SWAP:
eta, 15 -550 model complete. WILL SWAP RSMM CANDID CAM 19 tubes. Will trade small Remington Pro,
.22 rifle, shoots shorta, longs, longrifle Al condition. Want 13110 or ItME 69 era with carrying case and cable
shells. or ash. Good condition. Eugene and DB 20. Wm. Quigley. 102 Ave- release. Would Ilke a S.W. recur.. or
Wright. P.O. Box 1794. Vernon. Texas nue "S," Brooklyn, N. Y.
what have you? Will also swap SWL
FISHING
EQUIPMENT.
HIGH BRAND NEW GILBERT A.C. ELEC- cards. QRA- Victor Charts. 14 Union
quality, flies, plugs, lures. lines. trio drill. air cooled moor, takes up Street, Methuen, Maas.
value
to
drills.
$11.00.
Want
Si
good WANT TO BUY -A USED LOW
reels. etc., for portable radio sets, good
sleeping bag, binoculars. .22 rifle. short wave receiver. 10 meter phone Mower phone transmitter-160 meters.
Waltz. 1211 Transverse. Carrick. Pitts- transmitter or? Sam Schlecker, 326 E. Keith A. Boas, 796 Middle St.. Ports40th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
burgh. Pa.
mouth. N. H.
WILL SWAP ACCORDION: THREE WANTED USED MARCO 4" DIAL WESTON NO. 537 SET ANALYZER.
pair earphones. or typewriter and or National "B" vernier. Will trade will exchange for a sedan In good
Premier
5" magnetic speaker In condition or a set of Ridera or Gems brand new Lionel remote control used
whistle train set. Also tour 26 type good condition. Jim W. Creamer, 423 back's Servicing Manuals. or candid,
tubes. Donald Nelson, 138 Johnson Third St., Chillicothe. Missouri.
reflex and motion picture cements
Ave., Dumont. N. J.
SWAP COMPLETE PHONE RIG 15 and projectors. Write Only. Harry
WILL SWAP AN 8% -IN. UTAH watts, complete with toes, stet, mike. Perkins, 403 Christopher Ave., BrookA.C. dynamic speaker for
2 tube etc., using 57. 61.6, 61.8. 80 for what lyn. N. Y.
short wave receiver that operates on ave you? W2HAP, 804 Langt Are., SWAP ALL -STAR JR. RECEIVER
110 volts A.C. Urban Fischer, North Far Rockaway, L I.. N. Y.
complete except speaker, coils IS to
Mill St.. Jasper. Ind.
WANT TO BUY A GOOD 8% TO 10 465 meters. Was used as station
HAVE ALL KINDS OF HAM meter converter, pair phones. Exchange equipment by emend Cleveland hams,
equipment, 30 issues of QST. 50 issues view poet cards for World's Fair for movie camera and projector, binocof other radio magazines, 30 -X tele- views. Han 1 tube set, back issues ulars. Elwood Brooke, 1636 East 36th
scope, r/4 H.P. motor, swap for 8mm radio mage. Charles Holstein, 946 E. St.. Cleveland. O.
movie equipment, or what have you? 148 St., Bronx. N. Y.
INATRUCIOGRAPII OR TELEPLEX
Clarence George. Palmerton, Pa.
TRADE -SUPER SKYRIDER AND code practice machine wanted. Must
WANTED RIDER'S MANUALS. ANY radio parts for small metal turning be cheap. Will pay cash. Please gin
or all volumes. Will pay cash. Also lathe or what have you? S. Schultz. full description and price. Martin Gaswant all wave signal generator. Must 1149 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago. Ill. pierik, 618 Sixth Avenue, Lyndhurst,
be in good condition. Paul K. Ortt. HAVE MICROSCOPE TURRET TYPE N. J.
551 River St.. Neweomerstown. Ohio. with 4 lenses 200 to 1000 power in WANTED:
OSCILLOSCOPE. FREWANTED: 160 AND 10 METER case, little used. Want Teleplex mas- quoneY modulator. Solar condenser ancoils for an F.B.T. Jensen 10" P.M. ter SW super or what have you? John alyzer. 8- or 9 -inch e.o.m. meter.
Pertes camera. Will swap radio parte.
speaker, crystal mike. Have several Taylor, Box 8. Sparks. Nevada.
articles to trade or pay cash if reason- WILL SWAP JEWELL 344" AM- magazine.. brooks, stamps. etc. Write
2880 Fulton
able. H. S. Lair, Vineyard Haven. meter 20 -0-20 D.C.. like now, for re- to T. Wojctechowaki,
Blass.
eeiver or microphone. What have you? Bt., Brooklyn. N. Y.
HAVE RIDERS 4-5-6 MANUAL.
SWAP LEEDS AND NORTHRUP Jos. Hamlin. Gillespie. Ill.
Riders Servicing by Resistance. ModWheatstone bridge (worth over $100.00) SWAP -6.3 VOLT FIL.
em & Field Servicing by Ghirardi.
to a 16mm motion picture camera slightly used. Potentiometer. TRANS..
antennae
and projector, or short wave and tele- trimmers. sockets, resistors. 2-6J50's. 2 B eliminators. 3 pair earphones.
vision equipment or what have you? 1-80 (Sylvania) almost new. (List.) Want Hallicrafters receiver. Jensen,
William M. Dailey. 7332 Florence St., Want -3- or 4 -tube. 2 -volt battery 211 East 200 St.. Bronx, N. Y.
Swissvale. Pa.
receiver, good cond. QUA: C. DucT, HAVE 100 ASSORTED CUNNING HAVE
NINE
TUBE
PHILCO 514 N. 7th Street. Philadelphia. Pa. ham tubes. brand new in unsealed
chassis, speakers, RCA tubes in sealed TRADE THREE TUBE A.C. -D.C. cartons. 565, 575. 585, 82s, large stock
cartons, key. transformers, DeForest S.W. receiver (coils, phones) and 6- used audio transformers. parts, etc.
electrical engineering course, pick-ups. tube table "Automatic" and cash if Swap, what have you, no Junk. Geo.
Trade for heavy duty phono motor needed for used Sip Buddy or How Olson. Carrington. N. Dak.
or what have roi? Jay Berger, 1001 ard 430. More details furnished. George HAVE TWO TARE 110 V. A.C. -D.C.
Avenue H., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Sedm. 52 Ridge. Manchester. Conn. all -wave set with four plug -In roll.
WANTED-LOW POWER C.W. OR WANTED
MORSE AND CON - with pair Western Electric headphones.
tone transmitter, also 3- to 8 -tube tinental Morse code tapes for In- Swap for emission tube teeter with
ham receiver with broadcast. Both structograph. also Vibroplex bug. and good and bad meter. Marcel Lachance.
must be able to operate from 6V. bat- 6 volt battery radio. Will pay cash 26 Howard. Lewiston. Maine.
tery. Send details and price wanted. for above articles. E. G. Semenchuk. WANT GOOD
PHONO PICKUP.
Arch. Bursey. Burlington. Nfld.
255 Valparaiso St.
S., Valparaiso. motor. turntable. Swap for Atwater
Kent NO with tubes. new tuning conSWAP KIT GRADE A PARTS TO Indiana.
build 5 -tube regenerative superhet. WANTED IN GOOD CONDITION: densers. vernier dials, powrmaeks.
with B.F.O. for microscope, chemical Set of 3 Aero short wave receiving RCA 32 and 44, dynamic speakers.
or electrical apparatus or most any- coils (on market about 12 years ago) some 8 V. D.C. Gifford N. Hartwell.
thing. State trade in first letter. catalogue No. LW.T.
Also 38 Charlemont St.. Newton Highlands.
125.
J. A. Czarnecki, 33 Akron St.. Meri- standard broadcast coil. Norman Lehde, Sfass.
den, Conn.
Gardenville, N. Y.
(Continued on opposite page)
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6.117

XBUZ

6.116

-

6.116

OLR2C

6.110

XE6W

A

-

Call

Mc.

dude Mee., Apertedo
lays XEJW

6.105

HJ6FAB

6.100

YUA

6.100

W9XF

6.100

W3XL

188

Please say you saw

it

in
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&
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8403. Re-

pm.-1 em.

11

MANIZALES, COL. 49.14 m Addr.
P. O. Box 175, Dly. 5.30 -10 pm.
Sat. to 11 pm. Sun. 2.30 -5 pm.
BELGRADE, JUGOSLAVIA, 49.18
m- 1.3, 6.30.8.30 am., Noon -6.30
pm.
CHICAGO, ILL. 49.18 m., 44.50
pm. (Set. to 5.rí0 pm.) -2 am.
1

m

BOUND BROOK, N. J. 49.18
Addr. Natl. Broad. Co.
h
9 pm.12

6,017 ZRK

m.

KLIPHEUVEL, S. AFRICA, 49.2 m.,
Addr. S. African Broad. Co.,
Johannesburg. Deily 12 n.-4 pm.,
Sun.

6,097

ZRJ

pm.

n. -3.20

12

JOHANNESBURG,

S. AFRICA, 49.2
Addr. S. African Broad. Co.
Daily exc. Sat. 11.45 pm.-I2.50
am.; Daily exc. Sun. 3.15 -7.30
9.11.30 am. (Set. 8.30.11.30 am.
Sun. 3.30-4.30 or 4-5 am., 5.309 -11.30 am.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 49.22 m., Addr.
(See 11.800 mc., JZJ.) Irregular.
NASSAU,
BAHAMAS, 49.26 m.,

m.

6.096

JZH

6.090

ZNS

Addr.

Dir.

of

Tel. East St.,
pm.
TORONTO, CAN., 49.26 m., Addr,
Can. Broadcasting Corp. Daily
6.45 am. -4 pm., Sun- 9.30 am.II pm.
HONGKONG, CHINA, 49.26 m.,
Addr. P. O. Box 200. Irregular.
NAIROBI, KENYA, AFRICA, 49.31
m., Addr. Cable and Wireless
Ltd. Mon., Fri. 5.30 -6 am., 11.15
am.-2.15 pm., also Tues. and
Thurs. 8.15.9.15 em.; Sat. II.IS
am.-3.15 pm.; Sun. 10.45 em:
1.45 pm.
CHICAGO, ILL., 49.34 m., Addr.
Chicago Fed. of Labor. Relays
WCFL irregular.
MACAO, MACAO, 49.34 m., Mons.
8.30 -10 am,
COLON, PAN. 49.34 m., Addr.
Carlton Hotel, 7 -9 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
49.34
re.,
Addr., Broadcasting House. Irregular.
LIMA, PERU, 49.35 m. Radio National 7 pm.l.30 am. Except
Nassau. 1.30-2,

6.090

CRCX

6.090

ZBW2

6.083

V07LO

LOBO

W9XAA

6.080

CRY9

6.080

HPSF

6.079

DJM

6.077

OAX4Z

6.076

VP3MR

6.070

CFRX

6.070

VE9CS

.

-

MEXICO CITY, MOL, 49.03 m.,
Addr. 6 de Mayo 21. Rslsp
XEFO 9 am.-1 pm., 7 pm.-2 ate-.
SAIGON, FR. INDO- CHINA. 49.05
en., 6 or 7 to 9.30 am., II -11.30
pm.
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA, 49.05 m, (See
11.40 mc.)
MEXICO CITY, MEX., 49.1 m.,
Addr. La Vol de Aquila Aztecs

8 -9

Sun.

6.069

-

GEORGETOWN, SRI. GUIANA,
49.35 m. Sun. 7.45.10.15 am.;
Daily 4.45.8.45 pm.
TORONTO, CAN., 49.42 en. Relays
CFRB 6.30 am.-11 pm., Sun. 9 am:
II pm.
VANCOUVER, B. C., CAN., 49.42
m- Sun, 1.45.9 pm., 10.38 pm:
I
am. Tues. 6 -7.30 pm., 11.30
pm. -1.i0 am. Daily 6 -7.30 pm.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
49.42 en., Addr. (See 9.53 me.)
12.30 -12.45,

3.30-4.30,

10-II

am.,

6.065

SBO

6.060

-

Sun 2.30 -4.30 am.
MOTALA, SWEDEN, 49.46 m. Relays Stockholm 4.15 -5 pm.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR.

6.C60

YDD

11 am.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 49.5 m.. 5.30

6.060

W8XAL

CINCINNATI
OHIO, 49.5 m.,
Addr. Crosley Radio Corp. Relays WLW Sun, 7 am.-6.30 pm
Mon., Tues., Thur. 5.45 -II pm.,

6.060

W3XAU

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 49.5 m. Tues..
Wed., Fri. 5.30 -6.15, 6.30 -11 pm.

49.5 m., 12.30.12.45,

3.30 -4.30,

10-

am. on.

to

10

pm.
Sat.
Pm.

I

pm. Other days to 10.30

pen -I

I

am.

Sun.

6.30 -11

6.097

ZHJ

PENANG,

6.050

GSA

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 49.59 m.,

6.045

XETW

6.040

W4XB

FED. MALAY STATES,
49.53 m. 6.40 -8.40 am.
except
Sun., also Set- II pm.-1 am.

12.25 -4, 4.20-6 pm.
TAMPICO MEXICO, 49.6 m. Irregular 7.11 pm.
MIAMI BEACH, FLA., 49.0 m.
1-3 pen., 9 pm.2 am., Sun. 4 -6
pm. Relays WIOD.

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

6.040

Call
WIXAL

6.033

HP5B

Mc.

BOSTON, MASS., 49.65 m., Addr.
University Club. 7 -9 pm. exc
Sat. & Sun. Sun. 2.30-6 pm.
PANAMA CITY PAN., 49.75 m.,
Addr. P. O. Box 910. 10.30 am:

pm.
CALGARY, ALTA, CAN., 49.75 m.
Thur. 9 am. -I am.; Sun. 12 n:
2. 6-10

6.030

CFVP

m.

12

6.030

RW96

6.030

OLR2B

6.023

XEUW

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 49.75 m. -3,
4 -7 pm.
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA, 49.75 m, (See
11.875 mc.) Off the air at present.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 49.82 m., Addr,
Av., Independencia 98. 10 pm..
am.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 49.83 m.,
Addr. (See 6.079 mc.) 11.30 am.4.30 pm.
BOGOTA COL, 49.83 m., Addr.
1

I

6.020 DJC
6.020

HJ3CAX

Apartado

26-65. 12 n.2 pm., 5.30pm., Sun. 6-II pm.
SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS
D. R., 49.84 m. 7.30 -9 am., 12 n.2 pm., 5-7 pm., 8-9.30 pm.: Sun.
11

6.017

HI3U

6.015

PRAO

6.010

OLR2A

12.30 -2. 5 -6 pm.
PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL, 49.85 m.,
Radio Club of Pernambuco, 4 -9
pm.
49.92
m.
PRAGUE, BOHEMIA,
Addr. (See OLR, 11.84 mc.)

Irreg.
HAVANA CUBA,

6.010 COCO

49.92 m.,

Addr.

0. box 98. Daily 7.55 am:
pm.
m., Sun. until
S. S. KANIMBLA, 49.92 m. (Travels
between Australia and New Zealand). Sun., Wed., Thurs. 6.307.30 am.
SYDNEY, NOVA SCOTIA, 49.92 m.
Relays CJCB 7 am., 1.30, 4.8.30
pm.
RANGOON, BURMA, 49.94 m..
6.30.10 am., 9 -II pm., Sat. 9.30II pm.
S. AFRICA,
ROBERTS HEIGHTS
49.94 m., Addr. (See ZRK, 9.606
mc.) Daily exc. Sun. 9.30 am:
12.153.30 pm.; Sun. 9 am. -12
3.15 pm. Daily exc. Sat. 11.45
pm. -12.50 am.
COLON, PAN., 49.96 m., Addr.
Box 33, La Voz de la Victor. 7 -9
am., 10.30 am.-1 pm., 5 -II pm.
MONTREAL, CAN. 49.96 m., Can.
Marconi Co. Relays CFCF 6.45
em.-12 m.; Sun. 8 am.-10.15 pm.
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE., CAN.,
49.96 m., Addr. Canadian Marconi Co.
MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY, 49.98 m.
Addr. Rio Negro 1631. Relays
LS2, Radio Prieto, Buenos Aires.
5.30 -10.30 pm.
MEXICO CITY, MEX., SO m.,
Addr. P. O. Box 79.44. 10 am.P.
1

6.010

VK9MI

6.010

CJCX

6.007

XYZ

6.007

ZRH

6.005

HPSK

2

I I

6.005

CFCX

6.005

VE9DN

6.002

CXA2

6.000

XEBT

5.990

ZEA

5.977

CS2WD

5.975

OAX4P

5.968

HVJ

50.15 m.,
Addr. Rua Capelo 5. 3.30-6 pm.
HUANCAYO, PERU, 50.16 m. La
Voz del Centro del Peru. 9 -11 pm.
VATICAN CITY, 50.27 m. Off Te

6.950

HH2S

PORT-AU- PRINCE,

5.940

OAX2A

6.900

ZNB

TRUJILLO, PERU, 50.51 m., Tue.,
Thu., Sat., Sun. 7 -10 pm.
BRI.
BECHUANAMAFEKING,
LAND S. AFRICA, 50.84 m. Addr.

1.45

am.

SALISBURY,RHODESIA,S.AFRICA,
50.08 m. (See 6.147 mc., ZEB.)
Also Sun. 3.30 -5 am.

End of Broadcast Band

BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
A UTAII 80 WATT TRANS I
meter for
an amateur receiver. lloward Goodside. 2510 Lincoln St.. Saginaw,
S.B., Mich.
SWAP FOR 3 OR 4 A.C. S.W.
model 674 tube
recur., a Weston
checker and/or model 11 -40 G.E. auto
recar. 807 East Van Buren Street.
Columbia City. Ind.
HAVE 12,000 VOLT INDUCTION
coil, O.E. tungar charger. 6 volt
generator, 5 -inch dynamic speaker. to
trade for can motor, radio or parts,
camera, or? Ralph Saber, 107 S. Albion Ave.. Atlantic City. N. J.
HAVE A NEW RCA FREQUENCY
modulator in factory sealed carton.
Would like to trade for good shotgun.
Nick Denaro. 8148 I09 Ave., Ozone
Park. N. Y.
WANTED SKY BUDDY. SW3 NAtlonal electrified late model. exchange
for Airline 6 -tube pushbutton thirty Inc and two-tube regenerator. Itam
Pearsall. Room No. 218, St. Francis
Sanatorium, Colorado SPeInga, Colo.
WANT RADIO l'ARTH. TRANS former delivering 900 to 600 volts each
side Of CT. or? llave rifle, books.
banjo. stamps. etc. Robert E. Lloyd.
Box 94. Portsmouth. Ohio.
HAVE SHORT WAVE FQCIIPMENT.
stamps, tools, books and number of
other things. Am willing to swap for
any kind of phonograph equipment.
Want good pickup. A. M. Bird. Jr..
119 Broad St.. Glassboro. N. J.
HAVE ALL KINDS OF MAGAtines, including radio, science fiction.
photography and all kinds of pulps to
trade for any transmitting equipment, tubes. meters. condensers, colts,
etc. William Craggs. 1023 Washington Rlvd., Venice. Calif.
HAVE DB AND TRANSFORMER:
Thordarson mod. transformer 200 ohm
line to plate and screen of pr. 807's;
Pre. amp 6F5 -6(5; Haynes It1g
checker: DIA; other items. What have
you? W8OIG. Woodafield, O.
SWAP 2 RCA 955 ACORN TUBES,
brand new, boxed, also new transmitting condensers, television tuner.,
trimmers. etc., for good analyzer.
meters. microphone, or what? Bill
Osborne. 213 Devis St., Barrie, Ontario, Canada.

TRADE

mitter complete except

UNITED STATES
LEWIS NEUMAN. P.O. Box 8363.

Pittsburgh (181. l'a.
NOBILE SHEATSLEY. JR., Walkerton. Ind.

F'4 H. MOTT. 61 Grace Street.
Cranston. Rhode Island,
W. E. TIETZ. 615 7th Street, Watertown, Wis.

\tII

PAUL FRANUSICSI, Route 1, Inox
120. Florin. Calif.
FRANK VON PUTZ. 8612 55 Road.
Elmhurst. Long Island. N. Y.

MEYER SUSSMAN. P.O. Box 2182,
Paterson. New Jersey.
MIKE HOYCHUK, 5547 Saxon Dr..
Garfield Hta.. Ohio.
MAURICE WYNNE. 210 Hector Avenue, New Orleans. la.
N. E. BROOKS. 1349 W. 41st Street.
Baltimore, Md.
JAMt23 NEüsON, 1838 N. Eric St.,
Toledo. Ohio.
ROBERT J. E LLIS, 3539 17th St.,
San Francisco. Calif.
LUTHIER SCHNAKE. 1608 CamD
bell Ave., Des Plaines. Ill.
CHARLES COLMARK, 1426 24th
Ave., Moline. Illinois.
GEORGE CItYDER, R.D. No. 3.
Delaware. Ohio.
E. F. DIEIIL, JR.. 309 So. 17th
St., Camp Hill, Pa.
JOSEPH COHEE. General Delivery,
Frankfort, Ind.
9142 Fairview
WM. ANDERSON.
Ave.. Brookfield. Illinois.
STEVE MECSERI, 34 St. John
Place, Stamford. Donn.
Mon127.
BOB FORMAN, Box
mouth. Illinois.
A. E. PERRY. Eddyville. Iowa.
40
East
66
St..
SALLIE.
JOHN L
New York. N. Y.
GLENN WEHRMANN, 1289 Keener
Avenue. Dee Plaines. Ill.
NORM WHITON. Green St.. Greenwood. Mass.
PAUL ItAHR. Marion. Indiana.
CARL ANDERSON. 5024 W. Ohio
St., Chicago. III.
MIGUEL ANGELO. W2SWL. 247 Bee
62nd St.. New York City.
WILLIAM C. BREWER. 852 East
169 St.. Bronx. N. Y. C.. N. Y.
TOM BCHBECKENOOIST. 6020 Grafton St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Let's Listen

In

VS7JW, 14350, Ceylon.
KA3BW, 14176; KA7EF,

14120; KAIJM,
14280, in Philippines.
MX2B, 14310; MX2C, 14280, both in Manchukuo.
TF3C. 14110, Iceland, at 9 a.m.
FIBAG, 28000, French Indo-China, is a rare
catch which Jack Buitekant, W2, heard at 10:20
a.m. some time ago. Real DX!
FA3JY, 14070; FA8CF, 14060; in Algeria,
heard FB, also SVICA, 14010, Greece, also
CT2BC, CT2BP, HB9CE, HB9DO, in Azores
and Switzerland, respectively.
FN IC-FRENCH INDIA
Dave Patterson, FNIC, has kindly consented
to honor the I.D.A. with a Special Broadcast,
doing so on June 29 and July 2, at 9 a.m. and
p.m. E.S.T., each day, calling for 10 minutes on
14084 kc., phone.
Dave will insert a "reference clause" in his
call, and all correctly reporting his words will
earn a handsome QSL from a rare DX country. I.R.C.'s must be sent with reports.
Dave has a FB transmitter using 100 watts
phone into a close -spaced 2 element rotary beam,
one of the finest transmitters in all Asia. Gail T.
Beyer, W9, arranged this broadcast. It's very
nice of Dave to make this broadcast but the time
will make it almost hopeless for "East Coast"
DXers, although will be OK for W9s and W6s.
Good luck, anyway, boys! Dave also tells us that
he is building a 35 watt phone rig for AC4YN
in Tibet. to he ready late in July, which will be
really FB, as some lucky DXers may then log
AC4YNI Vy 73. Joe.

PORTUGAL,

air at present.

0.

m., Addr. P.

HAITI, 50.37
Box AI03. 7 -9.45

Dm.

The

Govt. Engineer, P. 0. Box
am. -2.30 pm. Ex. Suns.

106. 6 -7

6.900

TILS

6.885

HI9B

5.875

HRN

5.856

HIIJ

5.825

TIGPH

5.813

Addr. Alma Tice, Apartado 800.
II am..I pm., 6.10 pm. Relays
TIX 9.10 pm.

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 51.59
m., Addr. Senor Gonzalo Pinto,
H.
(Continued on page 191)

TIGPH2

for July,

I

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 50.85 m.
6.10 pm.
SANTIAGO, D. R., 50.95 m. Irregular 6 -II pm.
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS, 51.06
m. 1.15 -2.16, 8.30 -10 pm.; Sun.
3.30-5.30. 8.30 -9.30 pm.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, D. R.,
51.25 m., Addr. Box 204. 11:40
am. -1.40 pm.. 6.10-8.40 pm.
SAN JOSE COSTA RICA, 51.5 m.,

1939

the , Tyler, Texas.
IIENSLEY MOItEHEN, 66 Curtis
Street, San Francisco. Calif.
JIMMY WRATH. 1147 White St.,
Des Plaines, III.
STANLEY I'AWLIKOW'SIII, Jr., 11
Clinton St.. Easthampton, Mass.
LOYALE MLMIIY. 36 Burr Ave.,
Middletown. Conn.
DONALD CHARLES JOHNS. 1342
Campbell Ave.. Des Plaines, III.
Rd.,
COLLINS,
Hilltop
JAMES
Cotons. Maryland.
P. WYNNE. 210 Hector. New Or.
leans, La.
ED. J. BRAUN. 111 Maltby Street,
Rochester, N. Y.
WILLIAM E. SIMMONS. 3430 Dickens Are.. Chicago. Illinois.
G. F. BARRON. 1517 ltuan St., Elul.,
Philadelphia. Pa.
AUSTRALIA
F. DUBBO. City Road, Beenleigh,
Queensland.
VIVIAN 11A-M'SON, "Brookville' 146
Jellicoe St.. Toowoomba, Queensland.
ERNEST JONES. McKellar St.. Tenerife, N.1. Brisbane. Queensland.
CANADA
GEORGE FERGUSON. 70 Cameron
Ave., Itamilton, Ontario.
HOWARD) F. DIXON. 23 Guelph St..
Stratford. Ontario.
STAN CLARKE, 468 Bourgeois St.,
Montreal.
ENGLAND
ANDREW ROBERTSON. 5. York
Road. Southport. Lancashire.
DENYS CIIAMITON. 5, York Road.
Southport. Lancashire.
A. F. JAt.KMAN. 32 North. penes
Road. Gt. Yarmouth. Norfolk.
JIM ILALL, 3 Waterworks Cottages,
Southworth Road, Newton- Le -Willows. Lancs.
GEORGE MILLS. 13 Critchley St..
Ilkeston, Derbyshire.
HAWAII
TOKIO MUJAZONO. 2838 Church
Lane.
(SOUTH AFRICA
BASIL GREEN. % 5 Pallinghurst
Road. Parktown West. Johannesburg.
MURRAY B. GUNN, "Farm Rome,"
Somerset West, Cape Province.
SWITZERLAND
R. R. LONGYEAIt, GenthaL Geneva.

With Joe Miller

(Continued from page

1

LISBON,

JONES. 4017 Cold Spring La.,
Baltimore. Md.
VEILNON LOCKETT, 229 S. Bonner
A. H.

EXCHANGE

SWL

1:):)1

i

Review of Hammarlund HQ -120
This is a fine set, for ours. or any one else's
money. That's the opinion of all the DXers who've
heard the HQ -120 at our DX shack. We could
have no other belief after the FB results obtained, in a side -by -side test with several other
receivers.
The HQ -120 will "bring in" any stations any
other set will; is very sensitive on all bands, in.
eluding "10 "; calibrates in true Hammarlund precision, and, of interest to all Hams and amateur
DXers, has a band- spread for all the amateur bands
with accurately calibrated scales (in MC.) which
permits direct reading of frequencies right off
the band -spread dial, something all the boys wanted.
And each band is spread over the whole dial. making tuning a pleasure.
A fine feature is the antenna compensating control, with which one can adjust circuit peak when
changing bands, so effective that very often, whets
just tuning inside one amateur band (10 or 20 M.).
a slight turn will very noticeably improve the signal received.
The HQ -120 Noise Limiter proved itself of considerable value in diminishing the visual QRM
evident on the higher frequencies. often being the
difference as to whether or not we got some
weaker station's call.
The crystal circuit is a fine one, and we usually
preferred to keep the crystal in, in its first position, meeting various QRM conditions by readjustment of the indispensable phasing control.
We could go on and on, but will ORT with
then- wards. to cover everything- Hamniarlund
73
really built class into the HQ -120.
JOE MILLER.

DX on the "Ham" Bands
(Continued front paye 186)
The season for the VK's is certainly here, with
several hundred reported. One observer alone reported that he had heard over seventy -five of them
luring April. The Missies were heard in Colo.,
P. I., Ala., Mich., Nebr. S. D., Utah, Ariz.,
Conn., la., W. Va., Calif., Ore., Wash., Kan.,

Penna., and England.

S

Call

Freq.

R

ZK2BE

28.42
28.15
28.38

5

8

5

9
8 -9

ZL1 HY

ZLIGZ

Please say you saw it

5

Where Heard
Calif.
Ariz.
Ariz.. Calif.

in RADIO

&

TELEVISION

Call

ZLIKW
ZL2BE
ZL2KX
ZL3VE
ZL3KZ

Freq.

R

28.42

S

5

9

14.22
28.45
28.4

3
5
5

7

ZL3I)J

28.42
28.45
28.26

ZL-,3gsW

28.45

ZL4AF
ZL4AL
ZL4BK

28.35
28.34
28.27

8
6
9

5
5

7-9

5

7

4
6
4-5 5-9
5

8

4
5

8
7

Where Heard
Ariz.
Ala.. Kans.
Ala., Ark.
Ark.
Ariz.
Ariz., Ark.
Calif.
Calif.
Ariz., Calif.
Ariz.
Ariz.
Calif.
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OUTSTANDING SHORT WAVE BOOKS

Non) Available

ARE

AT YOUR DEALER!

YOU buy parts. tubes, kits, accessories from your local radio dealer-that's what countless thousands
of short-wave fans do. Now through a nation-wide distribution service our numerous books are avail-

able at your favorite radio dealer -right where you buy other radio equipment. It's more convenient,
saves time and you can inspect the books before you buy. Ask your dealer to show you all the books
advertised on this page- they're always in stock.
HOW TO GET
BEST SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION

101 SHORT WAVE

HOOK -UPS
Compiled by the Editora of
RADIO & TELEVISION

M.

HARVEY CERNSI t.tCK

ID

Here is a worthwhile book that every
short wave listener, every short ware
fan, and every short wave amateur
has wanted for a long time. It gives
ups
the
whi
have l appeared 'heretotore.
100 Illustrations
50C
72 Pages

Illustrations

40
72

50C

Pages

HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR
RADIO OPERATOR

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

By Lieut. Myron F. Eddy. whose experience in
the amateur field has made him pre- eminent in

This is the beat and most up-tn date book on
the subject. It is edited and prepared by the
editors of RADIO & TELEVISION and
contains a wealth of material on the building and operation, not only of typical short
wave

ai

receivers,

ell.

short

but

wave

72

this line.

If

ator,

TEN MOST POPULAR
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS

THE SHORT WAVE
BEGINNER'S BOOK

HOW TO MAKE AND WORK THEM
The editors of RADIO & TELEVISION have selected ten outstanding short wave receivers and
these are described in the new volume. Each receiver Is fully illustrated with a complete layout. pictorial representation, photographs of
the net complete. hook -up and all

Here is a book that soh tcs your short
Crave problems -leading yOU in easy
stages from the simplest tundamen
tala to the present stage of the art as
It is known today. It is the only
low -priced reference book on short
waves for the beginner.
75 Illustrations
25c
40 Pages

worthwhile specifications.
75
40

Eat.

150 Illustrations
72 Pages

SW

Pages

you intend to become a licensed cods operif you wish to take up phone work eventu-

ally -this is the book you must

converters

150 Illustrations

tells

e,eriWing you have ever wanted
know about short ware reception.
The author. a professional radio
listener and radio ran for many years.
gives you his long experience in radio
reception and all that goes with it.
you

Illustrations

2SC

Pages

LOOK FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER
For convenience the publishers list below dealers in all parts of the world where our
books are available. On your next shopping trip be certain to examine these volumes.
You're sure to want them for your technical library.
Van Sickle Radio. In Ìianapolis
MASSACHUSETTS
DeWolfe & Fiske Co.. Boston
The Personal Book Shop, Boston
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc.. Bos -

Walther Bros.. Montgomery
ARIZONA
newt; Cigar Store. Phoenix

CALIFORNIA
Electric Supply Co .. Oakland
Radio Supply Co many, Los Angeles
Radio Television supply Co., Los An.
geles
Pacific Radio Exchange, Inc., Los Angeles

Angeles
Auto Supply.
ZackWestern
Zack
Radio Supply Co Los Angeles
yestern Book Store,Caaadena
n Diego
Western Radio &SFlee. Co-, Francisco
Offenbach Electric Co, San
Technical Book Co., San Francisco
Co.. San
Radio Specialties Cep
COLORADO

Auto Equipment

Supply. Denver
CONNECTICUT
The Edward P. Judd Co.. New Haven
DELAWARE

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co.. Inc.,
mington
FLORIDA
Radio Accessories Co.. Orlando
GEORGIA
Wholesale

adio Servire

Co..

ILLINOIS
Allied M.P., Corporation. Chicago
Walter
Bra. llne.t

Wil

MICHIGAN

Rissl Brothers. Detroit

MINNESOTA

SI

St. Paul Book & Stat. Co.. St, Paul

MIS

BurstelnAppiei
Radio Labs..

RKansas City

St. Louis

dio C

Inc..

J. K.

Gill Co., Portland
PENNSYLVANIA

Radio Electric Service Co., Philadelphia
Cameradio Co.. Pittsburgh
WASHINGTON
Seattle Radio Supply Co.. Seattle
the
Wedel Co.. Inc.,
Spokane Radio Co.. Spokane
WISCONSIN
Radio Parts Co.. Milwaukee
Radio

ARGENTINA
nevista, Buenos Aires

bleGills Authorised Agency. Melbourne

o
Newark
Radio AfiparatusE Co..
United Radio Co.. Newark
Radio Service Co., Inc.,
Newark
NEW YORK
Fort Orange Radio Dist. Co.. Albany
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc.,

Emil Arens. Brusseels M

1re k

Bronx

Óo..
HrsnRai
arioedo
City
1..

Ne

e

York Cityyc

T.

York City
American
Taylor Co New York
Dian. the Radio Man. New York City

New
Bogen
nc.. Next York
Pumtiaser..
Radin Circular Co.. New York City
O. E. Stechert & Co.. New York City
City
York
Co., New
The
Sun Undid, Co.. New York City
Thnr Radio Corp.. New York City
City
York
Try -Mn Radio Co.. New
Van Riemsdvrk Book Stores. New York
City
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc.. New
York City
H. W. Wilson Co.. New York City
Radio Parts & Equipment Co.. Rochester
Schenectady
`.t. -oh...tile A
Federra

.

Cmian
Mm

Electrical Supply

HOLLAND
Amsterdam,

Z,

INDIA
Empire Book Mart. Bombay
MEXICO
D. F.
American Book tore, Mexico.
Central De Publ1raciones, S. A., Mn'
leo. D. F.
Jaques Salvo. Mexico. D. F.

Johns, Ltd.. NAuucckland
James Johnston. Ltd.. Dunedin

Te AYO Book Depot. Ltd., Wellington
SOUTH AFRICA
Technical Book Co., Cape Town

Central News Agency, Johannesburg
Johannesburg
International House,
Publications.
Radio
South
A rburg

YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY
THESE BOOKS, ORDER DIRECT FROM US.
SHIPMENT
FILL OUT
IMMEDIATELY.
WILL BE MADE FIMMEDIAT

IF

CANADA
T. Eaton & Co. Winnipeg. Man.
Electrical Supplies. Ltd.. Winnipeg.
Man.
wholesale Radio Supply. Winnipeg.
Mae.
Canadian Electrical Supply Co,. Ltd..
Toronto. Ont.
Ratdiiot Trade Supply Co.. Ltd.. Toronto,

Co Ltd..

R &T -7 -39
POPULAR BOOK CORP.
99 Hudson Street. New York City.
IGentlemen: I enclose herewith my remitwhich
taiicih
please send
following boo. or:
me

f

Agencia Soave. ago Paulo
CHINA
China

International Booksellersh Ltd.. Shang.
hat

Diamond News

Co BHavana

r Nara*

ENGLAND
Gorringe's Amer. News Agency. London

Toute

la

ANC E
FRPari.
Radin.
ANBerlin
GE,

Rehr C.M.R.Ii.

Publishers
Please say you saw If

Radio Pesters,

OREGON

Van Sickle Radio Co.. St. Louis

POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION
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CO., Boston

r

Chicago Radio Anpnratus Co.. Chicago
Midwest' Radio Martt. Chicago
Co..
Newark
l. Chicago
Roebuck
Max Stein & Co
Chicago
.L
Montgomery Warts & Co. Chicago
wholesale Radio ervme Co.. Inc., Chl.

Tremont Elec. Supply

Jmnn;en.

11

r.

Springfield

Libmrary Book House.

OHIO
Exchange, Toledo

College Rook

99
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Order.
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HUDSON STREET
TELEVISION
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
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World

S
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Stations

FREE CATALOGS and INFORMATION

(Continued (ram page 189)
Mc.
5.790

Call
TGS

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 51.75
m. Casa Preidencial, Senor J. M.
Caba leroz. Irregular.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 52.28 m. Irregular 10 pm. -I2 m.
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 52.40
m., 8.30 -9.30 pm. Sun. 2 -3 pm.
BELIZE, BRIT. HONDURAS, 56.6

carefully reading the advertising columns, you will find many offers to furnish literature
containing valuable technical information that will help you in your work. Use this list freely.
By

I

5.735

HCIPM

5.460

YNOP

5.300

ZIK3

m., Tue., Thurs., Sat. 1.30 -2, 8.30-

pm.
PRAGUE,
9

5.145

OKIMPT

5.145

PMY

5.040

YVSRN

BOHEMIA, 58.31 m.,
Addr. (See OLR, 11.84 mc.)
Irregular.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 58.31 m. 5.30 11

5.020

YV4RQ

5.010

YV5RM

4.990

YVIRX

4.970
4.960
4.960
4.950

YVIRJ
VUD2
YVSRS

YV4R0

4.940

YVSRO

4.930
4.920

YV4RP
YVSRU

4.920

VUM2

Firm

Business

ABC Radio Laboratories
Aladdin Radio Industries,'nc.
Allied Radio Corp.

Mfr.

Set

Parts Mfr.
Mail Order

am.

CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 59.52 re.,
4 -11.30 pm., Sun. 8.30 -11.30 am.,
3.30 -10 pm.
PUERTO CABELLO, VENEZ., 59.76
m., testing nightly. Off 9.20 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 59.88 re., 3.30.
10 pm., Sun. 8 am. -10.30 pm.
BARQUISIMETO, VENEZ., 60.12 m.,
10 am. -II pm.
CORO, VENEZ., 60.36 re., Irreg.
DELHI, INDIA, 60.48 m., Addr. All
India Radio. 7.30 am. -12.35 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 60.48 m., Irreg.
m.,
VALENCIA, VENEZ., 60.61

Noonl,

6.10 pm.

CARACAS, VENEZ., 60.73 m.
VALENCIA, VENEZ., 60.85 m. Irreg.
CARACAS, VENEZ., 60.98 re., 6.307.30, 10.30 am. -I, 3.30 -10 pm.
MADRAS, INDIA. 60.98 m. Addr.
All India Radio, 6.30 am.-I2.10

American Radio Institute
Andrea Radio Corp.
Approved Tech. Apparatus

Bliley Electric Co.

Kit

& Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Parts Mfr.

4.905

CORO, VENEZ., 61.10 m., 6.30 -9.30
pm., ex. Sundays.
HJIABG BARRANQUILLA, COLOM., 61.16
II am. -II pm., Sun. II am. 8

YV6RT

4.900

HJ3CAH

4,890

YVIRX

4:890

HJ7GAD

.885

4.111'

HJ4DAP

4.880

VUB2

4.880

YV6RU

4.875

HJ6FAH

4.865

HJ2BAJ

4.860

YVIRL

4.855

1-1J3CAF

4.850

YVIRZ

4.845

HJ3CAD

4.840

VUC2

4.840

YV4RX

4.835

HJIABE

4.830

YVSRN

4.825

HJSEAD

4.820

YV3RN

4.815

4.810

HJ2BAC
YVIRU

4.800

YVIRV

4.795

HJ6FAC

4.790

YVIRY

4.785

HJIABB

4.772

HJ7GAB

4.560

HC2ET

for July,

1939

pm.
BOLIVAR, VENEZ., 61.22 re., Signs cH at 9.30 pm.
BOGOTA, COLOM., 61.22 m., 11.30
am. -2, 6 -11 pm.
MARACAIBO, VENEZ., 61.35 m.,
10.30 am. -1.30, 4.30 -10.30 pm.
BUCARAMANGA, COL., 61.35 m.,
5.45.6.30, 11.30 are. -I pm., 6 -11
pm.
MEDELLIN, COLOM., 61.42 m., 8
are.2, 6 -11 pm.
BOMBAY, INDIA, 61.48 m. Addr.
All Inda Radio, 7.30 am.-12.30
pm.
BOLIVAR, VENEZ., 61.48 re., 6.309.30 pm. except. Sundays.

ARMENIA, COLOM., 61.54 m.,

8-

II are., 6 -IO pm.
SANTA MARTA, COLOM., 61.67
re., 5.30.10.30 pm.
MARACAIBO, VENEZ., 61.73 m., 11
em. -I pm., 4.30.10.30 pm.
BOGOTA, COLOM., 61.80 m., 7
prn,m id. ex. Sundays.
VALERA, VENEZ., 61.88 re., 11.30
am.I, 5.45.8.45 pm.
BOGOTA, COLOM., 61.92 m., 611.30 pm.
CALCUTTA, INDIA, 61.98 m. Addr.
All India Radio. 6.30 am. -12 n.
MARACAY VENEZ., 61.98 m., 6 -11
pm. ex. Sundays.
CARTAGENA, COLOM., 62.05 m.,
pm.
7 am.6, 7 -11
CARACAS, VENEZ., 62.11 re., 5 -9.30
pm. (Sun. to 10.30 pm.)
CALI, COLOM., 62.17 re., 7.11 pm.
ex. Sundays.
BARQUISIMETO, VENEZ., 62.24 m.,
11.30 are._1.30, 5.30 -9.30 pm.
CUCUTA, COLOMBIA, 62.31 m.
MARACAIBO, VENEZ., 62.38
10.45 am. -12.45
pm., 4.30 -10.36
Pm.
MARACAIBO, VENEZ., 62.50 re..
10.45 am. -12.45 pm., 4.30 -10.30 pm.
9
PEREIRA, COLOM., 62.57 m.
am. -noon, 6.30-10.30 pm. ex. Sun.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 62.63 m.,
5.30 -8 prn.

BARRANQUILLA, COLOM., 62.69
4.30.10.30 pm. ex. Sundays.
BUCARAMANGA, COLOM., 62.87
m., Nightly to 10.45 or II pm.
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 65.79 m.,
Wed. 8 Sat. 8 -10 pm.

168

169

Parts Mfr.

Information

Parts Mfr.

Gold Shield Products

Radio School
Mail Order

Catalog
Catalog
Catalog
House Organ
Electrical Catalog
Radio Catalog
Catalog
Catalog

Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.

Parts Mfr.

Bulletins & Circuit Dia-

Trade School

Coyne Electrical School

Dodges Institute

169

10c

10c

Free

176

Free
Free

B.C.

E -6

10c

A -6

Free

Bulletin

Code Course

YVIRY

4.900

Free

Free
Free

Catalog
Catalog
Station Log & Data Bk.
Catalog
1939 Catalog
Book of Facts

Mail Order
Mail Order

Burstein -Applebee Co.
Cameradio Co.
Candler System Co.
Consolidated Wire & Associated Corporations
Cornell -Dubilier Elec. Corp.

Page

Book
Radio Catalog
Builder's Handbook
Recording Book
Booklet

Circular
Browning Laboratories, Inc.
Brush Development Co.
Bud Radio. Inc.

Cost

Literature

Radio School
Television Kit Mfr. Literature
General Catalog
Test Equipment
Parts Mfr.
Engineering Bulletin

pm.
4.910

No.

Offer

Free
Free

RT -79

Free

167

167

67

I

167
171

IOc

Free

I

Free

170

Free

Free
165 -A

Free

66-A
67-A

Free

I

I

73

174
I

70

I.F.C.

Free
Free

Free

131

Free

Free

174

Free

172,181

182,184

Free

165

Information

Free

177

1939 Catalog

Free

173

Free

grams

Guthman, Edwin I.. & Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

Set & Parts

Set & Parts

Mfr.
Mfr.

Harrison Radio Co.
Henry, Bob
Howard Radio Company

Mail Order
Mail Order
Set Mfr.

Booklet
Information
Information
Circuit Diagram & Technical Details

Instructograph Company
Kusterman, Oscar B.
Lafayette Radio Corp.
Mass. Radio School
National Company, Inc.
National Radio Institute
National Schools
New York Radio Supply Co.
Radio & Technical Publ. Co.
Radio Train. Assn. of Amer.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
RCA ManufacturingCo., Inc.
Remington Rand. Inc.
Sargent, E. M., Co.
Sigmon Radio Supply
Solar Mfg. Corp.

Code Machine

Information

Free

176

Catalog
Radio Catalog
60 -page Catalog
Receiver Group Booklets
64 -page Book
Radio & Television Bklt.
Bargain Bulletin
Circulars on each Book
Book
Catalog

IOc

173

Free

171

16 page

Sprague Products Co.

Sprayberry Acad. of Radio
Supreme Publications
Teleplex Co.
Triplett Electrical lnst.Co.
Tri -State College
Universal Microphone Co.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.
Please say you saw

it

in

RADIO

Set &

Kit Mfr.

Mfr.

Set

Radio School
Set & Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Radio School
Dealer
Radio Textbooks
Radio School
Radio School
Set & Parts Mfr.

Typewriter Mfr.
Set Mfr.

Mfr.
Parts Mfr.
Set

Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Publisher
Code Machine
Parts Mfr.
Radio School
Parts Mfr.
Mail Order
&

TELEVISION

Free

76

Catalog

Information
Blue Prints & Diagrams
General Parts Catalog
Transmitting Catalog
Condenser Testers Cat.

9S

2X

CBCC-I

Condenser Catalog
52 -page Book

Information
Booklet
Catalog
Catalog

S -7

Information
Radio Catalog

168

Free

161

Free

176

Free

I.B.C.

Free

129

Free

174

Free
Free

173

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Literature

76

177

Free

Free
Free

175

176
174
163
192
167
168
171

Free

Free
Free
Free

181

Free

176

Free

179

Free
Free
Free

176

175
174

168
171

191

GREATEST

BARGAIN
in

10 yeati

BOOK REVIEWS
AMERICA! Cesar Saerchinger. Sire 5s/9"
pages, illustrated. Published by Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass.
In a light, fascinating style, this famous
European -contact man of the Columbia Broadcasting System tells of the growth of broadcasting
from abroad, enlivening his work with many amusing and thrilling anecdotes. He gives, for example, the inside story of Mr. Windsor's abdication
for the love of Bessie Wallace Warfield Spencer
Simpson. He tells of Shaw's first broadcast, putting the Pope on the air, an interview with
Ghandi, and many other topics of interest, in 25
chapters which are illustrated with 20 pages of
photographs. There is a detailed index which enables the reader to find any subject covered in
the book.
HELLO

8y"

5'

SOUND, Arthur Taber Jonas. Size
z 8% ",
pages, illustrated. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Co., Inc., New York City.
In this book, which emphasizes both the fundamental principles and the more important phenomena of sound. the author -who is Professor of
Physics at Smith College
careful to include
the more recent discoveries and points of view.
In graphic manner, be shows the progress of
acoustic science, and details how a large part of
the new knowledge can be mastered and acquired.
He presents the rather abstruse ideas in language which is not only clear, but even fascinating. His 12 chapters deal with: Preliminary Ideas;
The Production of Various Noises; Vibratory
Motion; Simple Tones and Combinations of
Tones; Musical Scales; Transmission of Sound;
Free Vibration; Forced Vibration and Maintained
Vibration; Hearing; Musical Instruments; Speech
and Sound; and Technical Applications. There are
7 appendices and an index. The book is thoroughly documented, nearly 2 pages being devoted
to a partial bibliography covering but three of
the innumerable points by the erudite author.
450

-is

NOW AS LITTLE AS

day

1Oc a

Imagine a typewriter that speaks in a whisper
You can write in a library, a sick room, a Pullman berth, without disturbing others. And
superb performance that literally makes words
flow from the machine. The Remington Noiseless Portable is equipped with all attachments
that make for complete writing equipment
manifolds and cuts stencils perfectly. Furnished
in black with chromium fittings.

-it

SPECIFICATIONS

Standard keyboard. Takes paper 9.5 inches
wide. Standard size, 12 yard ribbon. Makes up
to 7 legible carbons. Back spacer. Paper fingers.
Roller type. Black key cards with white letters.
Double shift key and shift lock. Right and left
carriage release. Right and left cylinder knobs.
Large cushion rubber feet. Single or double
space adjustment. A brand new NOISELESS
typewriter, right off the assembly line.

10 -DAY FREE TRIAL

For the first time in history you can own a genuine Remington Noiseless Portable for as little as
10c a day or $3.00 a month. Think of itl The
finest Remington Portable ever built at the
lowest terms we have ever offered.
And you don't risk a penny! We will send this
brand new Remington Noiseless Portable for a
TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL! If you are not
satisfied, send it back. We pay all shipping
charges.

FREE
-

-

TYPING

COURSE

With your Remington Noiseless Portable
absolutely
free

-a

19 -page

course in

typing teaching you the
Touch System, always used
by experts. With the help of
this course you will find typing the most enjoyable way
you ever wrote.

SPECIAL

CARRYING
CASE

Carrying Case, handsomely
covered in DuPont fabric is
included with your purchase.
The case makes it easy to
take your machine anywhere.
You can use it on trains, or
on your knees at home. Don't
delay. Mail the coupon.

MAIL NOW
Remington Rand Inc. Dept.300 -7
465 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Tell me, without obligation, how to get a Free
Trial of a new Remington Noiseless Portable,
including Carrying Case and Free Typing
Course for as little as 10c a day Send Catalog.
Name
Address

City

192

State

Index to Advertisers
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THE RADIO NOISE REDUCTION HANDBOOK,
size 6" x 9 ", 44 pages, paper coven, illustrated.
Published by Radio, Ltd., Los Angeles, Calif.
This is a handbook which really gives the experimenter, who wishes to conduct research into
"noise suppression, some real usable information. The noise limiters described in one chapter
range all the way from the simple neon bulb
connected across the speaker to the Dickerts sys-
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tem which, though fairly complex, has long been
a favorite of workers in this field. Other chapters deal with the suppression of noise at the
source, means of analyzing the causes of noise,
balancing systems, new circuits. etc. This book is a
"must" for every radio enthusiast who finds the
QRN over-riding the signals.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF WIRELESS AND TELEGRAPHY FOR BEGINNERS, size 5%" z 734", 32

Lafayette Radio Corp

pages, paper cover, illustrated. Published by Signal
Electric Mfg. Co., Menominee, Mich.
This booklet explains in simple terms the functions of telegraph keys, sounders, relays and batteries, giving some simple circuits for two-way
communication. It also gives the code and a series
of lessons to enable the aspiring operator to practice in the most effective way. A few pages at the
back of the book are devoted to advertising.
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(Continued from page 178)
of the video and cathode ray tubes by means
of the power supplies. It will be noticed
that the cathode of the cathode ray tube is
not at or near ground potential but several
hundred volts above, as explained in the
second paragraphs of this chapter.
Another method of restoring the D.C.
background level is of course a manual
one, in which a resistance changes the bias
of the cathode ray tube grid. When this
method is used it will be necessary to
change the bias with the pedestal level as it
changes with the transmitted scene, thus
necessitating frequent adjustment of the
background control.
Circuits covering electrostatic deflection
type tubes will be described in the following
chapter. These tubes are less expensive than
electro- magnetic deflection types but usually
suffer somewhat in the detail obtainable.
Circuits of the antennas as well as the
R.F. type of receiver will also be described
for the reception of television pictures,
where the receiving point is located within
fairly close proximity to the transmitter.
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The

NC -iooXA

RECEIVER

HIGH PERFORMANCE

National builds a complete line of
communication receivers, ranging
from the Type HRO, in which cost
is a secondary consideration, to the
Type NC-44, designed for the lowest price which good performance
permits.

National Receivers are designed with the single aim of
producing maximum performance, long life, and rugged
dependability. You will find them wherever maintenance of communication is vital, and wherever fine receivers are appreciated.
The receiver illustrated above, the Type NC- 100XA,
is representative. Its design includes a number of
unique details, among them a range changing system
in which the required coils are moved into position
adjacent to the coils and the condensers, and there
connected into the circuit. Such a mechanism, with its
heavy cast aluminum coil shield sliding on a smoothly
fitted track by rack and pinion drive, is far more
machinery than one usually finds in a radio receiver.
But its use permits short, direct wiring, ample space
for the coils in use, and complete circuit shielding. The
gain in performance is unmistakable. This is but one
of the refinements that make the NC -100XA so outstanding.
A set of free booklets describing the NC -100XA and
other National receivers will be mailed free on request.
Though primarily instruction booklets, they contain a
wealth of general information on receiver design and
operation that will be of real value to anyone interested
in fine instruments. Just ask for "Receiver Group
Booklets." They will be mailed promptly, postpaid.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS.
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Build your own ,Sight and .Sound Receiver for

TELEVISION
F. A. D. ANDREA

-

Pioneer

in Radio and Television

Andrea led the way with
radio kits in 1923. Thousands will remember his
famous Neutrodyne kits. Behind the Andrea Television
Kit are long years of experience that assure successful assemblyand "Sharp Focus" television reception
from the finished receiver.

SET BUILDERS, STUDENTS, EXPERIMENTERS and SERVICE MEN
The Andrea Television Kit gives you
opinion, gained through the actual assemfactory -built performance at rock- bottom
bly of the (Andrea) kit, the plan of incost -plus the fun and satisfaction of
structions devised by the manufacturer
building your own. Already, set builders
sets a new high point in that field of
are reporting enthusiastically about reradio. -The individual steps in the forsults from their assembled KT -E -5 kits:
mation of this televisor have been so
clearly outlined that the only excuse for
In the N. Y. Sun, April 15th, E. L. Brag failure is carelessness on the part of the
don, Radio Editor, said: "In the writer's
builder."

FROM TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS:
ANDREA RADIO CORP. is the only television
manufacturer whose factory and laboratories are located right in New York City. Thus ANDREA
engineers have not been limited to laboratory receiving tests from miniature, experimental transmitters. No, indeed! Every step in the perfection
of ANDREA "Sharp-Focus" sets and kits has been
checked- on actual reception from the New York
transmitters which are setting the standards of
television .technique in the U. S. A.
FINISHED, COMMERCIAL DESIGN: ANDREA
is the only manufacturer of television receivers who
is making a standard, commercial set available in
construction kit form for experimenters, students,

and service men. Because the ANDREA KT -E -5 kit
is actually comprised of the parts of the factory -built
model 1 -F -5 receiver, the kit, when assembled in
accordance with the instructions provided, will give
you sight and sound reception equal to the factory built set.
SUCCESS ASSURED: You need only a soldering
iron, screwdriver, and pliers. No testing instruments are necessary, for the R.F. circuits are: assembled, wired and precision pre -tuned to the 44 -50 and
50 -56 mc. channels. You'll be delighted to see how
every last detail has been planned to assure your
success.
BE THE FIRST IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD TO
OWN AN ANDREA TELEVISION RECEIVER!

At right: A complete, factorybuilt
model television receiver if you prefer
fer it. Andrea
"Sharp- Focus" receiver MODEL I -F -5, complete with tubes.
,

Andrea Teleceptor
Antenna specially
designed for television reception

950

Complete Wiring Diagrams
and Step -by -Step Instructions supplied free with
every Andrea KT -E -5 Kit.
Or send $1 for diagrams
and instructions alone

-

authoritative, detailed
profusely illustrated.

IMMEDIATE

DISTRIBUTORS:

Leading dealers are now displaying and
demonstrating Andrea sets and kits.
Write for the Andrea Television literature and name of your nearest dealer.

A limited number of territories are still open. Write
for full information.

Andrea Television Kit,
rear view, assembled.

9açj)tEcLRad4q-

1995 less tubes
ANDREA RADIO CORP.

DELIVERY:

"SHARP- FOCUS" TELEVISION
48 -35

48th Ave., Woodside, L. I., N. Y.
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Telephone: Stillwell
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